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Abstract
The transport and interaction of singly- and multiply-charged ions with matter has
been studied. The experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum environment. The
low- and hyperthermal-energy ion beamline was used as a source of singly charged ions,
while the CUEBIT facility was used as a source of multiply charged ions.
The kinetic energy of the ion beam obtained from the CUEBIT is offset from the
nominal value expected from the applied electrostatic potentials. These offsets were stud-
ied by measuring the kinetic energy of the beam using a retarding field analyzer (RFA).
The offset was attributed to the space charge of the electron beam that is used to create the
multiply charged ions. The charge density of the electron beam was varied by changing
operational parameters of the electron beam, namely the electron beam current and the en-
ergy of the electron beam. Ion beams of Ar4+ and Ar8+ were extracted from the source and
the offsets observed in the kinetic energy were related to the variation in the space charge
potential of the electron beam. Measurements of these offsets, ranging from 100 eV/Q to
300 eV/Q, are significant and important for experiments that aim to utilize the potential
energy of slow multiply charged ions.
The transport of ions using capillaries has been studied to investigate the viabil-
ity of ion-guiding as a means for a novel ion delivery mechanism. Results on transport
through large bore capillaries (macrocapillaries) that probe both the geometric and ion-
guided mechanisms are presented. The angle- and position-dependent transport properties
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were found to depend on the material of the capillary (specifically, whether metal or insu-
lator) and the geometry of the capillary. Rb+ ions at a kinetic energy of 1 keV were trans-
mitted through metal and glass capillaries that were a few centimeters in length and a few
millimeters in diameter. Oscillations were observed in the capillaries made of glass which
were absent in the metal capillaries. Calculations based on the geometry of the experimen-
tal setup and kinematics of the ions showed that these oscillations could be attributed to the
charge patches formed on the capillary walls.
Electronic excitations in solids due to energetic ions at low kinetic energy were
measured by using Schottky diodes. Hot electron currents measured at the backside of an
Ag/n-Si Schottky diode due to ion bombardment on the frontside were found to depend on
the kinetic energy (500 eV to 1500 eV) and angle of incidence (±30o) of the ion (Rb+)
beam. A sharp upturn in the energy dependent yield is consistent with a kinetic emis-
sion model for electronic excitations utilizing the device Schottky barrier as determined
from current-voltage characteristics. Backside currents measured for ion incident angle are
strongly peaked about normal incidence. Accounting for the increased transport distance
for excited charges at non-normal incidence, the mean free path for electrons in silver was
found to be 5.2± 1.4 nm, which is consistent with values reported in the literature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ion-solid interactions
Ion-solid interactions have been the focus of many experiments in the last century
that have aided in the discovery of fundamental properties and also given rise to technology
widely used today[1, 2]. Fundamental inights about the nature of the atom were obtained by
studies of particle bombardment on solids in the period between 1910 and 1950[3–9]. In the
1960s, due to technological advancement, well-controlled and clean Ultra-High-Vacuum
(UHV) conditions were accessible to experimentalists[10] that spurred on investigations in
the field of ion-solid interactions including but not limited to gas-surface interactions[11],
ion implantation[12–16], radiation damage[17, 18], and sputter erosion[19].
Material modification utilizing singly charged ions (SCIs) is realized by the transfer
of the kinetic energy of the ion to the solid into its nuclear and electronic degrees of free-
dom. It is technologically convenient to accelerate ions as opposed to neutrals to energies
reaching 107 eV, resulting in the wide use of ions. The ion interacts with the solid through
an interatomic potential that modulates parameters such as range, energyloss, and distri-
bution within the solid. These parameters govern the implantation, damage and sputtering
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processes described above and can be used as ’knobs’ to controllably manipulate interac-
tions at the nanoscale. Fundamental ion-solid interactions can be summarily described by
sequential binary collision approximations, energy loss processes within the solid includ-
ing recoiling of ions via collision cascades, and radiation damage and sputtering within
the target. The different ion-solid interaction processes depend on the value of the kinetic
energy, which has resulted in the classification of different regimes of kinetic energy[20]:
thermal (<1 eV), hyperthermal (1 eV-500 eV), low energy (500 eV-10 keV), medium en-
ergy (10 keV-500 keV), and high energy (>0.5 MeV). Fig 1.1 shows the various processes
that occur in the different energy regimes as indicated.
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Figure 1.1: Figure showing the different processes that take place according to the kinetic
energy of the incident ion beam. The kinetic energy is classified into five regimes depend-
ing upon its value as shown. The figure gives a rough estimate of the ranges of these effects
as target-specific effects are excluded and should be treated as a rough guide rather than an
exact quantification. Adapted from Ref. [20].
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Multiply- and highly-charged ions (M/HCIs) are esoteric entities in the world of
ions. Their uniqueness lies in the fact that their charge state (Q) is significantly higher than
1, thus making it possible to use their potential energy instead of only the kinetic energy (as
is the case with the more traditional singly charged ions). Figure 1.2 shows the potential
energy of different species of ions (Ar, Xe, and U) as a function of the charge state. The
potential energy is calculated as the sum of the binding energies of the electrons that are
removed from the netral atom to form the highly charged ion. As can be seen in the figure,
the potential energy of Xe44+ is ∼ 51 keV, while that of Ar11+ is ∼ 2 keV. This potential
energy couples with the surface by attracting electrons from the surface and thus breaking
electronic bonds in the case of insulators. The energy density of deposition can be very
high for slow highly charged ions, as the entire potential energy may be deposited into an
atomic volume of only a few nm3. Due to the high deposition energy density, utilization of
the potential energy of these multiply/highly charged ions leads to new effects at surfaces,
which is outside the realm of SCIs[21–27]. A comparison [23] between the different effects
of slow heavy SCIs, swift heavy ions (SHIs) and slow highly charged ions (HCIs) is shown
in Fig. 1.3, and illustrates the high density of energy deposition into the target. The kinetic
energy of SHIs leads to a high penetration distance, or range, of these ions into the solid,
while the kinetic energy of the HCIs being very low, the range is typically only a few nm.
The potential energy is deposited into this small volume indicated in the figure, leading to
the high density of deposition.
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Figure 1.2: Potential energy of different ions (Ar, Xe, and U) as a function of the charge
state. The potential energy is calculated as the sum of the binding energies of those elec-
trons that have been removed from the neutral gas atom to form the highly charged ion. For
example, the potential energies of Ar11+ (∼ 2 keV) and Xe44+ (∼ 51 keV), are indicated
in the figure. These charge states have been utilized commonly when using Ar and Xe
species and serve to provide an estimate of the potential energy in question. Adapted from
Ref. [23].
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Figure 1.3: Figure showing the different schemes for energy deposition for different types
of ions at different kinetic energies. The red shows recoil trajectories of the ions and the
blue shows the energy lost to electronic excitations. a) Singly-charged heavy ions with
kinetic energy in the range of a few keV to an MeV. b) Swift heavy ions in the energy range
of a few MeV to a GeV. c) Slow highly charged ions with potential energy of a few keV
and kinetic energy less than 1 keV. Adapted from Ref. [23].
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1.2 CUEBIT facility
In the last few decades, there has been considerable interest in the utilization of
M/HCIs as sources providing these ions with considerably high charge state and flux have
become available. Electron Beam Ion Source/Traps (EBIS/Ts) and Electron-Cyclotron-
Resonance (ECR) sources are the two primary sources that are used to provide highly
charged ions, while a new multiply charged ion source utilizing lasers is under development
at Old Dominion University[28]. An excellent review regarding the details of an EBIT can
be found in Refs. [29, 30].
Along with the EBIS/T and ECR sources worldwide[31–38], recently an EBIS/T
was commissioned at Clemson University as part of the user facility ’CUEBIT’ designed
primarily for materials irradiation experiments using M/HCIs[39]. The ion source was
obtained from DREEBIT, GmbH[35, 40–47]. A schematic of the beamline is shown in
Fig. 1.4. The ion source is designed based on the EBIS-SC source[35]. The electron beam
is formed from a cathode emitter and directed through a three-section drift tube where it
can ionize an injected species to form HCIs. Beyond the drift tube lies an extraction region
where ions and electrons are separated. From the extraction region, ions leave the source
and enter the beamline while the electrons are dumped into a collector. Both the collector
and cathode are cooled with a closed cycle deionized water loop which cycles through an
external laboratory chiller unit. Surrounding the drift tube region is a 6 T closed-cycle-
cooled superconducting magnet which provides compression for the central electron beam.
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Figure 1.4: A schematic of the ion source (EBIS-SC) and the extraction beamline (Sections
I and II) present in the CUEBIT facility. The Faraday cup and quadrupole are labeled as
FC and Q, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [39].
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As in all EBIT/EBIS machines, bias voltages applied in the drift tube region along
with the electron beam serve to confine ionized species axially and radially. Confinement
times can be varied within the EBIS-SC by modulating the voltage of the drift tube section
adjacent to the extraction region between ’open’ and ’closed’ trap configurations. Typical
modes involve setting the drift tube at a low voltage such that ions with sufficient kinetic
energy can surmount the axial potential continuously (leaky mode) or pulsing the drift tube
voltage to lower the axial potential over fixed time intervals (pulsed mode).
Connected to the EBIS-SC ion source are two additional vacuum sections (Sections
I and II) which constitute the beamline for the CUEBIT facility as shown in Fig. 1.4. Both
sections are oil-free pumped with turbomolecular pumps and are separated from the ion
source and each other by pneumatically-controlled gate valves. Within Section I, immedi-
ately adjacent to the ion source, are mounted an Einzel lens and deflector assembly. Both
are used to focus and deflect ions extracted from the source into a retractable Faraday cup
mounted within this section. Also mounted in Section I are a quadrupole beam deflector
and a 4-jaw slit system. The quadrupole deflector is currently unused; however, it can
be employed as an injection point to transport ions back into the central drift tube or trap
region for further ionization.
Extracted HCI beams focused through Section I are brought into Section II through
an analyzing dipole magnet. A second deflector assembly lies at the exit of the magnet and
is used to bring the beam into alignment for this sections Faraday cup or into user-defined
detector assemblies mounted in the target region downstream. The analyzing dipole magnet
has a deflection angle of 90◦, a bending radius of 350 mm, and produces a maximum field of
0.4 T at a 91.2 A induction current. A water cooling loop, also powered by the laboratory
chiller, serves to cool the magnet coils, and a Hall probe is mounted within the magnet
yokes and interfaced to the laboratory computer to provide field strength readings. The
Section II Faraday cup is mounted at the exiting focus point of the analyzing magnet, and
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the collection of current readings under varying field strengths in this cup can be used to
generate a spectrum of the ion species extracted from the EBIS-SC source.
The target region of the CUEBIT facility refers to the delivery point for HCI beams
extracted and focused from the EBIS-SC ion source. Extending into this region is a custom-
designed deceleration lens that is configured to provide 100X reduction in the delivered
beam energy. The lens has an inner diameter of 40 mm and is constructed upon a DN100CF
flange. Given the flexible operating procedures designated for CUEBIT as a user facility,
this base flange is considered the standard mounting point for any desired chamber or ex-
perimental end point configuration.
1.3 Outline
It is important to accurately determine the kinetic energy of the highly charged ion
beam extracted from the source. However, the EBIT, being a non-traditional ion source,
it is not straightforward to calculate the energy of these ions as it is with traditional ion
beamlines. The overlap of the electron beam and the ion cloud in the source region leads to
lowering of the effective potential leading to an offset in the kinetic energy of the extracted
ions. This offset depends upon operational parameters of the electron beam and has been
found to be a few hundred eV in magnitude. Details regarding these measurements are
presented in Chapter 2.
While these ions have received considerable interest recently as described, the ions
are confined in UHV conditions in bulky stainless steel beamlines as shown. The rigidity
and inflexibilty of this design prohibits convenient integration of these ions into existing
frameworks such as those used for surface processing techniques or biological applications
of ions. The transport of these ions using flexible capillaries has received considerable
attention, since the guiding effect was discovered by the Stolterfoht group[48]. A review
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of the existing work can be found in Ref. [49]. Several schemes using nano-sized and
macro-sized capillaries have been proposed, while recently investigations of novel trans-
port methods have utilized external electric fields in conjunction with curved and conical
capillaries[50–52]. Due to higher cross-section and the possibility of higher transmission
efficiency, macrocapillaries are of interest for the design of novel transport systems. Chap-
ter 3 presents investigations on the use of macro-sized cylindrical and conical capillaries
made of metal as well as an insulating material. Angle and position dependent measure-
ments are presented that show charge patch formation in only the insulating macrocapillar-
ies.
In chapter 4, two experiments that record the electronic excitations due to ion bom-
bardment are described. Electrically sensitive devices were constructed that enabled track-
ing of both singly and multiply charged ion induced effects at kinetic energies in the low en-
ergy regime. Schottky diodes were fabricated in-house (25 nm Ag/n-Si) as a high-efficiency
detector of hot electrons, or ’kinecurrent’, analogous to chemicurrent[53]. Angle- and
energy-dependent measurements are described using singly charged ions. These measure-
ments should serve as a baseline for future measurements with multiply charged ions, as
they represent the part of the effect attributed to kinetic energy. A threshold in the on-
set of hot electron current was obtained from the energy-dependent measurements that
agreed well with a kinetic-electron-emission model, while the angle-dependent measure-
ments yielded a mean free path of hot electrons in the silver film that agrees well with
the literature. Shifts in capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves of metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) devices due to singly as well as multiply charged ion bombardment are used to track
subsurface damage caused by the incident ions. Stopping power dependence of the multi-
ply charged ions on the charge state was inferred from these measurements and yielded a
quadratic dependence.
Chapter 5 describes the charge exchange measurements planned in the future. A
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method of calculating cross-sections from experimental data obtained from a gas cell mea-
surements is presented. The appendices contain reproductions of related articles and list-
ings of the computer programs used for these measurements.
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Chapter 2
Space charge effects
2.1 Introduction
Multicharged ions or MCIs are of interest in multiple contexts due to the high po-
tential energies they possess relative to those typically encountered with singly charged
ions[54]. This potential energy component leads to large charge-exchange cross sections
for MCIs when they encounter a target atom or molecule. In the case of solid targets,
this charge exchange can couple into irreversible changes in the structure, and many have
proposed MCIs as a route to single-atom nanostructuring at surfaces[55–57]. However, in
order to exploit this potential energy effectively, the interaction time between the MCI and
the target must be maximized, which implies a need for ions with low kinetic energies. The
unique methods by which MCIs are produced, such as in an electron beam ion trap (EBIT)
or source (EBIS), can lead to large (>100 eV) offsets in the extracted energies for such
ions[58, 59]. This chapter described the measurements of these offsets for MCIs produced
in an EBIS device.
Electron beam ion sources produce MCIs by confining and repetitively ionizing
source material using a combination of drift tubes and a coaxial electron beam (see Fig. 2.1).
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The drift tubes within an EBIS provide an axial trapping potential, while the electron beam
serves to both ionize the beam source material through electron impact ionization and trap
the generated ions radially through a ’space charge’ effect. The space charge potential pro-
duced by the electron beam is dependent on its current and kinetic energy. In general, more
negative charge (higher electron beam current) will increase the trapping potential, while
a shorter residence time for the negative charge (higher electron beam energy) will lower
the trapping potential. These changes in the trap potential due to the space charge will lead
to offsets in the kinetic energy of any extracted ions. Therefore, calibrating an EBIS for
space charge effects is important if one seeks to produce well-defined MCI beams with low
kinetic energy .
EBIS-produced beams of MCIs were characterized utilizing retarding field mea-
surements coupled with a systematic variation in the electron beam parameters. The details
of our experimental apparatus, including the EBIS, its attached beamline and deceleration
optics, and our retarding field analyzer are presented. The results of the kinetic energy
offset measurements for argon MCIs are discussed in relation to the trapping conditions
within the EBIS (electron beam current and electron kinetic energy).
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the experimental setup for the EBIS, beamline and RFA (1:elec-
tron beam, 2:magnetic field (6 T), 3:trapped ion cloud, 4:extracted ion beam, 5:analyz-
ing magnet, 6: charge-to-mass ratio separated ion beam, 7:deceleration lens, 8:RFA). The
potential profile for ions trapped within the EBIS is illustrated above the drift tube sec-
tions (DT) along with typical applied electrostatic potentials (U), with subscripts signifying
position - L:Leftmost, C:Central and R:Rightmost. The central drift tube section (DTC) is
highlighted as it is the ion trapping region. The ions are trapped axially in section DTC
due to the potential well created as shown, while the space charge of the electron beam
produces a trapping potential in the radial direction.
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2.2 Experiment
These measurements were conducted on the EBIS-SC at the Clemson University
Electron Beam Ion Trap (CUEBIT) facility described in detail in Ref. 39. The EBIS pro-
duces MCIs by interacting a neutral gas target with a high current, high energy electron
beam. The electrons are compressed in the trap center by a strong magnetic field gradient.
By tuning the electron beam characteristics and the trapping time, one can optimize the
source to produce a desired MCI charge state distribution. The generated MCIs are trapped
axially by the electrostatic potentials (UL , UC, and UR) applied to the three sections of
the drift tube (DTL , DTC, and DTR) as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Radial trapping of MCIs
is provided by the strong negative potential of the coaxial electron beam passing through
the drift tube. The potential applied to the rightmost drift tube section (DTR) is used to
control the manner in which ions are released from the drift tube into the beamline. If UR
is dropped quickly below UC, then the MCIs are released in a pulse. If UR is maintained
slightly higher than UC, then some MCIs escape continuously (“leaky” mode). For these
measurements, the EBIS was operated in leaky mode with UR set to 50 V above UC.
Within the EBIS, the electron beam is continuously dumped to a collector plate,
while the MCIs extracted from DTR are guided down a connected UHV beamline and ac-
celerated to an energy of (Q × UR) eV to form an ion beam. To separate out ions with a
particular charge state Q, this ion beam, consisting of a distribution of masses and charge
states, is passed through an analyzing or bending magnet that selectively passes ions based
upon their charge-to-mass ratio. The beamline is held at a pressure of ∼10−9 Torr to min-
imize recombination, while it is floated to a negative potential (UBL) to facilitate deceler-
ation. A six-element deceleration lens connected to the end of the beamline both slows
down the beam and focuses it within a zone 25 mm to 50 mm beyond the end of the lens.
The ions are decelerated to a final kinetic energy of [Q × (UR + UBL)] eV, where UBL is
16
negative.
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Figure 2.2: a) A model of the RFA using SIMION showing the internal components of the
RFA - the faceplate (FP), the main body (MB), the retarding plate (RP) with SS mesh, and
the Faraday Cup (FC) detector. b) An example RFA curve for an Ar8+ beam (+) and the
computed derivative (x) fit to a Gaussian. As seen in the figure, the kinetic energy of the
ion beam as measured by the RFA (851.3 eV/Q) is offset from the nominal kinetic energy
calculated from the trap potentials (950 eV/Q) by 98.7 eV/Q.
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For this study, a retarding field analyzer (RFA), shown schematically in Fig. 2.2,
was placed within the range of the focal length of the deceleration lens. The RFA position
was held constant for all the measurements reported here. The ion current was optimized
for each beam setting by appropriately focusing the ion beam using the energy-conserving
elements of the deceleration lens. The purpose of the RFA was to measure the kinetic
energy of the extracted MCI beams.
The RFA consists of the following electrically isolated components: a faceplate (FP)
used for alignment, a hollow cylindrical main body (MB), a retarding plate (RP) and a
Faraday cup (FC) detector. The aperture sizes of the FP and RP were 3 mm and 4 mm,
respectively. The MB here serves only as a spacer, though it is designed as the body of
a gas cell for future experiments to study MCI charge exchange in gases (See Chapter 5).
The RP was electrically connected to a high-voltage MHV feed-through, allowing the ap-
plication of potentials up to 5 kV. To avoid a sag in the potential due to the RP aperture, a
grid (SS type 316, mesh 20, wire diameter 0.004”) was spot welded to the RP. The maxi-
mum expected value for the potential sag with this mesh was calculated to be 0.2 % (See
Eq. 1 in Ref. 60). For all measurements, the nominal kinetic energy of the ion beam was
set at 950 eV/Q by appropriately adjusting the trap and beamline voltages. Simulations
performed using SIMION[61] showed that the minimum energy required by these ions to
pass through the RP was 2 eV/Q lower than the voltage applied to the RP-mesh.
The procedure for measuring the kinetic energy of a given MCI beam involved
varying the potential applied to the RP while monitoring the beam current in the FC de-
tector. All extracted MCI beams arrived at the RFA as continuous, i.e. non-pulsed, beams
and the current collected in the FC detector was measured by a Keithley 6485 picoammeter
interfaced to a digital computer for data acquisition. A significant difference was observed
between the kinetic energies of the extracted MCI beams measured with the RFA and the
expected kinetic energies based on the drift tube potential settings of the EBIS. To deter-
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mine the relationship between this offset in kinetic energy and the negative space charge of
the electron beam in the ion source, both the current and the energy of the electron beam
were varied while extracting ArQ+ (Q=4,8) ion beams with a nominal energy of 950eV/Q.
Specifically, the electron beam current (Ie) from the cathode emitter was varied from 60 mA
to 220 mA in steps of 40 mA at a cathode potential (Ucath) of 600 V, and the electron beam
energy (Ee0) was varied from 3.6 keV to 6.6 keV in steps of 1 keV.
2.3 Results and Discussion
For an MCI beam of charge state Q extracted in leaky mode from the EBIS, the
expected kinetic energy (E0), excluding effects of the space charge potential, is given by
the following:
E0/Q = UR + UBL (2.1)
For any ion beam, the space charge effect will reduce the kinetic energy by an
amount, Usp, as shown here:
E/Q = E0/Q− |Usp| (2.2)
For the ion beams extracted from the EBIS in this study, the drift tube and beam-
line voltages were varied appropriately to generate ions with expected kinetic energies of
950 eV/Q. Subsequent measurements within the RFA of the actual kinetic energy showed
shifts from these expected values, which we hereafter refer to as the kinetic energy offset
∆E. Measured kinetic energy offsets for beams of Ar4+ are shown in Fig. 2.3 as a function
of the electron beam current Iewithin the EBIS for four different values of the electron beam
energy Ee0. From these data one can see there is a linear dependence of ∆E on the electron
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beam current for all electron beam energies. Similar linear dependence was measured for
Ar8+ ions as well. At individual values of the electron beam current, it is also clear that the
offsets vary inversely with the electron beam energy. Similar data for Ar8+ ions are shown
in Fig. 2.4, now as a function of the electron beam energy. Here a log-log plot is used to
highlight the inverse dependence on electron beam energy and the fitted lines shown all
have a slope of ∼ −0.5. Similar data analysis of measurements with the Ar4+ ions also
yielded slopes of ∼ −0.5.
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Figure 2.3: Offset in the kinetic energy of the MCI beam measured at the RFA from the
expected value as a function of the electron beam current (Ie) at different values of nominal
electron beam energy (Ee0) for Ar4+.
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Figure 2.4: A log-log plot of the offset in the kinetic energy of the MCI beam (in eV/Q)
measured at the RFA from the expected value as a function of the nominal electron beam
energy (Ee0) (in keV) at different values of electron beam current (Ie) for Ar8+.
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To understand the dependence of ∆E on Ie and Ee0 observed in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4,
we note that the space charge potential can be estimated as [62]:
Usp ≈ Ie
4pi0ve
(
2ln
[
rdrift tube
relectron beam
]
+ 1
)
(2.3)
where ve =
√
2Ee0/me is the velocity of the electron beam and rdrift tube and relectron beam
refer to the radii of the EBIS drift tube and the electron beam, respectively. If one assumes
the effective electron beam radius in DTC remains constant for the different beams across
all source settings, the primary parameters which determine the magnitude of Usp are the
electron beam current and velocity. The linear dependence on Ie is clearly demonstrated in
the data of Fig. 2.3, while the inverse dependence on the velocity is present in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.5: Measured ∆E values versus the ratio of the electron beam parameters with the
EBIS-SC source for both Ar8+ ( ) and Ar4+ ( ) ions. A slope of 5.1 × 1010 Vm/C and
an intercept of 16 V is obtained from the shown linear fit and can be used to extract the
average electron beam radius (200 µm) inside the ion trap (see text).
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The qualitative agreement illustrated in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 between our measured ki-
netic energy offsets and the functional dependencies of the space charge on Ie and Ee0 (Eq. 2.3)
suggest that the radial trapping or space charge potential of the electron beam within the
EBIS is the source of these offsets. Knowing that, it becomes important to find a quantita-
tive relationship for a given EBIS source that can be utilized for predicting and accounting
for these offsets in any experimental design. In Fig. 2.5 we plot our measured ∆E val-
ues versus the ratio of the electron beam parameters that determine the space charge effect
(Ie and ve). As the figure shows, there is a linear relationship between ∆E and this ratio, as
expected. This plot can serve as a guide for any measurements which need to account for
this offset in the kinetic energy of the MCIs extracted from our EBIS. In addition, the slope
of the fit line can be used to determine the radius of the electron beam within the trap re-
gion. In this case we find, using Eq. 2.3, that our effective electron beam radius is 200 µm.
This value is somewhat larger than quoted elsewhere for similar EBIS designs[62]. Never-
theless, for in-trap studies of ion-electron interactions typical of EBIS and EBIT machines,
the ability to determine the electron beam radius in this way without internally probing the
source itself should prove useful.
2.4 Summary
Measurements of the offset in the kinetic energy of ions extracted from an EBIS
source using a downstream RFA have been presented. The dependence of the offsets on the
electron beam parameters (current and energy) of the source are in good agreement with
an expected variation due to the space charge trapping potential of the electron beam. As
the measured beam energies differ by up to a few hundred eV/Q, knowledge of the origin
of the offsets and how they can be controlled is important for experiments that seek to use
slow MCIs. The linear dependence of the kinetic energy offset on space charge parameters
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can also be used to extract the radius of the electron beam itself, which can be an important
parameter for modeling measurements that focus on the electron-ion interactions within the
trap.
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Chapter 3
Ion transport through macrocapillaries
Multiply- and highly-charged ions (M/HCIs) are esoteric entities in the world of
ions. Their uniqueness lies in the fact that their charge state (Q) is significantly higher
than 1, thus making it possible to use their potential energy instead of only the kinetic
energy (as is the case with the more traditional singly charged ions). With the advent
of sources such as Electron-Cyclotron-Resonance (ECR) sources and Electron-Beam-Ion-
Trap/Sources (EBIT/EBIST) worldwide[31–39], these ions have received increased atten-
tion in the last few decades due to their unique interaction with terrestrial materials[21–27].
However, these sources confine the ions in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions (pres-
sures below 10−6 Torr) and in beamlines consisting of inflexible and often bulky design,
due to which it is currently not possible to easily integrate these ions into existing industrial
systems or frameworks.
The difficulty of making these ions easily accessible for industrial application can
be classified into two separate problems - the pressure problem and the transport problem.
The pressure problem is the problem of mating the UHV conditions these ions are produced
in with the non-UHV environments that are typical of real-world applications. The charge-
exchange with the gases residing in the relatively higher pressure environment would lead
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to loss of the charge state of the beam, limiting the length of transport. The second problem
- the transport problem - deals with the rigid and bulky nature of existing beamlines. A
flexible design for a beamline that could integrate easily into an existing framework or
system without requiring extensive restructuring of the existing facilities is desirable for
increasing the usability of these ions.
A novel method of guided ion transport using capillaries that achieve focussing by
the self-guiding effect due to charge patch formation or alternative by externally guided
electric fields has attracted attention as alternative methods for ion delivery. The ”self-
guided” effect, which led to the increased attention towards capillaries, was discovered
by the Stolterfoht group in 2002 using insulating nanocapillaries[48]. The self-guiding
effect involves charge patch formation on the interior walls of the nanocapillaries due to the
neutralization of the incoming ions and the emission of secondary electrons. The polarity
of the charge patch formed is positive for positive incoming ions. As like charges repel,
the charge patch repels the incoming ion beam towards the opposite wall of the capillary
further down its length, while the charge patch formed also discharges into the bulk. After
a certain time, a steady state condition is reached wherein the ions are guided down the
lenth of the nanocapillary. An extensive review of the work in this field can be found in
Ref.[49]. Following the discovery of the guiding effect, subsequent studies of transport can
be classified into two categories depending on the diameter ’d’ of the bore of the capillary:
nanocapillaries(d < 10−6 m) and macrocapillaries(d > 10−6 m)[63].
Studying the underlying mechanism of transport is necessary to design new beam-
lines that are efficient in terms of flux and also time required for steady transport condi-
tions. Macro-capillaries have recently been proven to be a promising candidate for ion
delivery. Recent studies have investigated the use of external electric fields for guiding to
improve transport efficiency, conical capillaries and curved glass capillaries[50–52]. We
have studied the angle- and position-dependent characteristics of 1 keV Rb+ ions through
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glass and metal capillaries of varying diameter. Oscillations are observed in the transmis-
sion through the insulating capillaries but not in the metal capillaries. Simple calculations
show that charge patch formation on the interior walls of the insulating capillary can deflect
the ions beyond the detector leading to the observed oscillations. Though such deflections
due to charge-patch formation on the interior walls of insulating nanocapillaries has been
well established in literature, the observations reported here are unique with respect to the
materials used and the size of the bore.
3.1 Experiment
The irradiations were performed in the singly-charged beamline described in detail
in Ref. [64]. A Colutron ion source[65] equipped with an aluminosilicate emitter[66] was
employed as a source of Rb+ions. The heater current to the filament, Isrc was turned up
at a rate of approximately 50 turns per 15 minutes upto 300 turns resulting in a heater
current of ∼ 1.5 A. The Wien filter positioned immediately after the source was used to
separate out the Rb+ions. The current through the electromagnet producing the magnetic
field was Imag = 1.0 A (200 turns) along with an electric field produced by an applied
voltage of VA = 15 V, corresponding to Rb+ions. A custom vacuum chamber was installed
subsequent to the Wien filter as indicated in Fig 3.1 by the red arrow. This chamber housed
the capillaries used in this experiment. The distance from the end of the Wien filter to the
entrance of the capillary at the center of the custom vacuum chamber was 73.0 mm. The
base pressure in the vacuum chamber typically was 1×10−8 Torr. The Faraday cup located
downstream was used as the ion detector. The distance from the center of the custom
vacuum chamber to the Faraday cup was 142.8 mm. The Faraday cup was constructed
as a cylinder from Oxygen Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper with outer and inner
diameters of 25.4 mm and 22.2 mm and depth of 41.2 mm. The energy of the Rb+ions was
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fixed at 1 keV by setting Vaccel to 1000 V. VF1 used to focus the beam was set at 820 V and
the Pearce electrode was biased at -14 V. The currents recorded in the Faraday cup were
few tens of nanoamperes in this section.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the beamline used for the ion transport studies. The red arrow
indicates the position at which the capillaries were inserted into the beam path. Adapted
from Ref. [67].
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Capillaries of two types of materials were used in this study: metals and insulators.
A cylindrical steel tube was used as the metal capillary, while a glass capillary of the
geometry shown in Fig. 3.2 was obtained for this study and cleaved in two different places
to yield three different insulating capillaries. The dimensions of the capillaries used are
recorded in Table 3.1. The diameters and length are represented by ’d’ and ’l’ respectively,
while the in and out subscripts refer to the entrance and exit of the capillary respectively
with respect to the incident ion beam. The critical angle θc is defined as the greatest angle
with respect to the incident beam of ions for which an unobstructed flight path exists from
the entrance to the capillary through to the detector downstream. It can be thought of as
the angle made by a line that touches the farthest and opposite corners in a length-wise
cross-section of a capillary and is given by θc = tan−1((din + dout) / 2l).
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Figure 3.2: Figure showing the dimensions of the capillary used to obtain the three glass
capillaries of varying sizes used in this study.
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Sample # Material l (mm) din (mm) dout (mm) θc (◦)
1 Steel 21.0 2.3 2.3 6.25
2 Glass 35.5 5.4 5.4 8.65
3 Glass 21.0 5.4 5.4 14.42
4 Glass 19.6 5.4 2.3 11.11
Table 3.1: Table showing the material, length (l), inlet diameter (din), outlet diameter (dout)
and critical angle (θc) for the various macrocapillaries used in this experiment. The uncer-
tainties associated with these dimensions are ±0.1 mm and ±0.12◦.
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Before inserting into the vacuum chamber, the capillaries were cleaned by rinsing
with deionized water in between ten minute cycles of sonication with soap water, acetone
and ethanol in that order. The capillaries were mounted at the end of a linear translator that
allowed the capillaries to be translated into the path of the beam and were also rotatable
with respect to the incident beam. Adhesive metal tape was used to metallize the entrance of
the insulating capillaries to avoid charging effects on the lip of the entrance of the capillary.
As the diameter of the beam in this section is considerably wider than the diameter of the
capillary, the capillary was surrounded by metallic foil to prevent ions that did non enter
the capillary from reaching the detector.
The beam being wider than the capillary, it is necessary to determine the center
of the beam for placement of the capillary. The center was determined expertimentally
as follows. The capillary was completely retracted from the path of the beam and then
the capillary was centered with respect to the ion beam by maximizing the current in the
Faraday cup by translating the capillary into the path of the ion beam. In addition, the
distances on either side of the central maximum point at which the measured transmission
through the capillary was zero were also recorded.
The capillary was then places at one edge and translated to the other edge in steps of
1.6 mm. The transmitted current was then recorded as a function of time at these different
distances in the beam path for all capillaries used, while the angle-dependent characteris-
tics were obtained by rotating the capillary with respect to the incident beam keeping the
location of the capillary fixed at the central maximum point.
The time step used for recording the current for the position- and angle-dependent
characteristics was ∼ 15 s and ∼ 500 s respectively. A digital Vernier caliper (±0.1 mm)
and a digital sensor connected to a PC (±0.09◦) were used to measure distances and angles
respectively. A Keithley 617 electrometer was interfaced to a computer via GPIB for auto-
mated measurements via a program written in the C programming language. Tribological
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effects and AC noise pick-up were issues that were identified as leading to a noisy signal
from the electrometer. The electrical connectors for the Faraday cup were polished using
sandpaper, and short cables were used for connections as far as possible to minimize ca-
pacitive losses. The wall-power outlet used for the electrometer was isolated from all other
equipment to reduce power line interference. With these precautions, an error bar of±5 pA
was established for the measurement of the current.
3.2 Results and Discussion
We have measured the position- and angle-dependent characteristics of the trans-
mission of Rb+ ions through metal and insulating capillaries of the dimensions shown in
Table 3.1. These data are now presented for each different capillary.
3.2.1 Sample 1
This capillary was the metal macrocapillary with din=dout=2.3 mm and l=21.0 mm
corresponding to a critical angle θc=6.25◦. Figure 3.3 shows the position-dependent char-
acteristics and Fig. 3.4 shows the angle dependent characteristics.
The transmitted current through the capillary is plotted as a function of time at dif-
ferent insertion distances in the beam path and angle with respect to the beam in Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.4 respectively. The position-dependent characteristics shown in Fig. 3.3 were mea-
sured as follows. The capillary was inserted into the beam path and the central maximum
location denoted by ’C’, i.e. the position where the transmitted current was maximum,
was determined. The edge positions E1,2, i.e. the positions where the transmitted current
dropped to zero on either side of C, were determined. Transmitted current at different po-
sitions from E1 to E2 was then measured and is shown in Fig. 3.3. As represented by the
arrows in the figure, the transmitted current increased from E1 to C then decreased from
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C to E2. The positions of (E1, C, E2) were (0.0 mm, 7.2 mm, 14.4 mm) which indicate a
beam width of∼ 14 mm, which was as expected much wider than the bore of the capillary.
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Figure 3.3: Position-dependent raw data for the metal capillary (Sample # 1, l=2.10 cm,
din=dout=0.23 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at varying posi-
tions between the edge positions (E) and the central positon (C). Adapted from Ref. [68].
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The angular-dependent characteristics shown in Fig. 3.4 were measured as follows.
The capillary was inserted into the beam path at the central maximum location ’C’, i.e. at
the position where the transmitted current was maximum. The angle at which the beam
was normal to the face of the capillary (denoted by N ), was determined roughly by eye and
then by maximizing the transmitted current. The capillary was rotated with respect to the
incident beam and the angular positions θ1,2, i.e. the positions where the transmitted current
dropped to zero on either side of N , were determined. Transmitted current at different
angles from θ1 to θ2 was then measured and is shown in Fig. 3.4. As represented by the
arrows in the figure, the transmitted current increased from θ1 to N then decreased from N
to θ2. The angles (θ1, θ2) were (-6.12◦, 7.02◦) which lead to an experimentally determined
critical angle of θc = 6.57±0.09◦as compared to the theoretically calculated value of 6.25◦.
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Figure 3.4: Angle-dependent raw data for the metal capillary (Sample # 1, l=2.10 cm,
din=dout=0.23 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at varying angles
between the normal (N ) and angles where transmission dropped to zero θ1,2. Adapted from
Ref. [68].
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No oscillations were observed in the transmitted current for both the position- and
angle-dependent cases, as there is no charge-up of the metal capillary. As presented later
in this section, we find that this is no longer true in the case of the insulating capillaries.
To analyze the transmitted current, we calculated the maximum, minimum and mean of
the transmitted current at each position/angle. For the metal capillary, as the transmitted
current did not change for a given position/angle, the mean, maximum and minimum values
were very similar for a given position/angle.
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Figure 3.5: Figure illustrating the varying area of the effective opening (hatched) as the
capillary is tilted by an angle θ resulting in the observed angle-dependent characteristics
for geometric transmission. An exact expression for this dependence is shown in Eq. 3.1 of
the text. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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For the angular-dependent data, the variation in the transmitted current from θ1 to
θ2 can be explained by the varying opening presented by the overlap in the entrance and
exit faces of the capillary to the ion beam, as shown in Fig. 3.5 for a capillary of diameter
’d’ and length ’l’. When the axis of the capillary is aligned with respect to the beam, the
entire area of the face of the capillary is available for transmission of the ion beam. As the
capillary is rotated about its end, the effective area available for transmission is reduced as
the further end of the capillary obstructs some of the opening. The effective area of the
opening A as a function of the tilt angle θ is given by the following equation for a capillary
of diameter d and length l:
A (θ) =
d2
2
cos (θ) [−sin−1(γ) + γcos(sin−1(γ)) + pi/2] (3.1)
where γ = (l/d)tan(θ).
The minimum, mean and maximum of the transmitted current for the metal capil-
lary as a function of tilt angle are shown in Fig. 3.6. The solid line shows the transmitted
current calculated according to Eq. 3.1. The minimum, mean and maximum currents are
narrower than the calculated values. However, the calculation assumed a zero divergence
of the ion beam and a constant current density. In reality, the ion beam has a non-zero
divergence and a Gaussian current density. A convolution of A(θ) with a Gaussian current
density as compared to a uniform density coupled with losses due to divergence of the ion
beam could lead to a narrower calculated transmitted current. Such a calculation can be
possible with detailed profiling of the incident ion beam with a movable detector used to
map the current density.
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Figure 3.6: Maximum, mean and minimum of transmitted current as a function of varying
tilt angle for the metal capillary (Sample # 1, l=2.10 cm, din=dout=0.23 cm). The line
shows the expected geometrical transmission from the capillary as a function of tilt angle.
Adapted from Ref. [68].
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3.2.2 Sample 2
This capillary was the straight glass macrocapillary with din=dout=5.4 mm and
l=35.5 mm corresponding to a critical angle θc=8.65◦. Similar data was measured similar
in all respects for Sample 3 which is not shown here. The position- and angle-dependent
characteristics, shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 respectively, were measured in a manner
similar to the metal capillary.
A notable difference in the position- and angle-dependent characteristics of the in-
sulating capillary as compared to the metal capillary is the presence of oscillations. These
oscillations are present within E1 and E2 for the position-dependent and within θ1 and θ2
for the angular dependent measurements as shown. The oscillations occur on the timescale
of approximately one second. The ion beam width obtained for the insulating capillary
was similar to the width obtained using the metal capillary. In addition, the ratio of the
maximum transmitted current in the insulating case and the maximum transmitted current
in the metal case was 5.48, which agrees well with the ratio of the areas of the entrance of
the insulating and metal capillaries (5.51). These observations support the conclusion that
the observed oscillations were due to the different type of material of the capillary used and
not due to variation in the ion beam.
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Figure 3.7: Position-dependent raw data for an insulating capillary (Sample # 2, l=3.55 cm,
din=dout=0.54 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at varying
positions. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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Figure 3.8: Angle-dependent raw data for an insulating capillary (Sample # 2, l=3.55 cm,
din=dout=0.54 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at varying
angles. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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The minimum, mean and maximum transmitted current as a function of the tilt angle
is shown in Fig. 3.9 along with the calculated transmission according to Eq 3.1. As can
be seen from the figure, the angular spread of the measured maximum transmitted current
agrees well with the angular spread calculated according to Eq. 3.1. However, the minimum
and consequently the mean, have significantly lower angular spread as compared to the
calculated angular spread. Examining the angular spreads, we obtain the experimentally
determined critical angles for the maximum and minimum cases respectively as θc,max =
8.65◦and θc,min = 2.83◦. The experimentally determined critical angle for the case of the
maximum transmitted current agrees well with the calculated value of 8.65◦.
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Figure 3.9: Maximum, mean and minimum of transmitted current as a function of varying
tilt angle for an insulating capillary (Sample # 2, l=3.55 cm, din=dout=0.54 cm). The solid
line shows the expected geometrical transmission from the capillary as a function of tilt
angle, while the dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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The results of Fig. 3.9 can be explained by dividing the range of the angular tilt θ
into two regions: (θ < θc,min) and (θc,min < θ < θc,max). The first of these regions is where
the angular tilt is lesser than the critical angle experimentally determined for the case of the
minimum transmitted current. In this region, the minimum transmitted current always has
a value greater than zero, i.e. in this range, there is always some transmission of ions that is
taking place. Ion transmission in this region does not vanish due to the effects giving rise to
the time dependent oscillations. Such effects, like charging of the walls, are not sufficient to
completely block transmission within this range of angular tilt. However, within the second
angular range (θc,min < θ < θc,max), these charging effects are sufficient to temporarily
block the transmission of the beam, as seen by the presence of a maximum transmitted
current but vanishing minimum current for these angles. Thus, in this angular range, the
beam is transmitted and blocked as a function of time. These oscillations in the transmitted
beam can be attributed to charge patch formation on the interior walls of the capillary.
Electric fields produced from charge patch formation can significantly affect the ion flight
path leading to a time-varying transmitted current. Other studies where similar oscillations
in the transmitted currents was observed include experiments using glass macrocapillaries,
Teflon macrocapillaries and transmission through a pair of parallel glass plates[69–71]. The
electric fields formed due to charge patches on the walls are strongest closest to the walls
and their strength reduces as one moves closer to the center of the capillary. Ions passing
closer to the center of the capillary experience a lesser deflecting force as compared to
the ions passing closer to the walls of the capillary. The ions passing closer to the walls
of the capillary thus experience the strongest force and experience the greatest deflection.
The minimum transmitted current vanishing at certain angles can thus be explained by the
deflection of these particles beyond the detection range and thus not being registered as
the transmitted current. The maximum transmitted current, which bears similarity in the
angular spread to the metallic case,can be attributed to transmission at that point of time
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where the charge patches on the walls have dissipated and ions are transmitted without
experiencing any deflecting force, similar to the metal case.
Qualitatively, charge patch formation adequately explains the transmission charac-
teristics measured using metallic and insulating capillaries. While a detailed quantitative
analysis is necessary to to model the guiding effects due to charge patch formation, we
present simple order-of-magnitude calculation to examine the feasibility of charge patch
formation as the reason for the observed oscillations. The kinetic energy of the ions was
set to 1 keV corresponding to a velocity of 4.75 × 104 m/s. The flight path to the Faraday
cup was 15 cm and the size of the detector was 2.54 cm.
A kinematic calculation based on the geometry of the setup can be used to estimate
the electric field required to deflect the ions beyond the detector. The time of flight for
Rb+ ions at 1 keV through a of capillary of a typical length of 20 mm is tcap =∼420 ns.
The flight path to the detector from the exit of the capillary is 13 cm, and the time it takes
for the ion to reach the detector is td =∼2736 ns. To miss the detector, the radial velocity
gained by the impulse during the passage of the ion within the capillary should be enough
to cover a radial distance rd of at least 12.7 mm (radius of the detector) within the time it
takes for the ion to reach the detector. The velocity gained in the radial direction must be
at least vr = rd/td = 4641 m/s. The acceleration experienced by the ion due to its passage
through the capillary must be a = vr/tcap = 1.1 × 1010 m/s2. Consequently, the electric
field necessary to produce this acceleration can be calculated as the acceleration divided
by the charge to mass ratio of the incident ions, yielding 9.77 kV/m, or ∼ 10 kV/m. The
time required to deposit enough charge to form an electric field of this magnitude given the
typical flux of the ion beam is on the order of 1 s, which agrees well with the timescale of the
oscillations observed in the transmitted current. While transport simulations using classical
phase-space dynamics as detailed in Ref. [72] can be used to obtain a detailed quantitative
picture, the order-of-magnitude calculation above further supports the conclusion drawn
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qualitatively that ion deflection due charge patch formation on the walls of the capillary
lead to the observed oscillations in the transmission current.
3.2.3 Sample 4
This capillary was the conical glass macrocapillary with din=5.4 mm ,dout=2.3 mm
and l=19.6 mm corresponding to a critical angle θc=11.11◦. Figure 3.10 shows the position-
dependent characteristics and Fig. 3.11 shows the angle dependent characteristics. The
position-dependent and angle-dependent characteristics, shown in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11
respectively, were measured in a manner similar to the metal capillary.
The position-dependent characteristics for the conical macrocapillary were simi-
lar to the position-dependent characteristics of the straight glass macrocapillaries. The
oscillations observed using the conical capillary were of similar amplitude as compared
to the oscillations using the straight glass capillaries. However, for the angle-dependent
characteristics, the amplitude of oscillations observed for the conical capillary were signif-
icantly smaller as compared to the straight capillaries. Due to the smaller amplitudes of
oscillations, the minimum, mean and maximum are much closer to each other as shown
in Fig. 3.12. The smaller amplitudes of oscillations, or lesser variation in the transmitted
currents as a function of time for various angles, points to lesser degree of charge patch
formation on the walls of the conical capillary. A qualitative reason for a decreased effect
could be the sloping walls of the conical capillary. Due to the conical shape, the force im-
parted by the electric field is directed such it only partially deflects the ions radially while
also slowing the ions axially. Thus, the acceleration experienced in the radial direction,
which leads to deflection of the ions beyond the detector, might not be enough to gain a ve-
locity required to miss the detector as in the case of the cylindrical capillaries. To measure
whether the conical shape had achieved increased focusing due to the geometry, it would
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be necessary to measure the current density of the beam exiting the capillary and compare
that density to the current density of the incident ion beam.
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Figure 3.10: Position-dependent raw data for the conical capillary (Sample # 4, l=1.96 cm,
din=0.54 cm, dout=0.23 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at
varying positions. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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Figure 3.11: Angle-dependent raw data for the conical capillary (Sample # 4, l=1.96 cm,
din=0.54 cm, dout=0.23 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of time at
varying angles. Adapted from Ref. [68].
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Figure 3.12: Maximum, mean and minimum of transmitted current as a function of vary-
ing tilt angle for the conical insulating capillary (Sample # 4, l=1.96 cm, din=0.54 cm,
dout=0.23 cm). The solid line shows the expected geometrical transmission from the capil-
lary as a function of tilt angle, while the dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. Adapted
from Ref. [68].
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3.3 Summary and Outlook
We have studied the transmission of the Rb+ ions through straight metal capillar-
ies, straight glass capillaries and a conical glass capillary. Transmission of ions was studied
as a function of time at different insertion distances in the beam path and also at different
angles of tilt with respect to the ion beam. Oscillations were observed in the transmis-
sion currents when an insulating capillary was used. No oscillations were observed when
the metal capillary was used. Qualitatively, charge patch formation on the interior walls
of the capillary leading to ions being deflected out of the flight path was consistent with
the measured transmission characteristics. From the geometrical dimensions of the setup
and timescale of the oscillations observed, an order-of-magnitude calculation showed that
charge patch formation was feasible further supporting the notion that charge patch forma-
tion lead to the observed oscillations. Absence of oscillation in the metal capillary also
lends further credence to the notion that the oscillations were due to charging of the walls
of the insulating capillaries. Such oscillations due to charge patch formation were observed
before in nanocapillaries, however, this study is unique in terms of the size of the capillaries
used.
The size of the capillaries used here was thought to be amenable for designing new
beamlines, however it is seen that the charge patch formation by itself is not enough for
guiding. The guiding could be greatly improved by the presence of an electric field that
could aid the focusing effect and perhaps a smaller size would be better for guiding. To
not lose sight of the required physical flexibility in the delivery method, the electrodes that
could apply the electric field could be embedded into the flexible tube used to transport
the ions. Two such proposed designs are shown in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 with circular
and hyperbolic electrodes respectively. The ’r’ (radius of the embedded electrode) and ’r0’
(central hollow bore for passage of ions) in Fig. 3.13 were proposed to be 0.050 mm and
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0.075 mm with a wall thickness of .015 mm. The dimensions in Fig. 3.14 were proposed
as follows: r0=0.050 mm, r1=0.065 mm, r2=0.210 mm While these novel fibers are still
in the design phase and thus experimental measurement was not possible, an in silico ex-
periment using SIMION [61] was performed using the proposed designs. Figures 3.15 and
3.16 show equipotentials for the circular and hyperbolic designs respectively showing the
metastable point at the center. If the frequency of the voltages applied to the four terminals
is appropriately chosen, it is possible to transport ions in the central wall without them
colliding with the walls of the trap. An example trajectory of an Ar+ ion in the proposed
designs is shown in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18 respectively. The energy of the ion was set to
0.01 eV and the maximum applied voltage was 2 V sinusoidally varying at∼ 25 MHz. For
higher energies, higher frequencies are necessary to transport the ions. Frequencies in the
GHz range and higher peak voltages were required for confining ions with ion energies in
the hyperthermal range. If most of the energy of the ion is directed axially and if the ion
only has a small component in the radial direction, then it may yet be feasible to use this
scheme for transporting ions successfully. These designs and initial simulations show that
externally aided electric fields applied by using embedded electrodes could be an efficient
method for flexibly transporting M/HCIs.
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Figure 3.13: Proposed design using circular electrodes embedded within an optical fiber
for flexible transport of M/HCIs. Figure not drawn to scale.
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Figure 3.14: Proposed design using hyperbolic electrodes embedded within an optical fiber
for flexible transport of M/HCIs. Figure not drawn to scale.
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Figure 3.15: Equipotentials calculated for a static voltage applied to the electrodes in the
proposed design using circular electrodes embedded within an optical fiber for flexible
transport of M/HCIs.
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Figure 3.16: Equipotentials calculated for a static voltage applied to the electrodes in the
proposed design using hyperbolic electrodes embedded within an optical fiber for flexible
transport of M/HCIs.
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Figure 3.17: Example of the trajectory of an Ar+ ion in the proposed design using circular
electrodes embedded within an optical fiber for flexible transport of M/HCIs. The energy
of the ion was set to 0.01 eV and the frequency required was ∼ 25 MHz.
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Figure 3.18: Example of the trajectory of an Ar+ ion in the proposed design using hyper-
bolic electrodes embedded within an optical fiber for flexible transport of M/HCIs. The
energy of the ion was set to 0.01 eV and the frequency required was ∼ 25 MHz.
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Chapter 4
Metrology of ion-solid interactions
This chapter describes the use of two types of electrically sensitive devices (Schot-
tky diodes and Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor(MOS) ) devices in experiments aimed at mea-
suring ion-solid interactions. For singly-charged ions with low kinetic energy (KE<10 keV),
as described in Chapter 1, the kinetic energy of the ions couples with the nuclear and elec-
tronic subsystem of the target giving rise to subsurface damage and electronic excitations.
The subsurface excitations are hard to experimentally determine using conventional meth-
ods (such as irradiating thin foils with ions possessing enough kinetic energy to exit the foil
allowing the energy loss to be tracked upon exit), as the ions are implanted into the solid
at low kinetic energies. Two methods are described here to track the subsurface excita-
tions caused due to ions - 1. Using Schottky diodes to measure hot electron current caused
due to excitation of hot electrons 2. Using MOS devices to track subsurface damage by
tracking the shift in the capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves of these devices. In the case of
multiply charged ions, the potential energy couples with the surface as well as the kinetic
energy, leading to additional damage due to electron capture from the target. MOS devices
irradiated with multiply charged ions of the same kinetic energy caused shifts in the C-V
curve that depended on the charge state. By relating the shifts in the C-V curve to the stop-
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ping ’power’ ( the drag force (-dE/dx) experienced by the ions in the solid), it was shown
that the stopping power follows a quadratic dependence on charge state. Irradiations of
Schottky diodes with multiply charged ions are currently planned, using the single charged
data as a baseline for determining the kinetic energy effects. It will be interesting to learn
what the irradiations of Schottky diodes with multiply charged ions will reveal regarding
the dependence of hot electron generation on the charge state of the incoming ions.
4.1 Hot electron current - Schottky diodes
4.1.1 Introduction
Energy generated by exothermic chemical reactions at surfaces is dissipated into
the substrate by a variety of channels, viz. excitation of photons, phonons and electrons,
as illustrated in Fig.4.1. The energy loss via the excitation of electron-hole pairs is ex-
perimentally the hardest to detect as the lifetime of these excitations is short. Nienhaus et
al.[53] measured these exciations using gas molecules of thermal energy incident onto a
thin metal film forming a Schottky diode with a semiconductor. By utilizing the barrier of
a Schottky diode to provide energy separation, hot electrons ballistically traversing the bar-
rier were detected as chemicurrent in these measurements. These experiments have shown
that electron-hole pair excitation is a major non-negligible channel of energy dissipation,
whereas earlier it was believed that most of the energy was dissipated into the phononic
subsystem of the the substrate.
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Figure 4.1: Various channels into which energy from exothermic reactions (depicted here
as the interaction of the incident reactive gas molecules of thermal energy with the metal
surface) is dissipated are shown in the figure. Adapted from Ref. [53].
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Our work[73] concentrates on the electron-hole pair excitation caused due to the im-
pact of ions of hyperthermal energy(500 eV - 5000 eV). The earliest report of electron-hole
pair detection due to energetic particle bombardment was due to Amirav and Cardillo[74,
75], wherein they measured a transient excitation current originating from a local hot spot
upon irradiating Ge(100) and InP(100) surfaces with neutral Xe atoms with energies in
the range of 1 eV-10 eV. Other closely related studies were performed by Ray et al.[76]
and Wucher et al.[77] using metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) and metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) devices respectively. The MOS measurements resulted in the discovery of a ve-
locity dependence for the detected hot electrons that was below the expected threshold for
transmission over the internal barrier present in the MOS device. The MIM measurements
reported the energy-dependence of the hot electron current in the few keV energy range
and observed a saturation of the detected hot electron current at ∼5 keV. The study per-
formed here aimed at measurement of the hot electron current, as a function of the energy
and angle of incidence of the ion beam, utilizing a device that did not require an insulator
and thus eliminated the tunneling necessary for detection in the MOS/MIM devices. As
the enhanced sensitivity of Schottky diodes as a detector for hot electrons has been well es-
tablished in the chemicurrent measurements of Nienhaus and others[53], Schottky diodes
were used in this measurement as the detection devices. The measurements are described
in detail in the appendices[73].
4.1.2 Experiment
The diodes used for this experiment were fabricated in house at Clemson University.
The Schottky diodes were designed as a thin Ag film deposited on silicon substrate with
backside Ohmic contacts of Al. Phosphorus doped Si <111>wafers obtained from Mon-
santo were used as substrates. The resistivity reported for the wafers was 4.0 ± 0.6 Ω-cm.
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The wafers were etched with diluted HF (2%) to remove the native oxide. The backside
Ohmic contacts were formed by depositing 0.5 µm of Al and sintered at 450◦C for 45 min-
utes in a nitrogen environment. The frontside rectifying contact was deposited in the shape
of a dot using 99.999% pure Ag in a thermal evaporator, as shown in 4.2a. The thickness
of the Ag dot, chosen to be 25 nm, is an important parameter in the design of this exper-
iment for the reasons discussed below in the following paragraphs. I-V characteristics of
the Schottky diodes fabricated as stated are shown in 4.2b. The barrier height and ideality
factor of the diodes obtained from the I-V characteristics were 0.83 eV and 1.9 respectively.
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Figure 4.2: a) A schematic representation of the Schottky diode (25 nm Ag/n-Si) irradiated
by a pulsed ion beam with varying kinetic energy and angle of incidence. Current through
the device is measured using a Keithley 617 picoammeter. b) Current-voltage characteris-
tics of a typical Schottky diode used in these measurements. Barrier height of 0.83 eV and
ideality factor of 1.9 are representative of the parameters for the diodes fabricated for this
experiment. Adapted from Ref. [73].
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The irradiations were performed in the singly-charged beamline described in detail
in Ref. [64]. The experiment was performed as a function of two independent variables
with respect to the beam parameters: energy and angle of incidence. The energy-related
measurements were performed using Rb+ions at energies of 500 eV-1500 eV at normal
incidence, while the angle-dependent measurements were performed in the target chamber
using Ar+ from an Omicron sputter source at a fixed energy of 5 keV. The setup for the
energy-dependent measurements utilized a Colutron ion source[65] equipped with an alu-
minosilicate emitter[66] as a source of Rb+ions. The heater current to the filament, Isrc
was turned up at a rate of approximately 50 turns per 15 minutes upto 300 turns resulting
in a heater current of ∼ 1.81 A. The bias electrode was set to the usual value of -14 V to
produce an ion beam. The Wien filter positioned immediately after the source is usually
used to separate out the Rb+ions. The current through the electromagnet producing the
magnetic field was Imag = 1.0 A (200 turns) along with an electric field produced by an
applied voltage of VA = 15 V, corresponding to Rb+ions. However, for these measure-
ments, the Wien filter was kept off as this resulted in a stable ion beam. The majority of
ions emitted from the source were expected to be Rb+ions, as seen by the measured current
in the Faraday cup, so keeping the Wien filter did not affect the experiemnt. The electrical
deflection voltage was set to 20 V and the horizontal field was set to -1 V. The focusing and
the accelerating voltages were set as shown in Table 4.1.
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Vaccel (V) VF1 (V) IFC (nA)
750.2 616.1 19.86
500.0 416.1 10.46
1002.0 811.1 28.37
1250.5 1016.2 35.56
1500.0 1216.2 38.00
Table 4.1: Table showing the accelerating voltage Vaccel, focussing voltage VF1, and the
corresponding current IFC measured in the Faraday cup.
A custom vacuum chamber was installed after the Wien filter that housed the sam-
ples for this experiment. The experimental setup used is represented schematically in
Fig. 4.3, while Fig. 4.4 is a photograph of the actual setup. The deflectors in the path
of the ion beam were used to pulse the ion beam in order to obtain a beam response mea-
surement. The deflectors were toggled in between two values (0 V and 20 V) such that the
beam was incident away from/onto the sample. As the beam width in this section is wide
(diameter of 14 mm) as seen during the study with the capillaries[68], it was necessary to
mask the sample to expose only the metallic portion of the diode to the ion beam. For this
purpose, a metal capillary of diameter 2.3 mm housed in a metal shield 125.4 mm wide was
mounted on a linear translator and could be moved vertically to align with the sample. The
sample itself was mounted on a linear translator that could be moved into the path of the
beam behind the capillary as shown. A Faraday cup was mounted in the same plane of the
sample and was used to measure ion beam currents and tune the ion beam. The sample was
mounted on a platen containing isolated posts at the bottom as shown in Fig.4.4 and placed
in an insulating holder. The rectifying contact was connected to one of the posts with a
thin silver wire using silver paste from Ted Pella, Inc. The backside was connected to the
another post. Isolated copper leads were attached to the housing in a way that they slid on
top of the posts providing electrical connections. These coppper leads were wired through
to electrical feedthroughs using Kapton insulated wires to provide connection points to
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facilitate ex-situ electrical measurements.
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Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of the experimental setup used to conduct the ion
irradiations. The energy dependence was measured in a custom vacuum chamber inserted
into the beamline directly in front of the ion source. The capillary and the sample were
translatable in the X and Y directions respectively as indicated. The in-path deflectors
were used to pulse the ion beam to measure the response of the sample to the incident
beam. Adapted from Ref. [73].
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Figure 4.4: A photograph of the experimental setup used to conduct the ion irradiations.
The energy dependence was measured in a custom vacuum chamber inserted into the beam-
line directly in front of the ion source. The capillary and the sample were translatable in
the X and Y directions respectively as indicated. The in-path deflectors were used to pulse
the ion beam to measure the response of the sample to the incident beam.
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The thickness of the Ag film is an important design parameter in this experiment.
If the ions incident onto the metal film penetrated into the semiconductor, these ions would
confound the current due to hot carriers. Thus, the contact thickness must be sufficient
to stop the ions from penetrating into the semiconductor. Using the Stopping Ranges of
Ions in Matter (SRIM) software [78], the range of the ions at the energy range used in this
experiment was obtained to be not more than 20 nm, setting a lower limit on the thickness of
the film. An upper limit on the thickness of the film also exists as the hot electron current
is attenuated exponentially with respect to the path length of the electrons in the metal
before reaching the semiconductor. Current is attenuated inside a metal film exponentially
with respect to the film thickness(d) according to Beer’s Law as shown by the following
equation
I ∝ I0exp
(
−d
λmfp(E)cos(θ)
)
(4.1)
where the non-scattered current, I, depends on the incident current, I0, which is attenuated
exponentially according to the mean free path, λmfp(E), for electrons in the film and the
path length, d/cos(θ), of those electrons through the film. The hot electrons are considered
to undergo inelastic scattering events both with other cold electrons and the phononic sys-
tem of the metal film, and both processes have a dependence on the excess energy of the hot
electrons, hence the explicit energy dependence shown. The defects in the metal film also
play a significant role in determining the mean free path of the electrons. Estimates for the
ballistic λmfp for polycrystalline metal films [79–81]) find them to be tens of nanometers
with values that vary depending on the technique used for measurement and on the quality
of the film. Here we chose the thickness of our rectifying contact to be ∼25 nm, within
5 nm of the lower limit and no more than a factor of two from typical λmfp values. It is
noted here that the samples were photosensitive, so care was taken to block as much light
as possible from illuminating the sample. However, some light from the filament which
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was in direct line of sight with the samples could not be blocked, resulting in a background
current. The hot electron current was measured as the difference from the background level
in response to the pulsed ion beam incident upon the sample.
It was an interesting problem to determine the correct way to measure the hot elec-
tron current with respect to wiring the sample. We first used two separate electrometers, one
connected to the frontside and the other connected to the backside, to measure the frontside
and backside currents respectively. The frontside current would represent the neutralization
current corresponding to the ion current incident onto the surface of the sample. The back-
side current would represent the hot electron current. The scheme of using two separate
meters was unsuccessful due to the existence of ground loops, which resulted in spurious
currents flowing in between the two meters. Various efforts, including connecting the com-
mon grounds of the two meters, did not result in improvement. Thus, it was determined
that the current measurement should be done using one meter only, which would avoid the
problem of ground loops. The Keithley 617 electrometer was used to measure current using
a triax cable. The signal, shield and ground leads of the triax cable, ( colored red, black and
green respectively) were connected across the front and the back in various configurations
to ascertain the consistency of all configurations. Measurements with all these configura-
tions were consistent with respect to the direction of electron flow and sign of the measured
current. The final configuration for measuring the backside current consisted of connecting
the signal (red) lead to the backside contact and connecting the shield and ground (black
and green) to the frontside, while the configuration to measure the frontside was reversed
with respect to the leads i.e. red lead to the frontside and the black and green leads to the
backside.
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4.1.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.5 shows the measured response of the Schottky diode to the incident
1000 eV Rb+ion beam. The label ’ON’ signifies the point of time at which the ion beam
was incident onto the sample face, while the label ’OFF’ signifies when the ion beam was
deflected away from the sample face. For example, the ion beam was incident onto the
sample face at t ≈ 10 s and away from the sample face at t ≈ 130 s. The background
current,at the time when the beam was OFF, was recorded to be ¬9 nA. This background
signal is attributed to the photosensitive nature of the samples. The beam was incident
onto the sample for a period of ∼120 s.The signal at the time when the beam was ON was
recorded to be ¬10.8 nA. Thus, the ion beam exposure resulted in a negative spike in the
current measured at the backside of the sample. A negative spike indicates that electrons
were flowing from the semiconductor to the meter, consistent with hot electron generation
and transport from the metal film to the semiconductor. This direction of current flow is
also consistent with previous measurements[53, 76, 77, 82, 83].
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Figure 4.5: Hot electron current measured through a fabricated device in response to a
pulsed Rb+ beam at a kinetic energy of 1000 eV. The label ON signifies that the beam was
directed onto the device face (e.g. at t≈10 s), while OFF signifies it was deflected away
from the device face (e.g. at t≈130 s). The background signal when the beam is OFF
is approximately ¬9 nA, while the measured signal is approximately ¬10.8 nA when the
beam in ON. Adapted from Ref. [73].
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The current measurements were repeated for incident ion beam energies beginning
at 500 eV upto 1500 eV in steps of 250 eV. The hot electrons current measured at the
backside was normalized by the incident ion current to obtain a yield. Figure 4.6 shows the
yield plotted as a function of the incident kinetic energy of the ions. The error bars were
calculated taking into account the 50 pA variation seen in in 1nA current ( 5%). As seen
in the data, no significant hot electron current exists below 1000 eV but a significant onset
of hot electron current is observed at 1250 eV. This onset can be interpreted as a threshold
lying in between 1000 eV and 1250 eV for the detection of hot electron current using this
scheme.
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Figure 4.6: Yield of hot electrons plotted as a function of the kinetic energy of the incident
ions. The dashed blue line at 1139 eV represents a threshold energy calculated for Rb+ ions
on a Ag film using a KEE model (Eq.4.2). Adapted from Ref. [73]. See text for details.
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Typically, for exoelectron emission, a threshold is observed within the ’kinetic elec-
tron excitation’ (KEE) model[76], which can be thought of as an ion-analogue for the pho-
toelectric effect where electron emission from a metal surface into the vacuum arises due
to ion bombardment instead of photon bombardment. In the KEE model, the metal surface
is idealized as a Fermi gas and a threshold ion velocity (vth) for exoelectron emission, anal-
ogous to the photon frequency in the photoelectric effect, is calculated taking into account
energy transfer to the electronic system of the metal by binary collisions and the depth of
the potential barrier trapping the excited electrons. We can apply the KEE model (Eq. 4.2)
to the case of hot electron current in the Schottky diode by substituting for the potential
barrier the device Schottky barrier height φb = 0.83 eV along with Fermi energy Ef and
Fermi velocity vf for our Ag film, 5.49 eV and 1.39 × 106 m/s respectively, giving a
threshold velocity vth = 5.06× 104 m/s.
vth = 0.5 vf
[√
1 +
(
φb/Ef
)− 1] (4.2)
For the ion species used in our experiment (Rb+), the calculated threshold velocity cor-
responds to a kinetic energy of 1139 eV, which is represented as the dashed vertical blue
line in Fig. 4.6. This threshold value agrees well with the upturn observed in our data near
1000 eV.
For the angular measurements, the energy of the Ar+ ions was kept constant at
5 keV while the angle was varied from -60◦to +60◦. Figure 4.7 shows the variation in the
backside current and also the frontside ion current as a function of the angle of incidence.
The backside current obtained in these measurements was also negative as expected, abso-
lute values are plotted for convenience. In Fig. 4.7, the absolute backside current is plotted
on the axis to the left, while the frontside current is plotted on the axis to the right. Data in
the shaded region in Fig. 4.7 is considered as confounded and discarded, as the ion beam in
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this position was hitting some of the exposed leads/wires due to the large angle of rotation.
Fluctuation in the frontside current at these positions is also indicative of the ion beam
hitting exposed electrical contacts for angles in the shaded region. The frontside current
is nearly constant in the non-shaded regions, which is indicative of the fact that at smaller
angles the leads were not exposed to the ion beam. The yield at normal incidence is of the
same order of magnitude as compared to the energy measurements. This current is strongly
peaked about the normal incidence direction and falls off on either side monotonically.
The hot electron current consists of electrons excited by the incoming ion beam
which travel ballistically to the metal-semiconductor interface. The spectrum of the ener-
getic excitation as well as the momentum spectrum of these electrons is currently not well
known[53]. If we assume an increased intensity of hot electrons in the direction of the ion
beam, then as the angle of incidence of the ion beam is increased, the path length to the
interface increases as the inverse of the cosine of the angle, as shown in Eq. 4.1. The path
length at normal incidence would be the least amongst all angles of incidence and would
be equivalent to the thickness d of the metal film. A lower path length implies fewer scat-
tering events with other colder electrons, and thus it is expected that at normal incidence a
higher yield will be observed. Figure 4.8 shows the plot of the negative logarithm of the
ratio of the hot electron current normalized by the incident ion current and the normalized
current at normal incidence versus the inverse of the cosine of the angle of incidence. The
slope of the linear fit line is obtained to be 4.8 ± 1.3. Using the fact that d = 25 nm and
Eq. 4.1, we obtain the mean free path of hot electrons in the silver film to be 5.2± 1.4 nm,
which compares well with the values reported in the literature in the range of 4.5± 0.5 nm
obtained by hot electron attenuation measurements using Schottky diodes composed of Ag
films of varying thicknesses[84].
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Figure 4.7: Variation in hot electron current as a function of the angle of incidence of a 5
keV Ar+ beam. The frontside ion current represented by open circles ( ) is approximately
constant while the absolute value of the backside hot electron current represented by filled
circles ( ) is strongly peaked about the normal. The shaded areas correspond to regions
where the signal is confounded with ion current and is disregarded. See text for details.
Adapted from Ref. [73].
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Figure 4.8: Figure illustrating the relation between the detected hot electron current and
path length as given by Eq. 4.1. The ordinate is the negative of the logarithm of the ratio
of the normalized hot electron current detected at an angle θ to the normalized hot electron
current detected at normal incidence (θ = 0◦), while the abscissa is the inverse of the
cosine of the angle. The slope (4.8 ± 1.3), obtained from the linear fit, is the ratio of the
film thickness to the mean free path of electron inside the film. Adapted from Ref. [73].
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4.1.4 Summary and Outlook
We have fabricated Schottky diodes using 25 nm Ag films deposited onto n-type Si
substrates and irradiated the top metal contacts with Rb+ and Ar+ ion beams of varying
kinetic energy and angle of incidence respectively. The kinetic energy was varied between
500 eV and 1500 eV and a threshold for hot electron current detection was observed be-
tween 1000 eV and 1250 eV. A kinetic electron emission model applied to the sub-surface
Schottky barrier resulted in a calculated threshold value of 1139 eV, in good agreement with
our observations. The angular dependent measurements suggest that there is an anisotropic
generation and transport of hot electrons through the Ag film as there is a significant drop
in the detected current for non-normal incident angles. Using these data and Beer’s Law,
an estimate of the mean free path for ballistic electrons in our Ag film is found to be
5.2±1.4 nm. Defects in the metal film as well as non-trivial angular effects similar to those
seen in BEEM measurements could contribute to this otherwise low λmfp value. We note
that as the dependence of the observed hot electron current on the thickness of the metal
film can be utilized to obtain the mean free path of hot electrons[85, 86], measurements
using diodes fabricated with metal films of varying thickness are currently underway.
Ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM), a technique developed by Bell
and Kaiser [87–89], can also be used to probe the directional momentum of hot electrons
in a Schottky diode and as such is relevant to the angular measurements here. In BEEM,
hot electrons from a negatively biased STM tip are injected into a metal surface and are
collected, usually at a semiconductor interface, after passing through a Schottky barrier.
The hot electron current is observed after a certain threshold bias voltage is reached. The
transport of these hot electrons and their scattering within the metal film and at the metal-
semiconductor interface is non-trivial. However, if we focus on our angular-dependent
measurements, it is worth noting that in BEEM, using concepts of momentum conserva-
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tion across the metal-semiconductor interface, there is a critical angle for the direction of
the momentum of the hot electrons at the interface[90, 91]. Beyond this angle hot elec-
trons are reflected back into the metal surface instead of passing into the semiconductor,
in analogy to total internal reflection of light. These reflected electrons can also undergo
multiple reflections in the metal film, depending on its thickness, which can lead to ran-
domization of the original direction and loss of directional information. While further
analysis of our method is required before we can compare our measurements directly to
such BEEM results, we note that this added angular dependence may serve as an additional
factor suppressing the apparent mean free path for electrons in our Ag film. Finally, we
note that sputtering of the top layer due to the incoming ion beam can change the effec-
tive path length for hot electron transport. Currently measurements are underway to obtain
precise sputter yields using the methodology described here[92], however, an estimate of
∼70 hours is obtained, using SRIM, as the time required for 25 nm of Ag to be sputtered
through by the incoming ions. Our measurements on any particular sample did not exceed
a total exposure time of a few hours.
Currently, we have proposed measurements using samples with varying thickness
of Ag films - from 25 nm to 100 nm in steps of 25 nm - to verify the MFP using these
samples and gain confidence in the claim that the current seen at the backside is due to
hot electrons. It would be beneficial to conduct the angular dependence measurements
with the same setup and ion beam parameters as the energy dependence, i.e. to conduct
the angular dependence measurements in Section 1 of the beamline. This was previously
hindered due to lack of space while rotating the sample holder with respect to the beam.
This was fixed by using a greater offset in the capillary holder to yield more space allowing
rotation of the sample holder without butting into the capillary shield and is currently being
installed onto the vacuum chamber. A quick repeat of the measurements with varying
angles of incidence and using different species to elucidate any velocity dependence are
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interesting measurements that can be obtained relatively quickly given the readiness of the
setup. Another measurement of the energy spread of the excited electrons could be obtained
by varying the bias of the Schottky diode, effectively varying the height of the barrier the
electrons have to overcome - leading to a technique for spectroscopy of the energy levels
of the hot electrons. The fact that ionic particles carrying charge were incident onto the
sample leads us to question whether the deposited charge is leading to neutralization current
within the device that could be interfering with the hot electron current in some unknown
manner. Thus, to avoid this problem or to prove it non-significant, it has been proposed to
use a gas cell to neutralize the ion beam and repeat the experiment with energetic neutral
particles. Measuring neutral particle flux is not as straight forward as measuring charged
particle flux. Measurement of the sputter erosion of the thin film by measuring the change
in its resistance and correlating that to flux of the charged particle beam seems one way
to proceed without a special setup dedicated for neutral flux measurement. Finally, these
excited electrons could be sampled by a coincident hyperthermal energy ion beam to study
resonant charge transfer with excited electrons and one can use this setup to study Hot
Electron Femtochemistry at Surfaces.
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4.2 Metal-oxide-semiconductor(MOS) device irradiatons
Subsurface interactions of ions with solids at low kinetic energies are not easy to
track and quantify. Discrepancies exist at the lower kinetic energy range with the experi-
mental data and noted softwares like SRIM. We have developed a technique to quantify the
damage inside an oxide and measure stopping power at low kinetic energies using encap-
sulated MOS devices. An oxide grown on a semiconductor substrate was irradiated with
energetic ions and then capped with a metal layer to form the encapsulated devices. Electri-
cal characterization of these devices via their capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves and shifts
therein were used to obtain a quantitative measure of the subsurface damage and stopping
power of the incident ions. The effects of incident kinetic and potential energy effects in
the low keV regime for Na+ ions and ArQ+(Q = 1, 4, 8, 11) ions were incident onto the
190 nm SiO2 grown on a Si surface and then capped with an Al layer. The shift in the C-V
curves was correlated with internal electron-hole pair generation which in turn depended on
the energy lost to the electronic subsystem of the target by the incident ions. The shift in the
curves was quadratically dependent on the charge state of the incident ion. Also, a super-
linear dependence of the density of the interface states on the kinetic energy of the incident
singly charged ions was measured in the experiments with Na+ ions. These measurements
are detailed in the publications reproduced in the appendices[25, 93]. Currently, we have
obtained data on irradiations of MOS devices with oxide thickness of 50 nm and analysis
of the C-V curves is underway in collaboration with Daniel Cutshall and Dr. Harrell in the
ECE department.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
5.1 Charge Exchange
5.1.1 Introduction
Measurements of cross-sections of charge exchange with neutral gases is an inter-
esting and important topic currently under investigation. There are astrophysical as well as
applied motivations underlying these measurements. There are primarily two experimental
techniques to study charge exchange - utilizing a gas cell and the other is utilizing a gas jet.
The basic measurement utilizing a gas cell is shown in Fig. 5.1. A multiply/highly charged
(M/HCI) ion beam is incident onto the opening aperture of the gas cell in some known
charge state ’q’. The gas cell consists of a cylindrical body with an inlet for neutral gas
and two collinear apertures for the ion beam entrance and exit respectively. The flow rate
of neutral gas into the gas cell is usually well monitored utilizing a capacitance manometer
to accurately determine the pressure inside the gas cell. The pressure determination, usu-
ally calculated taking into account conductance considerations, needs careful attention as
the gas inside the cell leaks out of the apertures meant for the entrance and exit of the ion
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beam. As the ions, also called projectiles, interact with the neutral gas atoms, also called
as ’target atoms’ or just ’target’, electrons from the target are captured by the ions lowering
the charge state of the ions. This process is known as charge exchange and can be quan-
tified by measuring the charge state of the exiting beam. Typically used detectors include
retarding field analyzers or hemispherical analyzers which measure ion current as a func-
tion of the charge state. The cross-section can be calculated from the dependence of the
varying current vs charge state spectrum on the pressure of the gas inside the gas cell. To
help facilitate the design of the gas cell, Fig. 5.2 lists important experimental parameters of
existing charge exchange studies utilizing Ar ions, as the baseline test of the gas cell under
construction will be performed using the sputter Ar source[94–100].
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Figure 5.1: Figure illustrating the basic measurement of charge exchange. A multi-
ply/highly charged (M/HCI) ion beam with charge state ’q’ is incident onto a gas cell
containing a neutral gas target. The incident ions undergo charge exchange with the neutral
gas atoms by capturing one or more electrons and exit the gas cell in various charge states
as shown. A detector, such as a retarding field analyzer or a 127◦ hemispherical analyzer,
is used to measure the ion current as a function of the charge state. Repeating these mea-
surements at varying pressures enables us to obtain cross-sections using the ’growth-rate’
method, as described below.
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Figure 5.2: Table showing important experimental parameters in studies of charge ex-
change using Ar as the projectile species and employing a gas cell.
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5.1.2 Calculation of Cross-sections
The cross section, ’σ’, depends on the following parameters - the charge state of
the incoming beam ’q’, the ionization potential of the gas ’Ip’, and the target thickness ’ρ’.
The target thickness is defined as the product of the path length ’L’ and the pressure of the
gas ’P’, which is experimentally the knob to turn in these measurements. An example[96]
plot for the charge exchange cross sections of Ne and Ar ions with different targets as a
function of charge state is shown in Fig. 5.3. A rough estimate of the cross section as a
function of the charge state is given by the formula σ ∼ q × 10−15 cm2 (See Ref. [101]).
The cross section is nearly independent of the velocity of the ion at low kinetic
energies (velocity less than 1 a.u.)[102]. Velocities to be utilized in the measurements pro-
posed in our lab are approximately 0.01 a.u. to 0.1 a.u. - well below the limit of 1 a.u.
The cross section is nearly independent of the projectile species as well[103]. Cross sec-
tions are typically reported as they are independent of the geometry/parameter-space of a
particular experiment and are a convenient way to describe the underlying physical phe-
nomenon. The cross sections can be calculated from the current measured as a function
of the charge state of the beam exiting the gas cell. During the charge exchange process,
electrons are captured into high-lying Rydberg states which decay by autoioinzation lead-
ing to some Auger emissions. Thus, a number of paths can lead to the final charge state.
Assuming only single or double electron-capture, let σq,1 and σq,2 be the cross-sections of
single and double electron capture from charge state ’q’ leading to charge state ’q-1’ and
’q-2’ respectively. As seen in Fig. 5.4, an ion with charge state ’q-2’ can lose an electron
by autoionization (Auger) with probability denoted by aq−221 and end up in the state ’q-1’,
or can remain in the same state with probability (1-aq−221 ). Similar transitions from different
charge states are shown in the figure using which we can derive the functional dependence
of the population of a given charge state on the target thickness. Let Nq denote the number
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of ions in state ’q’. The rate of change of Nq with respect to the target thickness depends on
the number of ions in that state (i.e. Nq) scaled by the cross-sections relating to the various
transitions directed into and emanating from the node signifying that state. The transi-
tions coming into that state are forming the charge state, so the transitions directed into a
node are assigned a positive sign, while those emanating from are destroying that state and
are thus assigned a negative state. Thus, for example, we have N′q = −Nq(σq,1 + σq,2)
for the charge state ’q’, as there are no transitions directed into the node, while there are
two transitions emanating from that node. We call the term in the brackets, (σq,1 + σq,2),
as the effective cross-section σ′q,t, which represents the total cross-section for the ion in
charge state ’q’. This effective cross-section is accessible by experiments as the branching
probabilities are not known for all transitions. For the state ’q-1’, we analogously have
N′q−1 = +Nq(σq,1 + a
q−2
21 ) − Nq−1(σq−1,1 + σq−1,2) = +Nq(σ′q,1) − Nq−1(σ′q−1,t). The
system of equations for other states is shown in Fig. 5.4. As can be seen from the form of
these equations, the solution can be expressed in terms of exponentials. In practice, these
are expanded in terms of Taylor polynomials upto second order and are used to obtain the
cross-sections. The quadratic equations used to fit the curves obtained experimentally are
given below:
Nq(ρ)
Nq(0)
= 1− σq,tρ+ 1
2
(
σq,tρ
)2
, (5.1)
Nq−1(ρ)
Nq(0)
= σ′q,1ρ−
1
2
σ′q,1
(
σq,t + σq−1,t
)
ρ2, (5.2)
Nq−2(ρ)
Nq(0)
= σ′q,2ρ+
1
2
[
σ′q,1σ
′
q−1,1 − σ′q,2
(
σq,t + σq−2,t
)]
ρ2 (5.3)
Figure 5.5 shows an example of charge exchange data fit to the quadratic curves obtained
above. Ar13+ was incident on H2 and only single and double electron capture was consid-
ered. The observed ratio of the currents is plotted as a function of varying target thickness.
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows measured absolute cross-sections for Ar and Ne ions on
various targets. The kinetic energy of the ions was 2q keV, where q signified the charge
state of the ions (q=2,3,4,5,6 for Ne ions, and q=2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 for Ar ions). The different
targets are shown in a:CH4, b:C2H2, c:C2H4, d:C2H6, e:a − C3H4 (Allene), f:p − C3H4
(Propyne), g:C3H6, h:(CH2)3. Adapted from Ref. [96].
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows the evolution of charge states due to single and double electron
capture and also the various paths to obtain a charge state considering Auger emissions.
This diagram is useful to derive the differential equations that relate the cross sections to
the target thickness ρ. Adapted from Ref. [99].
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows single and double electron capture as a function of the target
thickness (varying pressure in the gas cell) fitted to the quadratic curves shown in Eq. 5.1 -
Eq. 5.3. The linear term is dominant in the single electron capture while the quadratic term
is dominant in the double electron capture. Adapted from Ref. [99].
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Appendix A
Ion transport through macrocapillaries -
Oscillations due to charge patch
formation
The following has been published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics
Research B, (NIMB 342, 54 (2016))
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a b s t r a c t
We present results on ion transport through large bore capillaries (macrocapillaries) that probe both the
geometric and ion-guided aspects of this ion delivery mechanism. We have demonstrated that guiding in
macrocapillaries exhibits position- and angle-dependent transmission properties which are directly
related to the capillary material (either metal or insulator) and geometry. Specifically, we have passed
1 keV Rbþ ions through glass and metal macrocapillaries, and have observed oscillations for the transmit-
ted ion current passing through the insulating capillaries. Straightforward calculations show that these
oscillations can be attributed to beam deflections from charge patches that form on the interior walls
of the capillary. The absence of these oscillations in the metal capillary data serve as further confirmation
of the role of charge patch formation.
 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multiply/Highly charged ions (M/HCIs) are unique in the field of
ion-related physics as their charge state is significantly higher than
the traditional singly-charged ions which dominate the field. This
charge state, which is manifest as a non-negligible potential energy
of the ions, can be used to modify the surface/subsurface structure
of materials in ways that are distinct from other forms of radiation
[1–6]. Beams of M/HCIs are obtained from sources such as Electron
Beam Ion Source/Traps (EBIS/Ts) and Electron Cyclotron Resonance
(ECR) ion sources in laboratories worldwide [7–14] and most
recently at our own user facility for surface modification [15] as
well as medical physics [16]. Despite this access, a major hurdle
in effectively harnessing the potential of these beams for industrial
environments is efficient and flexible ion-transport technology.
One approach towards non-conventional ion transport that has
garnered significant attention over the last two decades is the use
of capillaries as ion guides. In 2002, Stolterfoht et al. observed the
so-called ‘‘guiding effect” in insulating capillaries [17]. This effect
involves charge patch formation on the inside walls of the insulat-
ing capillary due to neutralization of and secondary electron emis-
sion initiated by the colliding M/HCI beam. Although these charges
formed on the wall can dissipate into the capillary bulk or along the
surface, they can also interact repulsively with ions of the incoming
M/HCI beam to deflect them away from the capillary wall. After suf-
ficient time has elapsed, a steady-state condition can be reached
between charge patch formation and charge dissipation such that
a charge-state and kinetic energy preserving transmission of the
M/HCI beam is established. This is the definition of the guiding
effect for ions within a capillary, and an extensive review of the
existing research in this field can be found in Ref. [18].
Existing research can be classified into two categories depend-
ing on the diameter d of the capillaries used for guiding: nanocap-
illaries (d < 1lm) and macrocapillaries (d > 1lm) [19]. Recent
efforts in macrocapillary transport include the use of external elec-
tric fields to guide the ions in conjunction with the guiding effect to
improve efficiency of transport [20], use of conical capillaries for
guiding antiparticle beams [21] and the use of curved glass capil-
laries to achieve large bending angles [22]. In this paper, we have
studied the transport of singly-charged ions through straight and
conical sections of insulating as well as metallic macrocapillaries.
Our goal was to measure and understand the position- and
angle-dependent characteristics of ion transport through these
macrocapillaries.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the experimental setup used in these measurements. In
Section 3, we present data measured on a cylindrical metallic, a
cylindrical insulating and a conical insulating macrocapillary. Dif-
ferences and similarities in the data are noted and used to draw
conclusions regarding charging effects, which are summarized in
Section 4.
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2. Experiment
We have measured the position- and angle-dependent trans-
mission properties of singly-charged ions for macrocapillaries with
diameters and lengths of a few millimeters and a few centimeters
respectively. The experiment was conducted at Clemson University
using the singly charged ion beamline described in detail in Ref.
[23]. An aluminosilicate emitter (HeatWave Labs, Inc.) was
installed as the ion source in the beamline to obtain Rbþ ions.
The kinetic energy of the Rbþ ions was fixed at 1 keV for all mea-
surements. The energy spread of the beam is less than 1% [24].
Macrocapillaries of two types were used in this study: metals
(stainless steel) and insulators (glass). The dimensions of the
capillaries are shown in Table 1. The inlet refers to the side of
the capillary through which the ions were incident, while the out-
let is the exit side of the capillary. The critical angle hc is defined as
the maximum angle of the capillary with respect to the incident
beam of ions for which geometric transmission is possible. This
angle is equivalent to the angle made by a line that touches the far-
thest and opposite corners in a length-wise cross-section of a cap-
illary and is given by hc ¼ tan1ððdin þ doutÞ=2lÞ. We note that for
our study, all capillaries were cylindrical ðdin ¼ doutÞ except one
conical capillary denoted by Sample # 4 which had a taper of
4.52  0.12.
Before inserting the capillaries into our vacuum system, they
were cleaned using standard UHV procedures, i.e. ten minute
cycles of sonication with soap-water, acetone, and ethanol inter-
spersed with rinsing in distilled water. Each macrocapillary was
then mounted in a custom vacuum chamber inserted immediately
after our Colutron G2 ion source [25]. The typical pressure in the
chamber for these measurements was  1 108 Torr. The macro-
capillaries were secured along the beamline axis on a rotary feed-
through mounted on a linear translator. The translator allowed us
to move the capillary perpendicular to the path of the beam to
measure position dependent characteristics, while the rotary feed-
through allowed us to change the incident angle of the incoming
ions relative to the capillary inlet. Each capillary was mounted with
an adhesive metal tape on the exposed edge of the inlet to avoid
entrance charging effects. The space around the capillary was
shielded using a metal foil held in place by metal adhesive tape.
The shield was necessary to ensure that only those ions that passed
through the inside of the capillary and not around it were detected
in these measurements.
A Faraday cup located 15 cm downstream from the capillary
mounting was used to measure the current of ions transmitted
through the capillaries. For each measurement, the Rbþ ion beam
was tuned into the Faraday cup with the capillary retracted from
the beam path. The capillary was then inserted into the path of
the beam and the cup current was monitored to determine the
insertion distance at which transmission of ions through the capil-
lary was maximized. In addition, the insertion distances (on either
side of this maximum point) at which the measured transmission
through the capillary was zero were also recorded. Following these
baseline measurements, the transmitted current was monitored as
a function of time at multiple distances between the zero measure-
ment end-points to obtain position-dependent characteristics (see,
e.g. Fig. 1a). Angle-dependent characteristics for each capillary
were obtained at the insertion distance of maximum transmission
by varying the angle in steps of 0.2–0.3 and monitoring the
transmitted current as a function of time (see, e.g. Fig. 1b). For
these position- and angle-dependent measurements, the transmit-
ted current through the metal and insulating capillaries was
recorded in time steps of 15 s and 500 s respectively. Insertion
distances were measured using a Vernier caliper (0:1 mm), while
a digital sensor connected to a PC was used to measure angles
(0:09). The Faraday cup was connected to a Keithley 617 elec-
trometer interfaced to a computer via GPIB for automated mea-
surements. To improve the current measurement precision, the
connection points for the Faraday cup were sanded down and con-
nected using extremely short cables to reduce capacitive losses and
the electrometer power connection was isolated from other labora-
tory connections to minimize AC pick-up. These steps resulted in a
precision of 5 pA for our measurements of transmitted current.
3. Results and discussion
Position- and angle-dependent data were obtained for the four
macrocapillaries listed in Table 1 using the methods described in
the previous section. Fig. 1 shows transmitted currents as a func-
tion of time measured for the metal capillary (Sample # 1). Each
line in the figure refers to a measurement conducted when the cap-
illary was inserted to a specific distance (Fig. 1a) or rotated to a
specific angle (Fig. 1b) in the presence of the incident ion beam.
In Fig. 1a, the positions E1; E2, and C refer to the insertion distances
where the transmitted ion current through the capillary are zero
(E1 and E2) or maximum (C). The up and down arrows in the figure
indicate that as the capillary was moved away from the E1=E2 posi-
tion or the C position, the transmitted current increased or
decreased, respectively. For this metal macrocapillary these posi-
tions were (E1; E2;C) = (0.0 mm, 14.4 mm, 7.2 mm). These data
indicate that the width of the incident ion beam was 14 mm,
which is much wider than the diameter of all of the capillaries used
in this study. For the angular data shown in Fig. 1b, h1;2 refer to the
angles at which transmission dropped to zero while N refers to
maximum transmission observed at normal incidence. As with
the insertion data, the arrows on this figure refer to the increase
or decrease of the transmitted current for rotations of the angle
away from or toward the positions h1;2 and N. For this metal macro-
capillary the zero transmission angles were (h1; h2) = (-6.12,7.02),
which lead to a measured critical angle hc = 6.57  0.09 as com-
pared to the theoretical value of 6.25.
For the angular data of Fig. 1b, the maximum, minimum and
mean transmitted current values measured at each angle were cal-
culated and are plotted in Fig. 2. For this metal macrocapillary,
these values are nearly equivalent and the plotted data lie on top
of each other in the figure. For the glass capillaries (discussed
below) this will no longer be the case. To understand the angular
dependence shown in these data, we note that the tilt of the cap-
illary modifies the effective opening area presented to the incident
beam, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for a capillary of diameter d and length
l. The functional form of this angular-dependent area, AðhÞ, is given
by
A hð Þ ¼ d
2
2
cos hð Þ½ sin1ðcÞ þ c cosðsin1ðcÞÞ þ p=2 ð1Þ
where c ¼ ðl=dÞtanðhÞ.
The solid line in Fig. 2, which corresponds to this equation for
our metal macrocapillary, shows that the measured angular-
dependence of the transmitted current has a narrower angular
Table 1
Table showing the material, length (l), inlet diameter (din), outlet diameter (dout) and
critical angle (hc) for the various macrocapillaries used in this experiment. The
uncertainties associated with these dimensions are 0:1 mm and 0:12.
Sample # Material l (mm) din (mm) dout (mm) hc ()
1 Steel 21.0 2.3 2.3 6.25
2 Glass 35.5 5.4 5.4 8.65
3 Glass 21.0 5.4 5.4 14.42
4 Glass 19.6 5.4 2.3 11.11
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range than this calculated geometrical limit. We note that our
assumption of a constant current density and zero divergence for
our incident ion beam could give rise to this discrepancy between
the measured and calculated transmission values. For example, a
Gaussian current density convolved with the functional form for
AðhÞ along with losses due to divergence would decrease the angu-
lar range of the calculated transmission. These corrections, which
require more detailed incident ion beam measurements, will be
pursued in future measurements.
Representative data for a straight glass macrocapillary (Sample
# 2) is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A comparison of the time-dependent
results for the both the position (Fig. 4a) and tilt angle (Fig. 4b)
with those discussed above for the metal macrocapillary (Fig. 1)
reveals the primary difference between these capillary types,
which is the oscillations in the transmitted current for the glass
macrocapillary. Specifically. within the measurement ranges of
E1;2 and h1;2 there are significant, time-dependent excursions in
the transmitted current on a timescale of approximately one sec-
ond. We note that the incident beam conditions for these capillary
types (metal vs. insulating) was similar, which can be verified by
examining the beam width and maximum transmitted current
across the various measurements. For example, for these Sample
# 2 data we obtained an ion beam width of 14 mm, which is sim-
ilar to the beam width determined for the metal macrocapillary
(Sample # 1). In addition, the ratio of the maximum transmitted
current in the metal and insulating capillaries (5.48) is close to
the ratio of the inlet area of the two capillaries (5.51). Similar
results were found for the other macrocapillaries listed in Table 1.
Therefore, we conclude that the transmitted current excursions
observed for the insulating macrocapillaries are material-
dependent.
Fig. 5 shows the maximum, minimum and mean transmitted
ion beam currents along with the calculated geometric transmis-
sion from Eq. (1) as a function of the corresponding tilt angles for
the glass macrocapillary data shown in Fig. 4b. The angular spread
for the maximum transmission is consistent with that predicted for
geometric transmission. However, the angular spread for mini-
mum, maximum and mean transmitted ion beam currents differs
significantly. This can be seen by examining the critical angles
for the maximum and minimum cases: ðhc:min; hc;maxÞ = (8.65,2.83).
In order to understand the results of Fig. 5, we first constrain
our discussion to two angular ranges: (h < hc;min) and
(hc;min < h < hc;max). Within the first of these ranges, we see that
Fig. 1. (a) Position- and (b) angle-dependent raw data for the metal capillary (Sample # 1, l = 2.10 cm, din ¼ dout = 0.23 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function of
time at varying positions and angles. See text for details.
Fig. 2. Maximum, mean and minimum of transmitted current as a function of
varying tilt angle for the metal capillary (Sample # 1, l = 2.10 cm,
din ¼ dout = 0.23 cm). The line shows the expected geometrical transmission from
the capillary as a function of tilt angle.
Fig. 3. Figure illustrating the varying area of the effective opening (hatched) as the
capillary is tilted by an angle h resulting in the observed angle-dependent
characteristics for geometric transmission. An exact expression for this dependence
is shown in Eq. (1) of the text.
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the minimum transmitted current is always non-zero. Therefore,
we can interpret this as a region where ions are always transmitted
regardless of time-dependent effects, e.g. charging of the walls. In
the second angular range, we see that the minimum transmitted
current is always zero, which implies that a time-dependent block-
ing of ion transmission is occurring. This variation or equivalently
oscillation in the beam transmission may be linked to charge patch
formation on the inside walls of the macrocapillary. It is well
known that electric fields produced by charge patches can signifi-
cantly affect the flight path of the ions. Similar oscillations in trans-
mitted currents have been observed for glass macrocapillaries [26],
Teflon macrocapillaries [27] and also for transmission through par-
allel glass plates [28]. In this context, our data indicate a preferen-
tial deflection of ions that pass closer to the walls as compared to
the center of the capillary. That is, ions passing closest to the center
of the capillary are not subjected to a deflection from electric fields
originating from the capillary walls sufficient to make them escape
detection. Conversely, those ions that are not near the center are
more deflected such that they fall outside the range of detection
and the minimum current falls to zero [29]. For the maximum
transmitted current data shown in Fig. 5, we can interpret it as
indicative of the time during which the walls of the macrocapillary
have discharged and the deflection forces are no longer present.
The similarities between these data and the metallic macrocapil-
lary result (Fig. 2) then become obvious, as both are governed pri-
marily by the geometric constraints of Eq. (1).
Although our data qualitatively point to beam deflection due to
charge patch formation as the underlying origin of the observed
oscillations of transmitted currents in insulating macrocapillaries,
it is instructive to examine the order of magnitude of the fields
required to give rise to it within our parameter space. Specifically,
the kinetic energy of our incident ions is fixed at 1 keV, the path
length to the Faraday cup detector is 15 cm, and the size of the
detector is 2.54 cm. The distance and size of the detector together
with the velocity of the ions set a constraint on the minimum elec-
tric field required to deflect the ions outside the detector’s accep-
tance angle. For ions passing along the capillary axis, this electric
field is calculated to be 10 kV/m. The time taken to form such
an electric field, assuming no discharge, is on the order of 1 s for
the incident flux of our beam, which agrees well with the time per-
iod of our observed oscillations. Transport simulations utilizing
classical phase-space dynamics for beam deflection along with
temporal and spatial charge patch evolution are necessary for a
detailed quantitative picture [30] of guiding; however, our calcula-
tion is sufficient to show that charge patch formation can give rise
to our observed results.
Fig. 6 shows the transmitted currents as a function of time for
the conical insulating macrocapillary (Sample # 4) where, as
before, Fig. 6a and b show the position- and angle-dependent data,
respectively. The oscillations in the transmitted ion current as a
function of position are qualitatively similar to those seen in the
straight insulating capillaries (Samples #2 and #3). The oscillations
in the transmitted current as a function of angle, however, are sig-
nificantly smaller in amplitude as compared to both the position-
dependent transmission of the conical capillary itself and to the
straight insulating capillaries in general. As a consequence, the
maximum, mean and minimum of the transmitted current for
the conical insulating macrocapillary appear much closer to each
other, as shown in Fig. 7. We note that we have used the average
radius for the calculated transmitted current as opposed to using
Fig. 4. (a) Position- and (b) angle-dependent raw data for an insulating capillary (Sample # 2, l = 3.55 cm, din ¼ dout = 0.54 cm). The transmitted current is plotted as a function
of time at varying positions and angles. See text for details.
Fig. 5. Maximum, mean and minimum of transmitted current as a function of
varying tilt angle for an insulating capillary (Sample # 2, l = 3.55 cm,
din ¼ dout = 0.54 cm). The solid line shows the expected geometrical transmission
from the capillary as a function of tilt angle, while the dashed lines are drawn to
guide the eye.
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a more general form of Eq. (1). The smaller amplitude of oscillation,
or decreased variation in the maximum and minimum transmitted
currents, indicates that charging effects were less pronounced for
this macrocapillary.
4. Summary
Wehavemeasured the position- and angle-dependent transmis-
sion characteristics of 1 keV Rbþ ions through metallic and insulat-
ing macrocapillaries. Transmission through the metal capillary was
constant over time and no oscillations were observed in the
recorded signal. The position-dependent datawere used to calculate
the beam width and also served to verify the stability of the beam
over the duration of the experiment. The measured critical angles
for transmission agreed well with those calculated from the geom-
etry of themetal capillary, which implies that transmission through
the capillary was consistent with straight-through line-of-sight
transmission. For the insulating capillaries, the transmitted current
was not constant and significant oscillations were observed that
were absent in the case of the metal capillary. For a range of angles
consistent with ion transmission parallel to the capillary axis, non-
zero transmission was always observed; however, outside of this
range (but within the geometrical critical angle) the transmission
fell to zero intermittently. These observations indicate that electric
fields due to charge patch formation preferentially deflect ions that
are near the walls of the insulating macrocapillary. The absence of
oscillations for themetalmacrocapillary is consistentwith this con-
clusion. In addition, a straightforward calculation involving the
physical parameters of the setup shows that electric fields necessary
to deflect the ions beyond the acceptance angle of the detector can
form within the timescale of the observed oscillations.
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Hot electron generation was measured under the impact of energetic Ar and Rb ions on Ag thin film
Schottky diodes. The energy- and angular-dependence of the current measured at the backside of the
device due to ion bombardment at the frontside is reported. A sharp upturn in the energy dependent
yield is consistent with a kinetic emission model for electronic excitations utilizing the device
Schottky barrier as determined from current–voltage characteristics. Backside currents measured for
ion incident angles of 630 are strongly peaked about 0 (normal incidence) and resemble results
seen in other contexts, e.g., ballistic electron emission microscopy. Accounting for the increased
transport distance for excited charges at non-normal incidence, the angular results are consistent with
the accepted mean free path for electrons in Ag films.VC 2017 American Vacuum Society.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4979003]
I. INTRODUCTION
In exothermic gas interactions at metal surfaces the dissi-
pation of energy into the nuclear and electronic degrees of
freedom of the metal typically occurs through the excitation
of photons, phonons, or electrons. Of these energy loss chan-
nels, the most difficult to detect experimentally has been the
excitation of electron-hole pairs. Using Schottky diode gas
sensing devices, Nienhaus and others have performed meas-
urements which give clear evidence for the electron–hole
pair excitation channel under thermal energy gas expo-
sure.1,2 While their results indicate that electron–hole pair
excitations are a common avenue for energy loss during a
gas–surface interaction at thermal energies, there have been
few studies that measure the role of this channel for higher
energy projectiles.
One of the first experimental demonstrations of electron–
hole pair detection in energetic beam scattering was the work
of Amirav and Cardillo who were able to measure excitations
at Ge(100) and InP(100) surfaces under Xe exposure.3,4 Using
neutral Xe, with incident energies of 1–10 eV, a transient
excitation current was seen upon impact that appeared to
coincide with the creation of a local thermal “hot spot” at the
surface. Other works have focused on metals and device-
based measurements, such as the metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) results of Ref. 5 and the metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
results of Ref. 6. The MOS measurements showed a velocity-
dependence that was below the so-called classical threshold
for excitation of hot carriers over the internal barrier height
of the device while the MIM data showed an energy-
dependence which appeared to saturate at low incident ener-
gies (5–6 keV). In both cases, the detected hot carrier currents
were required to overcome the tunnel barriers imposed by the
buried insulating layers of the devices. In the work presented
here, we revisit the problem of hot carrier generation using
devices with no insulating barrier (Schottky diodes), measur-
ing device currents generated as a function of the incident ion
energy and angle.
In Sec. II, we present the details of our experiment includ-
ing our Schottky device design. In Sec. III, we discuss the
results of our measurements for Ar and Rb ions taken as a
function of the ion energy and angle, respectively. A sum-
mary is presented in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENT
The Schottky diodes used in these measurements were fab-
ricated in-house at Clemson University. Silicon wafers (phos-
phorus doped Si h111i) with resistivities of 4.06 0.6X cm
(Monsanto, Inc.) served as substrates for the diodes. To
form backside contacts, the wafers were etched with diluted
hydrofluoric acid (2%) to remove native oxide and then
0.5lm of Al was deposited and sintered at 450 C for 45min
in a nitrogen environment. Front-side rectifying contacts were
deposited by thermal evaporation in the shape of a 6mm dot
of 99.999% Ag, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The thickness of the
Ag dot was chosen to be 25 nm as discussed below. Figure
1(b) shows current–voltage (I-V) characteristics typical ofa)Electronic mail: sosolik@clemson.edu
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one of our fabricated diodes. Ideality factors of 1.9 and bar-
rier heights of 0.83 eV were obtained for the diodes, which
is similar to the characteristics of Schottky diodes used in pre-
vious studies.2 For in situ measurements, electrical contacts to
the front-side were made using conductive silver paste (Ted
Pella, Inc.).7
The ion beam irradiations of fabricated devices were per-
formed using the singly charged ion beamline at Clemson
University.8 Beams were incident on the front-side Ag con-
tact of each device, and the resulting current through the
device was measured using a Keithley 617 picoammeter
connected as shown in Fig. 1(a). This current was measured
as a function of two beam parameters: kinetic energy and
angle of incidence. The kinetic energy was varied from 500
to 1500 eV at normal incidence. The angle of incidence was
varied from 60 to þ60 at a fixed kinetic energy of 5 keV.
The kinetic energy dependent measurements were per-
formed using Rbþ ions in a five-port custom vacuum chamber
mounted directly in front of an aluminosilicate emitter ion
source obtained from Heatwave Tech.9 The energy spread of
the beam was less than 1%. The setup is shown schematically
in Fig. 2 where the ion beam was directed along the Z-axis
while the device could be translated along the X-axis. The
beam passed through a metal capillary (diameter 2.3mm)
mounted on a wide metal plate (width 25.4mm) before reach-
ing the diode surface. The capillary served as a mask to ensure
that the ion beam interacted only with the top rectifying con-
tact. The capillary was mounted on a translator parallel to the
Y-axis, placing it 5mm from the device surface. Beam trans-
mission through the metal capillary was measured previously
and is detailed elsewhere.10 A Faraday cup in plane with the
sample (not shown in the schematic) was used for beam tuning
and for measuring ion beam currents pre- and postexposure.
As the devices used in this experiment were photosensitive,
care was taken to cover all vacuum port windows and limit
signals arising from external light sources. However, a direct
line-of-sight with the filament producing the ion beam led to a
background signal. To measure the response of the sample sep-
arated from the background, the ion beams were pulsed in
front of the devices using in-path deflectors resulting in a time-
dependent current response such as that shown in Fig. 3. The
difference between the signal with the ion beam incident on
the device and the background level was determined to be the
current response to the ion beam.
Angular-dependent measurements were performed on a
device mounted in the beamline scattering chamber using
Arþ ions from a sputter ion source (Scienta Omicron
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of the Schottky diode
(25 nm Ag/n-Si) irradiated by a pulsed ion beam with varying kinetic energy
and angle of incidence. Current through the device is measured using a
Keithley 617 picoammeter. (b) Current–voltage characteristics of a typical
Schottky diode used in these measurements. A barrier height of 0.83 eV and
an ideality factor of 1.9 are representative of the parameters for the diodes
fabricated for this experiment.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic representation of the experimental setup
used to conduct the ion irradiations. The energy dependence was mea-
sured in a custom vacuum chamber inserted into the beamline directly in
front of the ion source. The capillary and the sample were translatable in
the X and Y directions, respectively, as indicated. The in-path deflectors
were used to pulse the ion beam to measure the response of the sample to
the incident beam.
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ISE-10).11 Here, a six-axis manipulator was used to position
the device in the beam path, and the angle of incidence was
varied by rotating the sample with respect to the incident
beam axis.
One important parameter for these measurements was the
thickness of the rectifying contact. First, a lower limit was
placed on the metal contact thickness such that it would be
greater than the penetration depth of the incident ions and
avoid confounding our interpretation of hot electron current
measurements. The software SRIM (Ref.12) was used to
obtain penetration depths for our range of incident kinetic
energies and a lower limit of 20 nm was obtained for the Ag
film. An upper limit on the film thickness was set by consid-
ering the attenuation of any hot electron current by scattering
events. It has been shown previously that the current attenua-
tion inside a metal film depends exponentially on the film
thickness (d) according to Beer’s law2
I / I0 exp d
kmfpðEÞ cos hð Þ
 !
; (1)
where the nonscattered current, I, depends on the incident
current, I0, which is attenuated exponentially according to
the mean free path, kmfp(E), for electrons in the film and the
path length, d/cos(h), of those electrons through the film.
The hot electrons are considered to undergo inelastic scatter-
ing events both with other cold electrons and the phononic
system of the metal film, and both processes have a depen-
dence on the excess energy of the hot electrons, hence the
explicit energy dependence shown. The mean free path can
also depend on the concentration of defects in the metal film.
Estimates for the ballistic kmfp for polycrystalline metal films
[see, e.g., Refs. 2, 13, and 14) find them to be tens of nano-
meters with values that vary depending on the technique
used for measurement and on the quality of the film. Here,
we chose the thickness of our rectifying contact to be
25 nm, within 5 nm of the lower limit and no more than a
factor of two from typical kmfp values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A typical measurement of the current response of our fab-
ricated Schottky diodes to a pulsed beam of Rbþ ions is
shown in Fig. 3 for a kinetic energy of 1000 eV. In Fig. 3,
the label ON signifies that the beam was directed onto the
device face (e.g., at t 10 s), while OFF signifies it was
deflected away from the device face (e.g., at t 130 s). The
background signal when the beam is OFF is approximately
9 nA, while the measured signal is approximately
10.8 nA when the beam in ON. As noted in Sec. II, the
background signal in these data is attributed to the photosen-
sitivity of the devices. For all measurements, the beam was
directed onto the sample for a period of 120 s, and the neg-
ative currents observed were consistent with electrons mov-
ing from the top Ag contact to the backside Al contact over
the Schottky barrier. This direction of current flow is also
consistent with previous measurements.1,2,5,6,15 To obtain a
value for the hot electron current generated, we subtracted
the response of the device from the baseline background sig-
nal. For the data shown in Fig. 3, the response was approxi-
mately 1.8 nA. The negative sign in the measured response
is consistent with electron flow from metal to the semicon-
ductor. As mentioned in Sec. II, the thickness of the metal
film was chosen such that the incident ions would not have
sufficient kinetic energy to reach the metal–semiconductor
interface and thus the signal measured at the backside is not
confounded by the ion current. We note that the additional
time dependence observed within each time pulse is due to a
capacitive effect from the deflectors used to deflect the
beam. A similar time dependence was observed in beam cur-
rents measured using the in-plane Faraday cup.
Similar data were taken at other kinetic energies between
500 and 1500 eV in steps of 250 eV. For each measurement,
the ion current incident onto the sample face was recorded
and used to normalize the measured response and obtain the
hot electron yield as a function of kinetic energy, as shown in
Fig. 4. The error bars are drawn taking into account a 50 pA
variation in 1 nA (5%) in the measured currents. We find no
appreciable increase in the yield data for energies below
1000 eV, while a significant increase is observed at higher
energies. This upturn can be interpreted as a threshold for hot
electron production and detection for ions of 1000 eV.
Typically, for exoelectron emission, a threshold is
observed within the “kinetic electron excitation” (KEE)
model,5 which can be thought of as an ion-analog for the
photoelectric effect where electron emission from a metal
surface into the vacuum arises due to ion bombardment
instead of photon bombardment. In the KEE model, the
metal surface is idealized as a Fermi gas, and a threshold ion
velocity (vth) for exoelectron emission, analogous to the pho-
ton frequency in the photoelectric effect, is calculated taking
into account energy transfer to the electronic system of the
metal by binary collisions and the depth of the potential
FIG. 3. (Color online) Hot electron current measured through a fabricated
device in response to a pulsed Rbþ beam at a kinetic energy of 1000 eV.
The label ON signifies that the beam was directed onto the device face (e.g.,
at t 10 s), while OFF signifies it was deflected away from the device face
(e.g., at t 130 s). The background signal when the beam is OFF is approxi-
mately 9 nA, while the measured signal is approximately 10.8 nA when
the beam in ON.
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barrier trapping the excited electrons. We can apply the KEE
model [Eq. (2)] to the case of hot electron current in the
Schottky diode by substituting for the potential barrier the
device Schottky barrier height /b ¼ 0:83 eV along with
Fermi energy Ef and Fermi velocity vf for our Ag film,
5.49 eV and 1.39 106m/s, respectively, giving a threshold
velocity vth¼ 5.06 104m/s
vth ¼ 0:5 vf
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ð/b=Ef Þ
q
 1
 
: (2)
For the ion species used in our experiment (Rbþ), the calcu-
lated threshold velocity corresponds to a kinetic energy of
1139 eV, which is represented as the dashed vertical blue
line in Fig. 4. This threshold value agrees well with the
upturn observed in our data near 1000 eV.
The incident angular dependence of the hot electron genera-
tion, measured for Arþ ions at a fixed kinetic energy of 5 keV,
is shown in Fig. 5. We were constrained to an energy of 5 keV
by the experimental setup for these measurements. For angles
within the range 45  h 30, we consider that the ion
beam was directed fully onto the sample face, which is consis-
tent with the constant front-side current observed in this range.
As above, the hot electron current measured at the backside
was negative in polarity and consistent with the data shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The absolute value of the hot electron current is
plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the angle of incidence. The
yield at normal incidence is of the same order of magnitude as
compared to the energy measurements. This current is strongly
peaked about the normal incidence direction and falls off on
either side monotonically. We note that as the device was
rotated with respect to the incoming ion beam for angles
beyond the range 45  h 30, ions made contact with
exposed wires. Therefore, data within these angular ranges
(indicated by the shaded areas) are ignored in our analysis.
To understand the angular data, we note that as the angle
of incidence is increased, the path length for the generated
hot electrons to reach the Schottky barrier increases as
cos1(h), as shown in Eq. (1). In Fig. 6, we plot the negative
of the logarithm of the ratio of the normalized hot electron
current measured at each angle h to the normalized hot elec-
tron current measured at normal incidence versus the inverse
of the cosine of the angle of incidence. If we interpret these
data according to Eq. (1), the slope of the resulting line is the
ratio of the film thickness to the mean free path of the hot
electrons in the Ag film. The linear fit shown gives a slope of
4.86 1.3 which, given that d¼ 25 nm, corresponds to a
mean free path of 5.26 1.4 nm. This mean free path value
compares well with a value of 4.56 0.5 nm previously
reported from a hot electron current attenuation measure-
ment conducted using Schottky diodes of varying Ag film
thicknesses (p. 45 in Ref. 2). However, these values are
lower than the values reported in the literature for MFP using
other techniques, which could be attributed to the presence
of a higher number of defects in the metal film.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Yield of hot electrons plotted as a function of the
kinetic energy of the incident ions. The dashed blue line at 1139 eV repre-
sents a threshold energy calculated for Rbþ ions on a Ag film using a KEE
model [Eq. (2)]. See text for details.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Variation in hot electron current as a function of the
angle of incidence of a 5 keV Arþ beam. The frontside ion current represented
by red open circles is approximately constant while the absolute value of the
backside hot electron current represented by filled red circles is strongly
peaked about the normal. The shaded areas correspond to regions where the
signal is confounded with ion current and is disregarded. See text for details.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Figure illustrating the relation between the detected
hot electron current and path length as given by Eq. (1). The ordinate is the
negative of the logarithm of the ratio of the normalized hot electron current
detected at an angle h to the normalized hot electron current detected at nor-
mal incidence (h¼ 0), while the abscissa is the inverse of the cosine of the
angle. The slope (4.86 1.3), obtained from the linear fit, is the ratio of the
film thickness to the mean free path of electron inside the film.
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Ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM), a tech-
nique developed by Bell and Kaiser,16–18 can also be used to
probe the directional momentum of hot electrons in a
Schottky diode and as such is relevant to the angular meas-
urements here. In BEEM, hot electrons from a negatively
biased STM tip are injected into a metal surface and are col-
lected, usually at a semiconductor interface, after passing
through a Schottky barrier. The hot electron current is
observed after a certain threshold bias voltage is reached.
The transport of these hot electrons and their scattering
within the metal film and at the metal–semiconductor inter-
face is nontrivial. However, if we focus on our angular-
dependent measurements, it is worth noting that in BEEM,
using concepts of momentum conservation across the met-
al–semiconductor interface, there is a critical angle for the
direction of the momentum of the hot electrons at the inter-
face.19,20 Beyond this angle, hot electrons are reflected back
into the metal surface instead of passing into the semicon-
ductor, in analogy to total internal reflection of light. These
reflected electrons can also undergo multiple reflections in
the metal film, depending on its thickness, which can lead to
randomization of the original direction and loss of direc-
tional information. While further analysis of our method is
required before we can compare our measurements directly
to such BEEM results, we note that this added angular
dependence may serve as an additional factor suppressing
the apparent mean free path for electrons in our Ag film.
IV. SUMMARY
We have fabricated Schottky diodes using 25 nm Ag films
deposited onto n-type Si substrates and irradiated the top
metal contacts with Rbþ and Arþ ion beams of varying
kinetic energy and angle of incidence, respectively. The
kinetic energy was varied between 500 and 1500 eV, and a
threshold for hot electron current detection was observed
between 1000 and 1250 eV. A kinetic electron emission
model applied to the subsurface Schottky barrier resulted in
a calculated threshold value of 1139 eV, in good agreement
with our observations. The angular dependent measurements
suggest that there is an anisotropic generation and transport
of hot electrons through the Ag film as there is a significant
drop in the detected current for non-normal incident angles.
Using these data and Beer’s law, an estimate of the mean
free path for ballistic electrons in our Ag film is found to be
5.26 1.4 nm. Defects in the metal film as well as nontrivial
angular effects similar to those seen in BEEM measurements
could contribute to this otherwise low kmfp value. We note
that as the dependence of the observed hot electron current
on the thickness of the metal film can be utilized to obtain
the mean free path of hot electrons,21,22 measurements using
diodes fabricated with metal films of varying thickness are
currently underway.
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We describe measurements aimed at tracking the subsurface energy deposition of ionic
radiation by encapsulating an irradiated oxide target within multiple, spatially separated
metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) capacitors. In particular, we look at incident kinetic energy
and potential energy effects in the low keV regime for alkali ions (Na1) and multicharged
ions (MCIs) of ArQ1 (Q 5 1, 4, 8, and 11) incident on the as-grown layers of SiO2 on Si.
With the irradiated oxide encapsulated under Al top contacts, we record an electronic signature
of the incident ionic radiation through capacitance–voltage (C–V) measurements. Both kinetic
and potential energy depositions give rise to shifted C–V signatures that can be directly related
to internal electron–hole pair excitations. The MCI data reveal an apparent power law
dependence on charge state, which is at odds with some prior thin foil studies obtained at
higher incident energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Test and commercial-level fusion reactor designs con-
tain materials to fuel the fusion reaction (e.g., deuterium
and tritium) as well as materials to confine the reaction,
which can include both the magnetic confinement com-
ponents and the plasma-facing walls (first wall and
diverter).1 For these walls or plasma-facing materials
(PFMs), considerable effort has gone into their evaluation
given that they must endure impacts from a wide range of
radiation sources: neutrons, alpha particles, electrons,
ions, and electromagnetic radiation (IR, UV, visible, and
x-ray).2 For ions, this evaluation has focused primarily on
their role in the sputtering of material away from the wall,
which can inject impurities into the fusion plasma or
trap fuel components within redeposited wall layers.
Sputtering of PFMs, however, is an inherently above-
surface aspect of the ion–target interaction, and it ignores
routes for the below-surface energy deposition by the ions.
Although subsurface energy deposition does not directly
influence the fusion reaction, the overall energy budget of
the PFM and its ability to withstand thermal cycling must
account for this route of energy transfer.
For singly charged ions, subsurface energy deposition
has been extensively studied and can be reliably
calculated using stopping power (S(E)) formulations
which, depending on the ion velocity, manifest as either
nuclear stopping (Sn(E)) or electronic stopping (Se(E)).
The readily available code SRIM (Stopping and Range
of Ions in Matter) incorporates this route effectively and
can be configured for most ion–target combinations.3 In
a man-made fusion reaction, however, other ion charge
states will appear, much as they do in the natural fusion
reactions of the stellar environment.4–6 A significant
amount of the energy transported by these ions can shift,
as a function of charge state Q, from the ion’s kinetic
energy to its potential energy. The dissipation of an ion’s
potential energy upon impact with a PFM is not a simple
process, as it can begin well outside the target material
through electron transfer and secondary deexcitations
(electron and photon) and can continue as the ion
penetrates the target and slows in the subsurface region.
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Significant postmortem analysis has focused on the
above-surface components of this energy dissipation,
looking at surface feature formation and sputtering.7–15
Similarly, the above-surface charge exchange component
has been successfully treated through the so-called
over-the-barrier model.16–20 Below the surface, however,
little data or theoretical treatments exist, and those that
do point to a Q-dependent role for the ion stopping
which has not been explored in depth.21–23
In the work presented here, we seek to demonstrate
that semiconductor device platforms can be utilized to
track subsurface energy deposition by ions, in particular
for multiply charged ions (MCIs). Semiconductor devices
have a long history in radiation effects testing, which was
indirectly initiated by U.S. and Soviet high-altitude
nuclear detonation tests in the early 1960s. These nuclear
tests led to the failure of a communications satellite,
Telstar I, whose onboard transistor operation had been
altered by the increased levels of radiation. Ground-based
efforts at understanding this failure led to a successful
repair scheme that involved modifying the bias protocol
for the satellite’s onboard transistors. While the satellite
ultimately failed due to further radiation exposure, the
experience contributed to a shift from the traditional
approach of making radiation-effect studies on bulk
properties of semiconductor materials and devices
toward directed efforts at understanding the effects
of radiation on the operational characteristics of these
devices.
For satellite systems, the move in technology from
bipolar transistors to metal–oxide–semiconductor field
effect transistors (MOSFETs) also shifted the emphasis
on radiation effects studies. Metal–oxide–semiconductor
(MOS) devices in particular were found to be a powerful
tool to study the effects of radiation. For example,
changes observed in the MOS capacitor threshold and
flatband voltages led to the conclusion that the major
effects of radiation on these devices were the buildup
of positive charge in the oxide which was able to drift
under an applied electric field. By examining silicon-
based MOS structures under many types of radiation
(Co60 c rays, low-energy electrons, high-energy elec-
trons, ultraviolet rays, and x-rays), it was concluded
that any ionizing radiation with an energy greater than
the band gap of SiO2 (;8 eV) leads to the buildup of
positive space charge within the oxide and the
creation of interface states at the oxide/semiconductor
interface.
While MCIs can be more accurately described as
“ionized radiation”, they too can generate electron–hole
pairs and lead to charge buildup within a MOS structure.
In the following sections, we describe an experimental
setup aimed at tracking the dependence of ion-induced
radiation effects on the ion energy and charge state for
embedded insulators within MOS devices. We use both
singly charged and multiply charged ions for this study,
with the MCIs coming from a new electron beam ion trap
(EBIT) ion source at Clemson University. As shown in
these data, there occurs within an irradiated MOS struc-
ture a spatially dependent shift in the capacitance–voltage
(C–V) signature that is correlated with the current density
profile of the incident ion beam. These results are con-
sistent with internal radiation damage inflicted by the
ions, and by tracking this damage for different energies
and charge states, we find that the MOS can record the
subsurface component of the kinetic and potential energy
dissipation for incident ionic radiation.
II. EXPERIMENT
We have probed radiation damage in oxides due to
low-energy ion impacts by measuring capacitance–voltage
(C–V) characteristics of MOS devices. Specifically, we
have irradiated as-grown oxide-on-semiconductor samples
(SiO2/Si) and then encapsulated them postirradiation
with metal dots to fabricate MOS devices (Al/SiO2/Si).
Irradiations of the oxides focused on separate inves-
tigations of ion kinetic energy effects for focused beams
of singly charged ions in the few keV range and the ion
potential energy effects for MCIs with a fixed kinetic
energy. Below, we describe our multistep sample
fabrication–irradiation–encapsulation procedure and
present the details of the irradiation and characterization
techniques used.
A. Fabrication
Raw materials (3-inch p-type Si ,100. wafers) were
purchased from Silica-Source, Inc. with resistivities of
1–10 X cm. Prior to the SiO2 oxide growth, these wafers
were cleaned to remove any organic surface contaminants.
The cleaning procedure was a standard RCA clean
(1:1:5 solution of NH4OH 1 H2O2 1 H2O) for five
minutes under ultrasonic agitation. The cleaned surface
was then etched with dilute 1% HF for two minutes to
remove any native oxide followed by a triple rinse in
deionized water for a total of six minutes. A thick oxide
layer was grown on these cleaned wafers in an oxidation
furnace at 1000 °C under steam flow. For the singly
and multiply charged ion irradiations, the oxide
thicknesses were 1900 Å (1887 Å 6 43 Å) and
1750 Å (1746 Å 6 41 Å), respectively. Following
the oxide layer growth, a metal film was deposited on the
backside of the wafer as an Ohmic contact. The Ohmic
contact deposition involved etching the wafer backside
with 1% HF solution to remove any native oxide and then
growing a 0.5 lm Al contact using a thermal evaporator.
The contact was sintered at 450 °C in a nitrogen
environment. The completed wafers were diced into
12 mm square samples to conform to the sample
mounting requirements of our ion beamline setups.
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B. Singly charged ion irradiation
Singly charged Na1 ions were used to irradiate the
1900 Å SiO2 samples at kinetic energies of 1–5 keV to
investigate MOS device sensitivity to kinetic energy
induced damage. The ion source and beamline used
to carry out these irradiations are described in detail
elsewhere.24 Briefly, the Na1 ions were obtained from
an aluminosilicate emitter (Heatwave Labs, Inc.) by
thermionic emission which was mounted in a custom-
built ion source. The SiO2 samples were mounted in
the beamline just beyond the ion source section on a
translator that was custom-designed for these irradia-
tions. The sample mount included a plate with two holes
of 0.250 diameter which could be moved into the path of
the beam. The first hole on the plate served as a mask for
the irradiation, with the sample mounted directly behind
it. The second hole served as an initial focus point for
the beam, where the ion source’s einzel lens and Wien
filter were used to focus the ion beam into a Faraday cup
mounted behind the plate. During initial setup, a beam
viewer was temporarily placed in the Faraday cup
position to determine the spatial profile of the ion beam.
A circular current density profile which approximately
matched the diameter of the focusing aperture within
the sample plate was obtained in this way. The total
beam current was ;5 nA and the on-sample doses
for the irradiations were in the range of 6  1012 to
8  1012 ions/cm2. The pressure in the source and
beamline during these irradiations was 5  107 Torr.
Following each irradiation, the SiO2 target was removed
from the beamline so that MOS top contacts of Al could
be deposited in a thermal evaporator. We note that the
deposition, which occurred at a pressure of 5  106
Torr, led to a sample frontside temperature no higher
than 80 °C, as based on prior characterization measure-
ments. For these depositions, a custom-built mask was
used which placed four Al top contacts in the central,
irradiated region and four Al top contacts in the corner,
unirradiated regions of the target, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The diameter of the metal dots is 1 mm, and the dots in
the central, irradiated region are placed symmetrically at
a distance of 1 mm from the center.
FIG. 1. (a) A diced, oxidized Si sample mounted on an Omicron-style sample holder showing four central (irradiated) and four corner
(unirradiated) MOS devices. (b) HF and LF capacitance–voltage (C–V) curves for an unirradiated device. (c) HF and LF C–V curves for a device
encapsulating an oxide layer irradiated by 3 keV Na1 ions.
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C. MCI irradiation
Irradiations of the 1750 Å SiO2 samples by MCIs were
carried out in the CUEBIT facility at Clemson University,
which is described in detail in Ref. 25. For these irra-
diations, the SiO2 targets were exposed to the focused
beams of ArQ1 with charge states of Q 5 1, 4, 8, and 11.
The potential energy of these ions, which is the sum
of the ionization energies of the electrons that have
been removed from the neutral Ar atom, varies from
15 eV (Q 5 1) to 2004 eV (Q 5 11). During the
irradiation process, the targets were load-locked into
the target region of the CUEBIT beamline (base pressure
1  108 Torr). Argon ions of the desired charge state
were selected by an analyzing dipole magnet and then
transported down the beamline to the target area for the
irradiation. As the cross-section for charge transfer for
MCIs is three to four orders of magnitude higher than
that for singly charged ions, the pressure in the beamline
was maintained in the low 109 Torr range to avoid
neutralization during transport. Space charge spreading
of the beam was also avoided by floating the beamline to
a transport voltage (3 kV) and then decelerating the
ions at the entry point to the target chamber using
a custom-designed deceleration lens (Dreebit, GmbH).
The kinetic energy for all of the incident charge states
was fixed at 1 keV. Beam currents at the target
position were measured using a Faraday cup mounted
in the sample plane and were found to vary for
different charge states from tens of pA for Q 5 11
to ;100 pA for Q 5 4 and Q 5 8. As in the singly
charged ion irradiations, beam profiles, like the one
shown in Fig. 2, were obtained using a beam viewer
(HRBIS-4000 from Beam Imaging Solutions) as well
as a Faraday cup.
To isolate the radiation damage dependence on charge
state or potential energy, the dose dependence for each
charge state was recorded across multiple exposures
with doses ranging from 5  1011 to 5  1012 ions/cm2
for Q 5 4, 8, and 11 ions. One control point for singly
charged Ar (Q 5 1) ions was also recorded. The listed
dose range was chosen based on those used in the singly
charged Na1 work, both for comparison and to avoid
saturating the MOS device flatband response. Following
each irradiation, top metal contacts were deposited on
the sample by moving the sample from the target region
and into a thermal evaporator. A 5  5 grid of Al dots,
each with a diameter of 1 mm and a center-to-center
distance of 2.5 mm, was deposited on the sample to
complete the fabrication of the MOS devices.
D. Device characterization
Both the singly charged ion and MCI irradiation–
encapsulation steps produced samples that contained
multiple MOS devices. These spatially separated
Al-capped regions represented pristine and irradiated
regions of the targets which were characterized using
C–V measurements. High-frequency (HF) and low-
frequency (LF) C–V measurements were carried out
on all samples, and Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show typical
C–V curves for pristine and irradiated devices, respec-
tively. Details about the C–V data are discussed in detail
in the following sections, and here, we mention only
the details specific to the C–V measurement technique.
A micromanipulator probe station connected to a
HP4280A for HF measurements and a HP4140B for LF
measurements was used to obtain the C–V characteristics
of each individual MOS device. Each sample was loaded
on the chuck of the micromanipulator, where the backside
Ohmic contact was connected through suction provided
by a small vacuum pump. The top Al contact was con-
nected using a probe tip mounted on the manipulator.
A characteristic C–V curve was recorded for each device
on a sample, and shifts in the curve shape were found to
correspond to the level of irradiation damage at that
position on the sample. To quantify these curve shifts,
the flatband voltage (VFB) was determined for each
sample, where VFB was calculated based on the average
doping concentration of the underlying Si substrate
(5  1016 cm3) as described in Ref. 26. The difference
in flatband voltages (DVFB) taken relative to a pristine
(unirradiated) device/sample region was tracked for
different samples across dose and charge states explored
in these measurements.
III. DISCUSSION
Here, we discuss separately the two measurements
performed for irradiations of thick SiO2 by singly or
multiply charged ions, looking at the kinetic energy
dependence and the potential energy dependence of the
results, respectively.
FIG. 2. Typical beam profile for ArQ1 irradiation (Q 5 8 is shown).
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A. Singly charged ion irradiation
For the irradiations performed with singly charged
ions, the 1900 Å oxide samples were exposed to well-
defined beams of Na1 ions as described above. Each
SiO2/Si sample was then capped with Al metal dots to
form finished MOS devices that were C–V character-
ized. For these measurements, variations in the C–V
curves are taken as the recorded shift in the flatband
voltage, DVFB, which is determined relative to a reference
or unirradiated result.
The flatband value, VFB, was chosen as a standard
comparison point for these measurements as it is a uni-
versally accepted reference point on the C–V curve of
MOS devices.27 Physically, VFB corresponds to the point
where, for an ideal system, the gate voltage equals the
work function difference between the Al gate and the Si
substrate. In this case, an ideal pristine device of Al and
Si would have a VFB value of 0.8 V; however, in our
pristine devices a value of 3.8 V was obtained for VFB
across all samples. This shifted value can be attributed
to charge trapping which occurs during the device
fabrication. Quantitatively, a flatband shift of 3.8 V
for the unirradiated devices relative to the ideal value
(0.8 V) corresponds to a trapped charge concentration
of approximately 3.43  1011 cm2 at the oxide–
semiconductor interface, which is considered an
acceptable value for the thick oxides utilized here.
For the irradiated samples, the masked areas at the
sample corners produced MOS devices which gave VFB
values of 3.8 V, indicating that they were pristine or
unirradiated in those positions. In contrast, the central
sample areas gave MOS devices whose VFB values were
consistently shifted to more negative values, indicating
shifts induced by the ion irradiation at those positions.
Figure 3 shows the VFB values as well as the shifts or
DVFB values obtained for the irradiated MOS device
positions on the samples as a function of the incident
kinetic energy of the Na1 ions. The observed trend is
approximately linear in energy for the dose and energy
ranges in this study.
Before considering the role of kinetic energy dissipa-
tion for the observed DVFB trend in these Na
1 results, it
must be noted that alkali ions, in general, are considered
to be an “ionized impurity” within SiO2. Therefore, the
presence of these ions in the subsurface region can lead
to a measurable shift in VFB relative to a pristine device
unexposed to Na1 ions. To account for this possibility,
we calculated the VFB shift that would be introduced by
the Na1 ions, assuming that they were distributed in
the SiO2 layer at implantation depths given by SRIM.
3
For the kinetic energy range used here (2–5 keV), the
ions are implanted at a mean depth ranging from 6 to
12 nm, respectively, which is confined to the top 5% of
the oxide layer. Therefore, the ions account for no
more than 25% of the measured shift in VFB and these
results are included in Fig. 3.
After accounting for the possibility of an ionic
impurity component in the VFB shift, it is clear that
the remaining shift and observed linear trend with
respect to kinetic energy are directly attributable to the
loss of kinetic energy by the stopped Na1 ions within
the SiO2 layer. Microscopically, this can be considered
as reflecting the energy lost per unit length by the ions
as they travel through the layer, which is defined as the
stopping power (S(E)5 dE/dx). While stopping power
is traditionally divided into two components: nuclear
stopping and electronic stopping, it is not immediately
clear that our measurements can distinguish between
them. However, if we focus on the known fact that a
MOS-encapsulated oxide is sensitive to electron–hole
pair excitations above a certain threshold then we can
assume that electronic stopping of the ions is the most
probable route to those excitations. For SiO2, the
threshold energy required to create an electron–hole
pair is 18 eV28 and the transport of electron–hole pairs
induced by radiation energy losses is well described by
the columnar recombination model.29–31 This model is
represented as
@n6
@t
¼ D6=2n67l6E
@n6
@x
 annþ ; ð1Þ
where n6 represents the hole (1) or electron density ()
and the terms on the right-hand side are, from left to
right, the diffusion term, the drift term, and the recom-
bination term. D represents the diffusion constant, l is
FIG. 3. Measured flatband voltages (VFB) for pristine and irradiated
MOS devices, plotted with respect to the incident energy of the
Na1 ions. The expected contribution of the implanted Na1 ions on the
overall flatband is also plotted and was determined using the experi-
mental ion dose and device area along with depth profiles obtained
from SRIM.3
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the mobility of carriers (l 5 40 cm
2/V s and
l15 10
11 cm2/V s) in SiO2, E is the applied/internal
field, and a is the recombination coefficient. For our
measurements, we first note that the mobility of
electrons is much higher than that of holes. Therefore,
we can assume a process where recombination can take
place initially with surviving electrons being swept
away into the semiconductor substrate. Considering that
we are not applying a gate voltage, we can neglect the
electric field term in the model and arrive at a uniform
distribution of holes in the oxide.
Looking at our data, we can then interpret our mea-
sured DVFB as a representation of a hole distribution
within the oxide and we can calculate an “experimental”
density of holes (NH-EXPERIMENTAL). Here, we simply
adapt the standard formalism for the flatband shift in
a MOS device and assume that the entire hole concen-
tration is represented by a charge sheet centered at half
the depth of the oxide, which gives
NHEXPERIMENTAL ¼ 2 DVFB  Coxe ; ð2Þ
where Cox is the maximum capacitance of the oxide per
unit area and e is the electron charge.
Using SRIM, we can compare with NH-EXPERIMENTAL
by calculating the energy lost to electronic stopping in the
oxide and converting that value to an expected density of
holes. To do so, we obtain a theoretical hole density
(NH-SRIM) due to the energetic ions as
NHSRIM ¼ D dE=dx18
Rxox
0
Gðl;rÞ  xdx
Rxox
0
Gðl;rÞdx
; ð3Þ
where D is the dose (ions/cm2), and dE/dx is the
electronic loss (units of eV/Å) obtained from SRIM
calculations. A Gaussian distribution of holes obtained
from SRIM (G(l,r)) is also included and is weighted by
the depth x to account for linear energy loss of the ions
across the oxide thickness, xox.
By comparing the experimental and theoretical yields
for holes, we define the fractional yield of holes that have
survived the initial recombination step as
f ðEÞ ¼ NHEXPERIMENTAL=NHSRIM ð4Þ
Figure 4 shows this fractional yield as the slope of a
linear fit to the plot of NH-EXPERIMENTAL versus NH-SRIM.
The value obtained is 0.0124, which is comparable to the
fractional yield for holes within SiO2 obtained using
different forms of radiation excitation.30
We note that annealing of our irradiated samples at
200 °C in the presence of a bias removed the observed
shifts in VFB, leading to a full recovery of pristine VFB
voltage values. This is clear evidence that the subsurface
energy loss of the ions causes reversible damage in the
SiO2 layer in the form of trapped charge. This has been
observed in other radiation studies of MOS devices32
and can be explained by the thermally initiated release
and subsequent neutralization of the trapped charge in
the oxide.
B. MCI irradiation
As with the singly charged ion irradiations, our MCI
data consisted of C–V results obtained after individual
SiO2/Si samples were irradiated, encapsulated, and probed
through multiple Al/SiO2/Si devices that had been
deposited on each sample. Specifically, we have irradi-
ated 1750 Å thick SiO2 layers with Ar
Q1 ions (Q 5 1, 4,
8, and 11) at a fixed kinetic energy of 1 keV.
To accommodate the target chamber requirements of
CUEBIT, no mask was used during these MCI irradi-
ations. Instead, the entire sample was exposed to the
beam and then capped with a larger grid of metal dots as
shown in Fig. 5. The C–V results, expressed as DVFB, are
also shown in Fig. 5, plotted as a function of position for
a single sample. It is clear from this figure that the DVFB
values are spatially varying and that this variation is
consistent with the typical spatially resolved intensity of
the MCI beam such as the example in Fig. 2. To compare
these observed shifts in VFB on any given sample to the
respective fluence used to dose that sample, an across-
sample average was calculated. Additionally, in calcu-
lating the fluence for each sample, a correction for
Faraday cup area, which was used to measure the dose,
was applied. In general, a two-dimensional Gaussian
FIG. 4. Hole density determined experimentally from C–V flatband
shifts (DVFB) versus the predicted hole density using SRIM and
expected ion energy loss. The slope represents the fractional yield, f(E).
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function can be used to fit the beam profiles, and by
extension, the observed spatially varying DVFB results.
The average shift in DVFB across the sample was
calculated as
DVFB;avg ¼
RR
AVðGaussian fitÞdARR
AdA
; ð5Þ
where V (Gaussian-fit) represents the two-dimensional
Gaussian function fit to the measured DVFB data and A
represents the area of the sample. The calculated average
DVFB,avg corresponds to the shift that would have resulted
for devices on the sample if the incident MCI beam had
been spatially uniform with a flat, non-Gaussian profile.
Geometrically, the definition above corresponds to the
volume under the interpolated surface of the DVFB profile
over the area of the sample, and DVFB,avg represents the
height of a rectangular prism with cross-sectional area of
the sample that would contain the same volume.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of DVFB,avg on fluence
for different charge states. The linear dependence
observed for each charge state indicates that the fluences
used here are within a linear regime for radiation dosing
of these devices. That is, each MCI has an independent
and additive effect on the flatband shift, and the slope of
these lines can be used to quantify this effect per ion.
The clear differences in slopes also indicate a nonlinear
charge state dependence which can be seen in Fig. 7
where the DVFB,avg shift per ion is plotted as a function
of MCI charge state. If the shift caused by Ar11 ions is
taken as a kinetic energy control and the remaining
charge states are plotted relative to this point, we obtain
a power law (VFB ; Q
2,2) for the flatband shifts due to
MCI irradiation. This near quadratic dependence of
DVFB,avg on the charge state could be an indicator that
the stopping power of MCIs depends on Q via an
intrinsic power law.
A comparison of our result with other efforts21–23,33,34
to investigate the charge state dependence for stopping
power shows that this is an open question. In particular,
Herrmann et al. found no Q-dependence as described in
Ref. 34, while Schenkel et al. have found evidence of
Q-dependent stopping as described in Refs. 22 and 23.
FIG. 5. An interpolated image of the measured VFB shifts obtained
from HF C–V spectra of MOS devices deposited on an Ar41 irradiated
SiO2/Si wafer (1750 Å oxide layer). Units for the color scale are volts
and the positions of the deposited Al dots can be seen as circles
superimposed on the interpolated image.
FIG. 6. Average flatband voltage shift (DVFB) plotted versus dose
for ArQ1 ions for charge states (Q 5 1, 4, 8, and 11). The average
shift was calculated from a Gaussian fit to the interpolated, two-
dimensional flatband voltage image obtained from individual C–V
curves.
FIG. 7. Normalized flatband voltage shift per ion obtained from
dose dependence data shown in Fig. 6 for ArQ1 charge states
(Q 5 1, 4, 8, and 11).
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Most of these experiments involved the passage of MCIs
through a thin foil and the subsequent measurement of
their kinetic energy and charge. As such, the requirement
of foil penetration and emergence places a fundamental
limit on the kinetic energy required to pass through
the foil and can be considered a nonviable method for
low-kinetic energies. The nearest experiment to our
subsurface result is that described in Ref. 33 where a
difference in the range of Sb251 and Sb11 ions implanted
in SiO2 was measured by SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy) and used as a measure of enhanced
stopping power within the oxide. We also note that
a quadratic dependency of electronic stopping power on
effective charge state has been previously used in the
literature.35 Finally, using extensions of the theory behind
the SRIM code, Biersack has predicted a Q4 dependence
of stopping power.21
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The as-grown samples of SiO2 were irradiated with
singly and multiply charged ions to investigate the use of
C–V measurements in tracking kinetic and potential
energy deposition within the subsurface region of a target
material. By encapsulating irradiated oxide samples with
Al contacts, spatially resolved signatures of the ionic
radiation below the surface were revealed in shifted C–V
characteristics. These shifts scaled linearly with the ion
dose and kinetic energy. The potential energy, however,
gave rise to C–V shifts that, when calibrated for dose,
appear to follow a power law in a charge state with an
exponent of ;2.2. This result is at odds with prior data
obtained with similar ions that had penetrated thin foils.
Overall, our results indicate that MOS encapsulation
and C–V measurements can serve as a method to track
low-kinetic and potential energy deposition by ions
into the subsurface regions of a solid.
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Encapsulating Ion-Solid Interactions in
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) Devices
Radhey Shyam, Dhruva D. Kulkarni, Daniel A. Field, Endu S. Srinadhu,
James E. Harriss, William R. Harrell, and Chad E. Sosolik
Abstract—We report on a measurement of low energy ion irra-
diation effects on as-grown films of on a Si substrate. Beams
of normally incident ions with kinetic energies of 2 keV to
5 keV were focused onto films. Aluminum top
metal contacts were subsequently deposited onto these targets
such that irradiated regions and unexposed (pristine) regions of
the target could be compared using capacitance–voltage (C–V)
measurements of individual metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
devices. The C–V data reveal an energy-dependent shift in the
flatband voltage ( ) that can be returned to its near-pristine
value by a low temperature anneal. An increase in the density
of interface states ( ) inferred from the C–V curves is found
to have a superlinear dependence on the incident kinetic energy.
These data are consistent with previously observed UV radia-
tion effects on MOS oxides, where transferred energy leads to
electron-hole pair production and the diffusion and trapping of
holes throughout the oxide. Our measured trapped hole densities
are compared with calculated densities, which are based on the
incident ion dose and the predicted ion implantation range, to
arrive at a fractional yield for hole survival and measurement
within an encapsulated MOS device.
Index Terms—Electron-hole pairs, hole-trapping, interface
traps, ion beams, ion implantation, ion radiation effects, linear
energy transfer, metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices, radi-
ation damage.
I. INTRODUCTION
E XPERIMENTAL measurements of the effects of lowenergy ion irradiation on insulating solids can be chal-
lenging to interpret, as the primary probe, atomic force
microscopy, is a top layer specific technique [1], [2]. In this
paper, we demonstrate that irradiation effects from ions can
be probed after an insulator is encapsulated into a finished
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device. Specifically, by
measuring capacitance–voltage (C–V) of the MOS structure we
can resolve the residue of energy-dependent electron-hole pair
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excitations induced by the passage of ions into the subsurface
of the previously exposed insulator.
In our previous work on encapsulation of irradiation effects,
we were able to show that crater formation on a thin film dielec-
tric ( ) can be probed in a metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
device [3]. Each device was probed using differential conduc-
tance measurements through films that had been exposed to
highly charged ions, and the conductance change per ion im-
pact was interpreted as a single ion effect dependent on charge
state. In this work we focus on singly-charged ions which are
embedded near the surface of an oxide film. The unique sensi-
tivity of an MOS device to interstitial ions and trapped charge
effects through C–V measurements [4] is then exploited to ex-
plore how the kinetic energy of the stopped ions was dissipated.
Studies of the dependence of MOS device performance on
radiation damage have a long history in the context of applied
device physics [5]–[10] given their relevance to fabrication-in-
duced effects, such as those arising from the passage of dopant
ions through the oxide and bound for the underlying semicon-
ductor substrate [11]–[16]. To understand these effects as well
as those arising in deployed MOS devices, i.e., devices in harsh
radiation-intensive environments, numerous investigations
have employed intentional sources of radiation damage, such as
gamma rays [5], [6], high energy ions [6], [7], [9], [10], and UV
sources [17]. It is from these experiments that a detailed picture
was developed for oxide radiation damage in MOS structures,
incorporating data on depth, time, and voltage-dependent
observations. In the context of applied devices, however, the
transition of MOS and MOSFET structures to ever thinner
oxides has diminished the role that radiation damage plays in
state-of-the-art device performance [10]. In contrast, for the
work we present here, we intentionally utilize thicker oxide
layers to show that their inherent sensitivity to radiation damage
allows ions with shallow implantation depths to give rise to
significantly shifted C–V signatures that are linked to inelastic
energy losses within the oxide.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II we
describe our MOS device fabrication and characterization both
pre- and post-irradiation with low energy ions. Results for
irradiated devices are discussed in Section III and compared
with a phenomenological model based on ion stopping values
extracted from SRIM [18]. Conclusions from these data are
summarized in Section IV.
II. EXPERIMENT
Our MOS devices were fabricated in-house at Clemson Uni-
versity. The starting materials were 3-in p-type Si(100) wafers
0018-9499 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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purchased from Silica-Source, Inc. The wafers, which had re-
sistivities of cm, were precleaned to remove organic
surface contaminants prior to oxide growth. The cleaning pro-
cedure was a standard RCA clean (1:1:5 solution of
) for five minutes under ultrasonic agitation. The
cleaned surface was then etched with dilute 1% hydrofluoric
acid for two minutes to remove any native oxide followed by
a triple rinse in deionized water for a total of six minutes.
Oxide was grown on the samples by placing them in an oxi-
dation furnace for 25 min at 1000 under a steam flow. Mea-
surements of the resulting film thickness with a Nanometrics
NanoSpec AFT (Automatic Film Thickness) gave a nominal
value of ( ). Preparation of the wafer
backside involved etching with concentrated hydrofluoric acid
to remove the grown oxide, triple-rinsing with deionized water
and subsequent deposition of m of Al from a thermal evap-
orator. The as-deposited Al contacts were sintered at for
30min in a nitrogen environment. Finally, the wafers were diced
into mm mm squares to accomodate the sample mount
for our ion irradiation setup.
Sample irradiations were carried out using ions obtained
from an aluminosilicate emitter (Heatwave Tech) mounted in a
custom-built ion source. The oxidized and diced Si wafer targets
were mounted directly in front of this source in the first sec-
tion of our ion beamline, which is described in detail elsewhere
[19]. The plate holding each target was masked so that only a
central circular region ( mm diameter) would be exposed to
the incident ions. Prior to each irradiation, an initial beam tuning
was obtained by focusing the beam through an aperture that was
equivalent in size to the central mask and into a Faraday cup
mounted directly behind the sample position. Ion doses in the
ions cm range with incident energies between 2 and
5 keV were used. Beam profiles were obtained using a beam
viewer located directly behind the Faraday cup. The base pres-
sure within the beamline during irradiations was Pa.
After each irradiation, the target was removed from the beam-
line so thatMOS top contacts of Al could be deposited. For these
depositions, a custom-built mask was used which placed four Al
top contacts in the central, irradiated region and four Al top con-
tacts in the corner, unirradiated regions of the target. This gave
eight MOS devices per target (four irradiation-encapsulated and
four pristine). We note that the deposition, which occurred at a
pressure of Pa, led to a sample frontside temper-
ature no higher than , as based on prior characterization
measurements. Fig. 1 shows the devices obtained after deposi-
tion with reference to the area exposed to the beam.
Both pristine and irradiated devices were characterized using
C–V measurements. A micromanipulator probe station con-
nected to a HP4280A for high frequency (HF) measurements
and a HP4140B for low frequency (LF) measurements was
used to obtain the C–V characteristics of each individual MOS
device. The HF measurements were carried out at 1 MHz while
the LF measurements were carried out in a quasi-static manner
resulting in a frequency less than 10 Hz. The variation in typical
LF and HF signatures of one of our irradiated MOS capacitors
as compared to a pristine MOS capacitor is shown in Fig. 2.
The pristine device C–V signature is shown by lighter curves
while the dark curves are the signature of the irradiated device.
Fig. 1. Typical beam profile, obtained on analyzing images from a beam viewer
placed behind the irradiation mask for 3 keV ions, superimposed on an
image of an Omicron-style sample holder showing the four centrally located
irradiated devices and the four pristine devices at the corners. The color scale
indicates intensity of an illuminated pixel in the beam viewer image used to
obtain the profile. For this measurement, the beam current measured through an
aperture of mm diameter was 12.33 nA.
As a function of the applied gate voltage, both the LF and HF
C–V curves show accumulation behavior at the most negative
applied voltages and hence give similar capacitance values due
to the intrinsic capacitance of the oxide layer. For the
LF C–V this result is mirrored at the most positive applied gate
voltage where the MOS device goes into inversion whereas
the HF C–V is lower due to the capacitance of the depletion
layer. Between these two extremes, both LF and HF C–V
curves for the pristine device show a distinct drop at a point
in voltage that is near to the so-called flatband voltage ( )
where, for an ideal system, the applied gate voltage equals the
difference in work function between the Al gate and the Si
substrate ( eV). This flatband voltage is identified in our
experiment as the voltage at which the capacitance is 0.91 times
the maximum capacitance of the oxide [20]. More generally,
however, can be considered as sensitive to the detailed
conditions of the oxide and its interfaces and, in particular, to
implanted charged species and any additional charges, such as
excited holes, left by irradiation. For example, the 3 keV
irradiated device in Fig. 2 shows a significant shift in the
position. Another feature of the data is the increased skew of
the irradiated C–V curve as compared to the pristine curve,
as shown by the dash-dot line in Fig. 2, which is related to
an increase in the interface trap density, . Therefore, it is
through the shifted flatband voltage, ( ), and the increase
in interface trap density, , that we track the energetics of
kinetic energy dissipation for our ions within the MOS
oxide layer.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For this study, we irradiated our as-prepared
( ) targets with beams of ions that had energies
between 2 and 5 keV. All target doses were in the range of
ions cm . Following each irradiation, Al top
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Fig. 2. C–V signatures (LF and HF) for typical pristine (lighter curves) and a
device irradiated with 3 keV ions(darker curves). The shift in the flatband
voltage, , is calculated as the difference in the voltage where the capac-
itance is 0.91 times the max capacitance value. The illustrated change in the
slope of the C–V curves, or equivalently the increased voltage range between
accumulation and inversion, indicates an increase in the interface trap density
.
Fig. 3. Irradiated device CV curves (HF) for devices exposed to ions in
the range of 2–5 keV. The capacitance values have been normalized by .
contacts were deposited as noted in Section II and the finished
MOS devices were characterized by C–V measurements.
Representative C–V data for four devices in the irradiated
energy range are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear from these spectra
that there is a significant shift in the position of the flatband
toward more negative gate voltage values as the incident beam
energy is increased. Additionally, we note that the shift is
not a parallel shift but includes stretching out the C–V curve.
Our results showing for irradiated target regions are
summarized in Fig. 5. The devices constructed on the masked
or unirradiated regions of the targets, not shown in the figure,
have a nearly constant value of V across all samples.
This reproducible value served as a consistency check on our
fabrication technique, and we attribute the shift away from the
Fig. 4. Schematic depicting hole creation and transport in the oxide leading to
a shift in the flatband voltage and skew in the C–V curve. See text for details.
ideal value of V to the trapping of positive charge during
the fabrication process [20].
Fig. 4 schematically depicts the processes occurring as a con-
sequence of the irradiation that lead to a shift in the flatband
voltage and also to creation of radiation-induced interface traps.
The large unfilled circles represent the implanted ions. The
mean depth of implantation, or range “R,” of these incident ions
is expected, via simulations, to be less than 12 nm. As these ions
remain in the charged state in the oxide, it is reasonable to ex-
pect a flatband shift due to the ions themselves. However, the
shift expected due to the ions themselves is only approximately
a third to a fourth of the measured flatband shift. The additional
shift is attributed to the creation of holes due to electron-hole
pair excitation along the short track of these ions. Electrons are
depicted by filled circles while holes are depicted by small un-
filled circles. Most of these electron-hole pairs recombine, how-
ever, a fraction ( ) escape recombination.
The electrons that escape recombination are swept away due
to their high mobility and do not contribute further to the ra-
diation-response of the MOS structure; however, the surviving
holes, having a mobility many orders of magnitude lower than
the electrons, are trapped in the oxide. These trapped holes un-
dergo a stochastic hopping transport through the oxide, acti-
vated by internal electric fields of the ions themselves and pos-
sibly internal contact potentials, and migrate towards the semi-
conductor interface where they are trapped in deep trapping
sites, and can remain trapped for a period ranging from hours to
years. This additional positive charge trapped in the oxide leads
to the observed additional shift in the C–V curve of the MOS
capacitor. This shift has been observed to persist for a period of
at least one year for our devices.
Imperfections, due to imbalance in the proportion of silicon
and oxygen, are always present in the interface between the
oxide and semiconductor leading to dangling silicon bonds or
equivalently the so-called interface traps. The energy levels
of these traps lie within the bandgap and their occupancy
depends on the Fermi level, and consequently, on the applied
gate voltage. In addition to the flatband shift, post-irradiation
response of the MOS devices also shows an increased skew,
or distortion, in the C–V curves as compared to the pristine
curves. Thus we infer that radiation-induced interface traps
were created as a result of ion irradiation.
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The shift and skew in the C–V curves of the MOS devices
thus represents the energy lost by the impacting ions to elec-
tronic excitations within the oxide. The ions themselves are im-
planted in the first nm; however, carrier transport in the
oxide results in interface-trapped states at the interface
200 nm away from the implanted ions. As the flatband shift
depends on the first moment of the charge trapped in the oxide,
the MOS structure is inherently sensitive to radiation damage,
which consequently results in a measurable signal in terms of
the flatband shift and creation of interface states. Thus, MOS
devices can be a useful tool for measuring energy loss of low en-
ergy ions in dielectric films, which is otherwise experimentally
refractory. In the remainder of this section, we explore quanti-
tatively the energy dependence of the voltage shift and also the
increase in populated interface trap density.
For the irradiated devices, the measured values shown
in Fig. 5 lie between approximately V and V and in-
crease monotonically across the incident kinetic energy
range. In general, in MOS devices can be attributed to
the presence of charges in the oxide and is given by [21]
(1)
where is the charge distribution within the oxide, is
the maximum capacitance of the oxide per unit area, is dis-
tance within the oxide measured from the metal-oxide inter-
face and is the thickness of the oxide. From (1) it is clear
that observed shifts in are proportional to the amount of
charge present in the oxide. For the parameters of these mea-
surements ( kinetic energy and oxide thickness) it is rea-
sonable to assume that the incident ions penetrate into and are
implanted within the oxide. Additionally, ions are known
to remain ionized inside [13]. Therefore, some fraction of
the shifts we observe could be assigned to the presence of
implanted ions in the oxide. Since (1) also indicates that
shifts will depend on the depth of the charge in the oxide, it
is possible that ions of higher kinetic energy, which will travel
further into the oxide, could give rise to shifts in that are
tied to the implantation depth and its kinetic energy dependence.
In order to estimate the contribution of the ions and their
depth within the oxide to our measured values, the Monte
Carlo code SRIM [18] was used. SRIM is a collection of well
known and widely used computer codes which calculate the
stopping range of heavy ions in matter along with related ef-
fects such as sputtering, recoils, and damage. Relevant results
from SRIM are shown in Table I. The depth profile of the im-
planted ions obtained from SRIM was Gaussian ( ) in
shape, where the mean implantation depth, , ranged between
5.9 and 11.8 nm with a standard deviation, , between 2.8 and
5.5 nm. Substituting this distribution for the charge distribution
in (1), we find an estimated contribution of the implanted
ions to which is plotted in Fig. 5. A linear fit to the mea-
sured flatband shift resulted in a slope of V keV, while
a slope of V keV was obtained for the calculated shift
resulting from only the ions themselves. Relative to the mea-
sured values at each kinetic energy, we see from the slopes
of the linear fit that the implanted ions contribute no more than
of the total . Therefore, the observed linear
Fig. 5. Measured flatband voltage shifts for irradiated (♦)MOS devices,
plotted with respect to the incident energy of the ions. The measured shifts
were negative, absolute values are plotted for clarity. The expected contribution
of the implanted ions to the overall flatband shift is also plotted ( ) and was
determined using the experimental ion dose and device area along with depth
profiles obtained from SRIM. Linear fits to the measured and expected contri-
bution result in slopes of V keV and V keV, respectively.
TABLE I
TABULATED OUTPUT FROM SRIM SHOWING THE RANGE ( ), STRAGGLE ( )
AND ENERGY LOST TO ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS ( ) AS A FUNCTION
OF KINETIC ENERGY OF THE INCIDENT IONS
trend in with respect to kinetic energy cannot be fully ac-
counted for by considering only the contribution of the and
their depth within the oxide.
To account for the additional shift in that cannot be at-
tributed to the implanted ions themselves, we consider the inter-
actions of the ions with the oxide. In particular, the nuclear and
electronic energy loss channels of these ions, typically treated
through the stopping power or stopping force ( ), must
be considered. It is known that electronic excitations in the oxide
above a certain threshold lead to generation of electron-hole
pairs, which can appear, post-excitation, as a form of trapped
charge that can shift the MOS signature [22]. For the inci-
dent ion kinetic energies used in our experiments, the electronic
component of stopping power reported by SRIM, as shown in
Table I, is in the range of 26.540–41.967 eV/nm. We can calcu-
late the total energy lost to the electronic subsystem of the oxide
target per ion as the product of the electronic component of the
stopping power ( ) and the depth of the implanted ion.
If we represent the depth through the ion implantation profile
obtained from SRIM, the total energy lost to the elec-
tronic subsystem per unit area ( ) for a given dose
is
(2)
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where the denominator is included as a normalization factor
for the Gaussian function. Since it is known that approximately
18 eV is required to generate one electron hole pair in [22],
we can calculate the number of electron-hole pairs generated per
unit area, assuming every electron-hole pair gives rise to a hole
in the oxide, as
(3)
Although (3) can be used to calculate the density of electron-
hole pairs generated in the oxide by the passage of implanted
ions, the subsequent recombination and transport of these exci-
tations must be accounted for to determine the final distribution
of ion-generated charge. This process is well described by the
columnar recombination model developed by Jaffe with sub-
sequent numerical solutions by Oldham [7]–[9]. The model in-
cludes terms for diffusion and recombination and is written here
as
(4)
where represents the hole ( ) and electron ( ) density,
is the diffusion constant, is the mobility of the car-
riers (electron mobility cm V-s and hole mobility
cm V-s), is electric field resulting from the
application of a gate voltage and is the recombination coef-
ficient. The diffusion constant scales linearly with the mo-
bility according to Einstein’s relation. Since the mobilities
of the generated electrons and holes vary by multiple orders of
magnitude, we can assume that the highly mobile electrons are
quickly swept away into the bulk, while the holes require longer
to migrate through the oxide. For our experimental setup, with
an exposed oxide that has no initial top gates, we can ignore the
second term on the right hand side in (4), as there is no field
due to an applied voltage. We note here that though there is no
externally applied electric field, there will be an internal field
present due to internal contact potentials and the implanted ions
themselves. These internal fields serve to activate hole transport
even though there is no externally applied field in our experi-
ment [9].
Under these conditions, the solution to this equation is a uni-
form distribution of holes that are trapped within the oxide. It is
these remaining holes, as trapped positive charge, that give rise
to the shifts we observe. Substituting such a uniform dis-
tribution into (1), we can determine the that would have
been measured on the irradiated devices on account of these
holes (assuming no recombination, i.e., ), as
(5)
A comparison between the measured shifts, and
the calculated shifts, , calculated from kinetic en-
ergy induced electronic excitations in the oxide using (5), is
shown in Fig. 6. A linear fit to this result gives a slope of
which corresponds to a yield of , or equivalently the result
that about 1 out of every 100 holes that are generated give rise
to the shift we measure in the MOS flatband voltage, while the
remainder are lost to recombination and do not contribute to the
measured shift. This is compatible with the trends seen in other
Fig. 6. Calculated assuming no recombination plotted with the
measured flatband shifts, . The slope obtained by a linear fit (
) is a measure of the holes lost to recombination.
types of radiation effects [5]–[7], [9], [10] and in particular with
UV source results [17]. Moreover, our result is consistent with
values found for the recombination coefficent ( ) for
based devices [9].
The microscopic mechanism of transport of holes within the
oxide is described accurately using a continuous-time-random-
walk (CTRW) model [23]. The CTRW describes the time dis-
persion of holes within an oxide with a single value of the dis-
order parameter, which implies a universal nature of transport
of holes within the oxide with respect to temperature, electric
field and oxide thickness. The process is activated by an elec-
tric field and thermally activated above 140 K [9]. The micro-
scopic transit times for individual carriers vary over many or-
ders of magnitude. For our samples, the CVmeasurements were
performed within six days of irradiation. While information re-
garding the time evolution of hole distribution within the oxide
was lost during this elapsed time between irradiation and first
characterization, we have since measured the CV curves again
after an elapsed time of one year and report that all samples were
consistent with previous measurements.
We have interpreted the shift in the flatband voltage, ,
in terms of the electronic excitation caused in the oxide due
to energetic ionic radiation. As shown in Fig. 2, repre-
sents the horizontal shift in the irradiated C–V curve with re-
spect to the pristine C–V curve. A charge distribution in the
oxide bulk would result in a parallel shift of the C–V curve
but would not induce a skew as observed in the irradiated C–V
curves [23]. This parallel shift, in simple terms, is the additional
voltage required to overcome the opposing electric field of the
oxide-trapped charges. The skew, or equivalently the increased
voltage range between accumulation and inversion, of the C–V
curve is indicative of an increase in the interface trap density,
. The interface traps that lie outside the band gap are equiv-
alent to charge trapped in the oxide, however the occupancy
of the interface traps within the band gap changes with band
bending at the interface. The interface traps are charged or neu-
tral depending upon whether they are above or below the Fermi
level. Since the Fermi level is shifting depending upon the ap-
plied gate voltage, the interface charge density varies with gate
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Fig. 7. calculated per ion from the difference in and as a function
of the kinetic energy of the incident ions.
voltage. It is this voltage-dependent charge at the interface that
leads to the observed skew. The irradiated C–V curves shown
in Fig. 3 show a distinctive increasing skew with increasing ki-
netic energy.
To quantify the interface state density, we have measured the
response of the interface states to variable frequency gate-bi-
asing. Specifically, the application of high frequency (HF) and
low frequency (LF) biasing during the C–V acquisition results
in a different effective capacitance for the MOS capacitor [4].
Under an applied low frequency bias the populated interface
traps respond to give an additional capacitance, , that ap-
pears in parallel to that of the silicon substrate, . Therefore,
the effective capacitance at low frequencies, , is in se-
ries with ( ). For a high frequency applied bias, the inter-
face traps are unable to respond quickly enough to the time-de-
pendent signal and therefore do not contribute to the measured
capacitance. Therefore, the high frequency capacitance, ,
contains only the equivalent capacitance of and in se-
ries. Using the two measured effective capacitance values,
and , we have extracted for our devices from which
the interface trap density, , is obtained by dividing out the
elementary charge and averaging over a range of applied gate
voltages that correspond to the Fermi level variation about the
middle of the Si band gap [4]. Fig. 7 shows our values nor-
malized by dose and their dependence on the kinetic energy of
the incident ions.
Given that the maximum depth of the implanted ions in these
measurements was within the first 5–15 nm of the oxide, it
is remarkable that we observe interface effects at a depth of
190 nm, as shown in Fig. 7. Similar results have been observed
by Winokur et al. [24], [25], where interface state effects were
measured for both penetrating gamma rays and nonpenetrating
UV radiation. In this case, the interface states are inferred to be
created by transport of radiation-excited holes across the oxide.
From the dose-normalized data in Fig. 7, we observe a super-
linear dependence of on the incident kinetic energy with
values ( cm V ) that are similar in magni-
tude to the previous studies. It is reasonable therefore to interpret
ions as an alternative form of nonpenetrating radiation, though
further measurements are necessary to elucidate the full depen-
dence of on the ion impact conditions.We do note, however,
that our assumption of a steady state solution for in (4) has
been tested using measurements of irradiated devices that were
stored for over a year, and in all cases, the results reported here
were reproduced. The reversibility of our ion-induced radiation
damage was also verified by annealing the targets at ,
a result which is consistent with other radiation effects studies
[6], [23].
IV. SUMMARY
We have measured kinetic energy dependent irradiation ef-
fects of focused ion beams on thick films ( )
on a Si substrate in the low energy regime (2–5 keV). These ef-
fects were encapsulated by depositing top metal contacts on ir-
radiated and unexposed parts of the samples and comparing the
C–V data obtained from the resulting individual MOS capaci-
tors. An approximately linear relationship between the kinetic
energy of the incident ions and shifts in the flatband voltages
of the irradiated devices was observed in these measurements.
The measured shifts were significantly ( times) larger
than the values calculated and assigned to the presence of the
implanted ions, and the residual shift was attributed to sub-
surface electronic excitations caused by the passage of the ions
into the oxide. These ion-induced excitations involve the dis-
sipation of the ion kinetic energy to the electronic subsystem
of the target and the generation of electron-hole pairs. Using
the SRIM code the range of implantation of the ions within the
oxide was calculated and used along with the electronic compo-
nent of the stopping power to determine an expected density of
generated holes. Within the columnar recombination model, it
was shown that the subsequent transport and trapping of these
holes will lead to a steady-state, uniform hole distribution in the
oxide. A comparison of this expected trap density with that re-
quired to give the measured shifts shows a linear relation-
ship that we use to infer a fractional yield of for hole sur-
vival. Interface trap states at the oxide-semiconductor interface
are observed even though the ions are implanted only within the
top 10% of the depth of the oxide. The density of the observed
interface traps is calculated to be in the cm V range
and a superlinear dependence on kinetic energy is observed. The
results for hole survival and density of interface traps as well
as the long term stability and annealing behavior of the irradi-
ated oxides is consistent with results found under other forms
of radiation [5]–[7], [9], [10], [17], [23]–[25], and overall, these
measurements show that MOS devices can be used to track sub-
surface energy dissipation for impacting ions.
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Appendix E
Area of conical capillary
It is noted here that the formula provided in Eq. 3.1 applies as presented only to
cylindrical capillaries. A similar calculation is shown here for conical capillaries. With
the length, inlet diameter (radius) and outlet diameter (radius) of the capillary denoted by
l, d1(r1), and d2(r2) respectively (d1 > d2), the dependence of the effective area of the
opening of the capillary depends on the angle of tilt θ can be divided into three cases.
Case 1:(θ) < arctan((r1 − r2)/l)
The first case is when the tilt angle is such that there is no obstruction of the opening at
the exit of the capillary due to the tilt angle. This case occurs when tan(θ) < (r1 − r2)/l.
The area of the opening is the same as the area of the opening at the exit of the capillary
modulated by the cosine of the angle i.e. for angles such that (θ) < arctan((r1 − r2)/l),
A(θ) = pir22.
Case 2: (θ) > arctan((r1 + r2)/l)
The second case is the case when the tilt angle is such that the opening of the capillary
is completely shielded and thus the area of the opening is zero i.e for angles such that
(θ) > arctan((r1 + r2)/l), A(θ)=0.
Case 3: arctan((r1 − r2)/l) < (θ) < arctan((r1 + r2)/l)
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This case involves the angles not covered in the first two cases and represents the case
where there is an overlap in the effective area of the openings at the entrance and the exit of
the capillary. The area of overlap is the intersection of the two ellipses as shown in Fig. E.1
for two angles θ1 and θ2 such that these angles satisfy the condition arctan((r1 − r2)/l) <
(θ1) < (θ2) < arctan((r1 + r2)/l). This area can be calculated numerically as the area of
intersection between the two curves that lies within the opening of the ellipse representing
the opening of the entrance of the capillary, or we can also use the formulae for the area of
a sector of an ellipse bounded by a line[104].
For illustrating the shape of the curve, calculations for a few points are shown in
Fig. E.2 for the dimensions of the capillary used in this experiment.
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Figure E.1: Figure showing the effective area of opening of a conical capillary at a) θ1 and
b) θ2 such that arctan((r1 − r2)/l) < (θ1) < (θ2) < arctan((r1 + r2)/l).
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Figure E.2: Figure showing the numerically calculated approximate area of opening of the
capillary at a few tilt angles.
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Appendix F
Computer Programs
The programs written during the course of this work are listed here for reference.
Listing all the codes in their entirety would be prohibitive and unnecessary, so only those
programs deemed important are included in this document, while the computer and direc-
tory where the electronic and binary versions of all programs are provided. The programs
can be categorized as programs for interfacing data acquisition equipment, a lab automation
framework, modifications to a molecular dynamics code, a numerical partial differential
equation solver, and other miscellaneous topics. The following table F.1 lists the com-
puters where these programs are stored along with their Internet Protocol (IP) addresses,
physical locations, usernames, and passwords. Though the IP addresses are dynamically
assigned, they are not expected to change as long as the machine is not down before the
address lease expires (typically 24 hours).
Interfacing equipment so data can be recorded with low latency is the preferred
method of data collection. The methods used generally in laboratories involve some type
of third party software that interfaces to the device (e.g. LabView). While this is convenient
and works in most cases, it is better in terms of latency to interact with the devices them-
selves through the drivers provided for the operating system. Low latency requirements
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Computer IP Address Location Username Password
cerebellum 130.127.188.194 EBIT lab root N@Nosc1ence
raksha 130.127.188.87 Lab 13 root cattac
kaa 130.127.189.181 Office 13 sinuser cattac
Table F.1: Table showing details regarding the computers used to store programs and record
data.
are often present in industrial contexts (low latency platforms are preferred for example in
high frequency trading) and such experience in writing low latency measurement programs
is relevant in many such cases. The two methods of interfacing that were preferred here, as
they were the most common for all the devices used, were utilizing the GPIB (General Pur-
pose Interface Bus) and RS232 (serial port) protocols. While the serial port configuration
already exists on a modern operating system (e.g. Linux, Windows), GPIB drivers need
to be installed separately. Note that it is recommended, though might not be necessary, to
compile the source against the headers of the particular kernel version in use if it is required
to reinstall these drivers. After the installation is succesful, the file ’/etc/gpib.conf’ should
be modified to reflect the setup being used. The current version of the file is shown below.
It includes the settings for the devices (electrometers, source meters etc.) used to records
data in the lab.
Appendix A Interfacing with GPIB
• ’/etc/gpib.conf’ : Located on ’raksha’
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” k e i t h l e y 6 1 7 ”
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pad = 27
sad = 0
}
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” k e i t h l e y 4 8 5 ”
pad = 12
sad = 0
}
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” k e i t h l e y 2 0 0 0 ”
pad = 15
sad = 0
}
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” k e i t h l e y 6 4 8 5 ”
pad = 14
sad = 0
}
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d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” HP3478a ”
pad = 10
sad = 0
}
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” a g i l e n t 3 4 4 0 1 a ”
pad = 24
sad = 0
}
d e v i c e {
minor = 0
name = ” k e i t h l e y s m u 2 4 0 0 ”
pad = 26
sad = 0
}
Appendix B Interfacing Electrometers
The C code written to interface to the GPIB drivers to communicate with the de-
vices are listed below. The following code utilizes two electrometers simultaneously - the
Keithley 485 and the Keithley 2400 SMU
• ’/electrometers/measure 485 2400.c’ : Located on ’raksha’
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# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
# i n c l u d e < i b . h> /∗ GPIB header f i l e ∗ /
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
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i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd1 , fd2 ;
i n t r e t 1 , r e t 2 ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
char b u f f 1 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char b u f f 2 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t t d i f f ;
f l o a t va l1 , v a l 2 ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 3 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / measure f i l e n a m e s a m p l e r a t e
\n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e t ime ( s )
Cur r en t Ke i t h l ey SMU 2400 ( uA )
C u r r e n t K e i t h l e y 4 8 5 ( uA ) t o s p e c i f i e d
f i l e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” C o n f i g u r e SMU by f r o n t p a n e l − t u r n
ou tp on , and make s u r e READ? o u t p u t has
on ly one e l e m e n t ( :FORM:ELEM CURR) \n ” ) ;
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e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o f ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
/∗ f d 1=open ( ” / dev / t tyUSB0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( f d 1 ==−1)
p e r r o r (” p o r t n o t open − ”) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd1 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd1 , TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
∗ /
fd1 = i b f i n d ( ” k e i t h l e y s m u 2 4 0 0 ” ) ;
fd2 = i b f i n d ( ” k e i t h l e y 4 8 5 ” ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ” #Time ( s ) \ tCurren t SMU 2400 ( uA ) \
t C u r r e n t 4 8 5 ( uA ) \n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s \n ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
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whi le ( 1 ) / / CTRL+C t o break o u t o f t h i s program
{
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”READ? ” ) ;
i b w r t ( fd1 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
r e t 1 = i b c n t ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”\n ” ) ;
i b w r t ( fd2 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
r e t 2 = i b c n t ;
/ / p r i n t f (” Wrote %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t 1 ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
memset ( bu f f2 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
i b r d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
r e t 1 = i b c n t ;
i b r d ( fd2 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 2 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
r e t 2 = i b c n t ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
t d i f f = d i f f . t v s e c + d i f f . t v n s e c ∗1e−9;
/ / p r i n t f (” Read %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t 1 ) ;
/ / p r i n t f (”%s \n ” , b u f f 1 ) ;
/ / f o r ( i =0; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
/ / {
/ / i f ( b u f f 1 [ i ]== ’ , ’ )
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/ / {
/ / b u f f 1 [ i −1]=0;
/ / b reak ;
/ / }
/ / }
v a l 1 = a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
v a l 1 ∗=1E6 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 2 ) ; i ++)
{
b u f f 2 [ i ]= b u f f 2 [ i + 4 ] ;
}
v a l 2 = a t o f ( b u f f 2 ) ;
v a l 2 ∗=1E6 ;
/ / s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d ,”% f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v s e c )
+( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ”) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , b u f f 1 , b u f f 2 ,”\ n ”) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%f \ t%f \ t%f \n ” , t d i f f , va l1 , v a l 2 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f \ t%f \ t%f \n ” , t d i f f , va l1 ,
v a l 2 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
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f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
i b l o c ( fd1 ) ;
i b l o c ( fd2 ) ;
}
The following code utilizes two electrometers simultaneously - the Keithley 485
and the Keithley 617
• ’/electrometers/measure 617 485.c’ : Located on ’raksha’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
# i n c l u d e < i b . h> /∗ GPIB header f i l e ∗ /
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
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temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd1 , fd2 ;
i n t r e t 1 , r e t 2 ;
f l o a t s l eepms ;
i n t s a m p l e r a t e ;
char b u f f 1 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char b u f f 2 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t t d i f f ;
f l o a t va l1 , v a l 2 ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 3 )
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{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / measure f i l e n a m e s a m p l e r a t e
\n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e t ime ( s )
C u r r e n t K e i t h l e y 4 8 5 ( nA ) t o s p e c i f i e d
f i l e \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
i f ( s a m p l e r a t e ! = 0 )
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
e l s e
s l eepms =0;
/∗ f d 1=open ( ” / dev / t tyUSB0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( f d 1 ==−1)
p e r r o r (” p o r t n o t open − ”) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd1 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd1 , TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
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∗ /
fd1 = i b f i n d ( ” k e i t h l e y 6 1 7 ” ) ;
fd2 = i b f i n d ( ” k e i t h l e y 4 8 5 ” ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ” #Time ( s ) \ t C u r r e n t 6 1 7 C u r r e n t 4 8 5
( nA ) \n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s \n ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) / / CTRL+C t o break o u t o f t h i s program
{
/ / s p r i n t f ( b u f f 1 ,”∗CLS ;READ?;∗CLS ;\ n ”) ;
/ / i b w r t ( fd1 , b u f f 1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
/ / r e t 1= i b c n t ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”\n ” ) ;
i b w r t ( fd1 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
i b w r t ( fd2 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
r e t 2 = i b c n t ;
/ / p r i n t f (” Wrote %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t 1 ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
memset ( bu f f2 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
i b r d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
/ / r e t 1= i b c n t ;
i b r d ( fd2 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 2 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
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r e t 2 = i b c n t ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
t d i f f = d i f f . t v s e c + d i f f . t v n s e c ∗1e−9;
/ / p r i n t f (” Read %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t 1 ) ;
/ / p r i n t f (”%s \n ” , b u f f 1 ) ;
/ / f o r ( i =0; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
/ / {
/ / i f ( b u f f 1 [ i ]== ’ , ’ )
/ / {
/ / b u f f 1 [ i −1]=0;
/ / b reak ;
/ / }
/ / }
/ / v a l 1= a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
{
b u f f 1 [ i ]= b u f f 1 [ i + 4 ] ;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 2 ) ; i ++)
{
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b u f f 2 [ i ]= b u f f 2 [ i + 4 ] ;
}
v a l 1 = a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
v a l 2 = a t o f ( b u f f 2 ) ;
/ / s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d ,”% f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v s e c )
+( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ”) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , b u f f 1 , b u f f 2 ,”\ n ”) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%f \ t%f \ t%f \n ” , t d i f f , v a l 1 ∗1 . 0E+3 , v a l 2
∗1 . 0E+9) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f \ t%f \ t%f \n ” , t d i f f , v a l 1
∗1 . 0E+3 , v a l 2 ∗1 . 0E+9) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
i b l o c ( fd1 ) ;
i b l o c ( fd2 ) ;
}
The C code written to interface to the RS232 drivers to communicate with the device
Keithley 2000 are listed below.
• ’electrometers/keithley2000.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
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# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
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s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd ;
i n t r e t ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
char b u f f [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 3 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / k e i t h l e y f i l e n a m e
s a m p l e r a t e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e t ( s e c s ) V o l t s (V) (
s p a c e d e l i m i t e d ) t o s p e c i f i e d f i l e \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
fd =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 1 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd ==−1)
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
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t c g e t a t t r ( fd ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) / / CTRL+C t o break o u t o f t h i s program
{
s p r i n t f ( bu f f , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
r e t = w r i t e ( fd , bu f f , s t r l e n ( b u f f ) ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Wrote %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
memset ( bu f f , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
r e t = r e a d ( fd , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Read %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
b u f f [ r e t ] = 0 ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s \n ” , b u f f ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v s e c )
+( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ” ) ;
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s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , b u f f ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd ) ;
}
The following code was used to interface the Keithley 2000 for thermocouple mea-
surements.
• ’electrometers/keithley2000 thermocoupletypeC’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
f l o a t mv ol t s [ 2 4 0 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t l ookup ( f l o a t v a l )
{
i n t i ;
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f o r ( i =0 ; i <2315; i ++)
{
i f ( va l>=m vo l t s [ i ] && val<mv ol t s [ i + 1 ] )
{
/ / p r i n t f (” i=%d v a l=%f m v o l t s [%d]=% f
m v o l t s [%d]=% f \n ” , i , va l , i , m v o l t s [ i ] , i +1 , m v o l t s [ i
+1]) ;
re turn i ;
}
}
re turn 6666 ;
}
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
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} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd ;
i n t r e t ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
char b u f f [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char buffC [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp , ∗ t a b f ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t o f f s e t , v a l ;
i n t t e m p e r a t u r e =0;
i n t i n d e x ;
char ∗ t o k e n ;
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i f ( a r g c ! = 4 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / k e i t h l e y f i l e n a m e
s a m p l e r a t e o f f s e t \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e t ( s e c s ) V o l t s (V)
Tempera tu r e ( C e l c i u s ) ( s p a c e d e l i m i t e d ) t o
s p e c i f i e d f i l e . o f f s e t i s o f f s e t i n mV
f o r r e f e r e n c e j u n c t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e . \ n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” E x p e c t s r e a d i n g from K e i t h l e y t o be
i n V o l t s \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
t a b f = fopen ( ” t y p e C c o n v e r s i o n c h a r t . t x t ” , ” r ” ) ;
f g e t s ( bu f f , 1 0 0 0 , t a b f ) ; / / i g n o r e f i r s t l i n e .
t e m p e r a t u r e =0;
whi le ( t e m p e r a t u r e <2316)
{
f g e t s ( bu f f , 1 0 0 0 , t a b f ) ;
t o k e n = s t r t o k ( bu f f , ”\ t \n ” ) ;
t o k e n = s t r t o k (NULL, ”\ t \n ” ) ;
mv o l t s [ t e m p e r a t u r e ]= a t o f ( t o k e n ) ;
t e m p e r a t u r e ++;
} / / read t a b l e
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f c l o s e ( t a b f ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
o f f s e t = a t o f ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
fd =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 1 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd ==−1)
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) / / CTRL+C t o break o u t o f t h i s program
{
s p r i n t f ( bu f f , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
r e t = w r i t e ( fd , bu f f , s t r l e n ( b u f f ) ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Wrote %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
memset ( bu f f , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
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r e t = r e a d ( fd , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Read %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
b u f f [ r e t −1]=0;
p r i n t f ( ”%s \n ” , b u f f ) ;
v a l = a t o f ( b u f f ) ;
v a l ∗= 1 0 0 0 . 0 ;
v a l += o f f s e t ;
t e m p e r a t u r e = lookup ( v a l ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%d\n ” , t e m p e r a t u r e ) ;
s p r i n t f ( buffC , ”%d\n ” , t e m p e r a t u r e ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v s e c )
+( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ” ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , b u f f ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ” ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , buf fC ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
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f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd ) ;
}
Appendix C Auger Measurements
For Auger measurements, the SRS locking was interfaced via GPIB and RS232.
The code listed here is used to obtain Auger measurements. The file ’compile.sh’ lists
compilations instructions. The file ’params.sh’ lists all parameters used by the script to run
the Auger measurements. The file ’auger.sh’ runs the Auger measurements and sources
’params.sh’. The file ’srs830.c’ contains the code to interface to the SRS lock-in amplifier.
The flow is as follows: modify params.sh, run auger.sh, hit Ctrl+C to terminate measure-
ments, run auger plot.sh to save measurements. The file ’rtplot.sh’ can be used to view the
plot realtime as it is collected, however, the data needs to saved separately by running the
auger plot.sh file. These files are located under the the ’/root/interfacing/srs/’ directory.
• ’auger/params.sh’ : Located on ’raksha’
sample =” SRNL Cr sample1 ”
run =” run1 ”
r e s u l t d i r =” . / ”
# s c a n r a t e on auger ( eV / s ) , l ower l i m i t ( eV ) , h i g h e r l i m i t
( eV )
s c a n r a t e =” 1 . 0 ”
s t a r t e n e r g y =” 200 .0 ”
endene rgy =” 1000 .0 ”
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# r a t e a t which t o read da ta from SRS830 . ( samples / s e c ) .
# works w e l l a t 10 , works up to 20 , b u t do n o t s t r e s s machine
o u t w i t h any o t h e r program when r u n n i n g above 1 0 . Do n o t
e xc e e d 2 0 .
s a m p l e r a t e =” 1 0 . 0 ”
num pts = ‘ echo ” ( $endenergy−$ s t a r t e n e r g y ) ∗ $ s a m p l e r a t e /
$ s c a n r a t e ” | bc ‘
f i l e n a m e = $sample ” ” $run ” ” $ s c a n r a t e ” ” $ s t a r t e n e r g y ” ”
$endene rgy
t i t l e = $sample
f = save . gp
• ’auger/auger.sh’ : Located on ’raksha’
source . / params . sh
. / s n a p d a t a temp $num pts $ s c a n r a t e $ s t a r t e n e r g y $ s a m p l e r a t e
• ’auger/auger plot.sh’ : Located on ’raksha’
source . / params . sh
l i n e =” # ” ‘ d a t e +%D−%R‘
sed ” 1 i $ l i n e ” − i temp
cp temp $ f i l e n a m e
cp temp $ r e s u l t d i r ” / ” $ f i l e n a m e
echo ” s e t t e r m i n a l png ” > $f
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echo ” s e t s i z e s q u a r e ” >> $f
echo ” s e t b o r d e r lw 5 ” >> $f
echo ” s e t x l a b e l ’ Energy ( eV ) ’ ” >> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ’ temp X . png ’ ” >> $f
echo ” p l o t ’ temp ’ u 1 : 2 t ’ $ t i t l e ’ w l ” >> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ” >> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ’ temp Y . png ’ ” >> $f
echo ” p l o t ’ temp ’ u 1 : 3 t ’ $ t i t l e ’ w l ” >> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ” >> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ’ temp R . png ’ ” >> $f
echo ” p l o t ’ temp ’ u 1 : ( s q r t (\ $2∗∗2+\$3 ∗∗2) ) t ’ $ t i t l e ’ w l ”
>> $f
echo ” s e t o u t p u t ” >> $f
echo ” s e t t e r m i n a l x11 ” >> $f
g n u p l o t s ave . gp
cp temp X . png $ f i l e n a m e ” X . png ”
cp temp X . png $ r e s u l t d i r ” / ” $ f i l e n a m e ” X . png ”
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cp temp Y . png $ f i l e n a m e ” Y . png ”
cp temp Y . png $ r e s u l t d i r ” / ” $ f i l e n a m e ” Y . png ”
cp temp R . png $ f i l e n a m e ” R . png ”
cp temp R . png $ r e s u l t d i r ” / ” $ f i l e n a m e ” R . png ”
echo ”Raw d a t a i n $ f i l e n a m e ”
echo ” p l o t i n ” $ f i l e n a m e ” X . png , ” $ f i l e n a m e ” Y . png , ”
$ f i l e n a m e ” R . png ”
• ’auger/srs830.c’ : Located on ’raksha’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
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s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd ;
i n t r e t ;
i n t num pts ;
f l o a t s c a n r a t e , s t a r t e n e r g y , s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
char b u f f [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
char ∗x ,∗ y ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
t i m e t s t a r t t i m e , c u r r t i m e ;
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s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t msecs ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 6 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / s n a p d a t a f i l e n a m e num pts
s c a n r a t e s t a r t e n e r g y s a m p l e r a t e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e E ( eV ) X Y ( s p a c e
d e l i m i t e d ) t o s p e c i f i e d f i l e \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
num pts = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
s c a n r a t e = a t o f ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
s t a r t e n e r g y = a t o f ( a rgv [ 4 ] ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o f ( a rgv [ 5 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
p r i n t f ( ” Num pts=%d\n ” , num pts ) ;
fd =open ( ” / dev / ttyUSB0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd ==−1)
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
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t c s e t a t t r ( fd ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) / / C t r l+C t o break
{
s p r i n t f ( bu f f , ”SNAP ? 1 ,2\ n ” ) ;
r e t = w r i t e ( fd , bu f f , s t r l e n ( b u f f ) ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Wrote %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
memset ( bu f f , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
r e t = r e a d ( fd , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Read %d b y t e s \n ” , r e t ) ;
b u f f [ r e t ] = 0 ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s \n ” , b u f f ) ;
x= s t r t o k ( bu f f , ” ,\ n ” ) ;
y= s t r t o k (NULL, ” ,\ n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” x=%s \n ” , x ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” y=%s \n ” , y ) ;
i f ( x==NULL | | y==NULL)
{
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p r i n t f ( ” bad d a t a !\ n ” ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” # Got bad d a t a
h e r e !\ n ” ) ;
}
e l s e
{
/ / s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d ,”% f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f
. t v s e c ) +( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ∗ s c a n r a t e +
s t a r t e n e r g y ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f
. t v s e c ) +( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c
/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ” ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , x ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ” ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , y ) ;
s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ”\n ” ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd ) ;
}
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Appendix D EBIT Beam tuning and profiling
The following programs were used to tune the beam and obtain a beam profile. The
beam profile progam can accept input from a TV remote (IR) if an IR receiver is connected
to the computer (typically via USB). There are various versions of the programs to tune
the beam and obtain the profile. These are all located in the ’/crap’ directory on cerbellum
and a list can be obtained by running a ’ls -l tuning*’ command. The latest versions are
listed here. The file ’tuning v3.c’ contains code to tune the beam onto a faceplate and a
Faraday cup. The file ’tuning profile ver4.c’ contains code to obtain a spatial distribution
of the current density of the beam.
• ’ebit-beam-tuning-profiling/tuning v3.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
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i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd1 , fd2 ;
i n t r e t 1 , r e t 2 ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
char b u f f 1 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char b u f f 2 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d 2 [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t va l1 , v a l 2 ;
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f l o a t t d i f f ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 3 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / t u n i n g v 2 f i l e n a m e
s a m p l e r a t e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Assumpt ions : K e i t h l e y p icoammeter
c o n n e c t e d v i a RS232\n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Assumpt ions : K e i t h l e y m u l t i m e t e r
c o n n e c t e d v i a RS232 and t h r o u g h femptoamp
\n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e Time ( s ) C u r r e n t ( pA )
C u r r e n t (mV) t o s p e c i f i e d f i l e \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
fd1 =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
fd2 =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 1 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd1==−1 )
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
i f ( fd2==−1 )
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
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t c g e t a t t r ( fd1 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd1 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd2 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd2 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Time ( s ) C u r r e n t ( pA ) C u r r e n t (mV) \n ” ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ” Time ( s ) C u r r e n t ( pA ) C u r r e n t ( pA ) \n
” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) / / CTRL+C t o break o u t o f t h i s program
{
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
r e t 1 = w r i t e ( fd1 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” r e t 1=%d\n ” , r e t 1 ) ;
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s p r i n t f ( bu f f2 , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
r e t 2 = w r i t e ( fd2 , bu f f2 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 2 ) ) ;
memset ( bu f f2 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”READ?\n ” ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
r e t 1 = r e a d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
r e t 2 = r e a d ( fd2 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 2 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
t d i f f = d i f f . t v s e c + d i f f . t v n s e c ∗1e−9;
b u f f 1 [ r e t 1 ] = 0 ;
b u f f 2 [ r e t 2 ] = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
{
i f ( b u f f 1 [ i ]== ’ , ’ )
{
b u f f 1 [ i −1]=0;
break ;
}
}
v a l 1 = a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
v a l 2 = a t o f ( b u f f 2 ) ;
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/ / s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d ,”% f ” , ( ( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v s e c )
+( f l o a t ) ( d i f f . t v n s e c / 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ) ) ) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , ” ”) ;
/ / s t r c a t ( f o r m a t t e d , b u f f 1 , b u f f 2 ,”\ n ”) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%f %f %f \n ” , t d i f f , v a l 1 ∗1 . 0E+12 , v a l 2
∗1 . 0E+3 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%f %f %f \n ” , t d i f f , v a l 1
∗1 . 0E+12 , v a l 2 ∗1 . 0E+3 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
c l o s e ( fd2 ) ;
}
• ’ebit-beam-tuning-profiling/tuning profile ver4.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
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# inc lude<t ime . h>
# inc lude<c u r s e s . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<s i g n a l . h>
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o l d t e r m i o s ;
# d e f i n e TOTAL READINGS ( 1 . 0 )
/∗
T h i s i s t u n i n g p r o f i l e v e r 3 w i t h f o l l o w i n g a d d i t i o n s :
1 . S e t t e r m i n a l t o raw − added code f o r t h a t
2 . Key 7 a c c e p t s ( i n t e n t i o n i s t o use remote which
a l r e a d y has n u m e r i c a l
k e y s programmed
3 . Added beeps f o r :
a . ready t o t a k e r e a d i n g
b . m u l t i p l e beeps f o r end o f s t r i p e .
( modprobe p c s p k r i f n o t work ing i n c o n s o l e )
( t h e p l a y . wav i s slow , uncomment f o r f u n i f
you wish )
4 . Ac ce p t main f i l e n a m e ( p r e v i o u s l y RFA . p r o f i l e ) a t
command l i n e
5 . Not w r i t i n g sub− f i l e s anymore − was te o f space
∗ /
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i n t t t y r a w ( i n t fd )
{
/∗ S e t t e r m i n a l mode as f o l l o w s :
Noncanon ica l mode − t u r n o f f ICANON .
Turn o f f s i g n a l−g e n e r a t i o n ( ISIG )
i n c l u d i n g BREAK c h a r a c t e r ( BRKINT ) .
Turn o f f any p o s s i b l e p r e p r o c e s s i n g o f i n p u t (
IEXTEN ) .
Turn ECHO mode o f f .
D i s a b l e CR−to−NL mapping on i n p u t .
D i s a b l e i n p u t p a r i t y d e t e c t i o n ( INPCK ) .
D i s a b l e s t r i p p i n g o f e i g h t h b i t on i n p u t ( ISTRIP )
.
D i s a b l e f l o w c o n t r o l ( IXON ) .
Use e i g h t b i t c h a r a c t e r s ( CS8 ) .
D i s a b l e p a r i t y c h e c k i n g (PARENB) .
D i s a b l e any i m p l e m e n t a t i o n−d e p e n d e n t o u t p u t
p r o c e s s i n g (OPOST) .
One b y t e a t a t i m e i n p u t (MIN=1 , TIME=0) .
∗ /
s t r u c t t e r m i o s newte rmios ;
i f ( t c g e t a t t r ( fd , &o l d t e r m i o s ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
newte rmios = o l d t e r m i o s ;
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newte rmios . c l f l a g &= ˜ (ECHO | ICANON | IEXTEN |
ISIG ) ;
/∗ OK, why IEXTEN? I f IEXTEN i s on , t h e DISCARD
c h a r a c t e r
i s r e c o g n i z e d and i s n o t pa s s ed t o t h e p r o c e s s .
T h i s
c h a r a c t e r c a u s e s o u t p u t t o be suspended u n t i l
a n o t h e r
DISCARD i s r e c e i v e d . The DSUSP c h a r a c t e r f o r j o b
c o n t r o l ,
t h e LNEXT c h a r a c t e r t h a t removes any s p e c i a l
meaning o f
t h e f o l l o w i n g c h a r a c t e r , t h e REPRINT c h a r a c t e r ,
and some
o t h e r s are a l s o i n t h i s c a t e g o r y .
∗ /
newte rmios . c i f l a g &= ˜ ( BRKINT | ICRNL | INPCK |
ISTRIP | IXON) ;
/∗ I f an i n p u t c h a r a c t e r a r r i v e s w i t h t h e wrong
p a r i t y , t h e n INPCK
i s checked . I f t h i s f l a g i s s e t , t h e n IGNPAR i s
checked
t o s e e i f i n p u t b y t e s w i t h p a r i t y e r r o r s s h o u l d
be i g n o r e d .
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I f i t s h o u l d n ’ t be ignored , t h e n PARMRK
d e t e r m i n e s what
c h a r a c t e r s e q u e n c e t h e p r o c e s s w i l l a c t u a l l y s e e .
When we t u r n o f f IXON , t h e s t a r t and s t o p
c h a r a c t e r s can be read .
∗ /
newte rmios . c c f l a g &= ˜ ( CSIZE | PARENB) ;
/∗ CSIZE i s a mask t h a t d e t e r m i n e s t h e number o f
b i t s per b y t e .
PARENB e n a b l e s p a r i t y c h e c k i n g on i n p u t and
p a r i t y g e n e r a t i o n
on o u t p u t .
∗ /
newte rmios . c c f l a g |= CS8 ;
/∗ S e t 8 b i t s per c h a r a c t e r . ∗ /
newte rmios . c o f l a g &= ˜ ( OPOST) ;
/∗ T h i s i n c l u d e s t h i n g s l i k e expand ing t a b s t o
s p a c e s . ∗ /
newte rmios . c c c [VMIN] = 1 ;
newte rmios . c c c [VTIME] = 0 ;
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/∗ You t e l l me why TCSAFLUSH . ∗ /
i f ( t c s e t a t t r ( fd , TCSAFLUSH, &newte rmios ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
re turn ( 0 ) ;
}
i n t t t y r e s e t ( i n t fd )
{
i f ( t c s e t a t t r ( fd , TCSAFLUSH, &o l d t e r m i o s ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
re turn ( 0 ) ;
}
void s i g c a t c h ( i n t s i g )
{
t t y r e s e t ( 0 ) ;
e x i t ( 0 ) ;
}
void i n i t r a w m o d e ( )
{
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/∗ Catch t h e most p o p u l a r s i g n a l s . ∗ /
i f ( s i g n a l ( SIGINT , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( s i g n a l ( SIGQUIT , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( s i g n a l (SIGTERM , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
/∗ S e t raw mode on s t d i n . ∗ /
i f ( t t y r a w ( 0 ) < 0)
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Can ’ t go t o raw mode . \ n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
}
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f l o a t g e t r e a d i n g ( char ∗ f i l e n a m e , i n t fd1 , f l o a t s leepms , i n t
t o t a l r e a d i n g s , i n t
w r i t e f l a g )
{
/ / t a k e s ’ t o t a l r e a d i n g s ’ number o f r e a d i n g s by
t a l k i n g t o p o r t ’ f d 1 ’ w i t
h i n t e r v a l o f ’ s l eepms ’ , w r i t e s each of them t o f i l e ’
f i l e n a m e ’ i f ’ w r i t e f l a g ’
i s e n a b l e d
/ / r e t u r n s average o f a l l r e a d i n g s t a k e n
i n t i , r e t 1 , c o u n t ;
char b u f f 1 [ 2 5 6 ] ;
f l o a t va l1 , v a l 2 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
i f ( w r i t e f l a g )
fp = fopen ( f i l e n a m e , ”w” ) ;
v a l 2 = 0 . 0 ;
f o r ( c o u n t =0; count< t o t a l r e a d i n g s ; c o u n t ++)
{
v a l 1 = 0 . 0 ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
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r e t 1 = w r i t e ( fd1 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
r e t 1 = r e a d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
b u f f 1 [ r e t 1 ] = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
{
i f ( b u f f 1 [ i ]== ’ , ’ )
{
b u f f 1 [ i −1]=0;
break ;
}
}
v a l 1 = a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
v a l 1 ∗=1.0E+12;
p r i n t f ( ”%f \ r \n ” , v a l 1 ) ;
i f ( w r i t e f l a g )
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%f \n ” , v a l 1 ) ;
v a l 2 += v a l 1 ;
}
i f ( w r i t e f l a g )
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
v a l 2 /= t o t a l r e a d i n g s ;
p r i n t f ( ” Average Reading=%f \ r \n ” , v a l 2 ) ;
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re turn v a l 2 ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd1 ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
i n t co un t1 =0;
FILE ∗fm ;
f l o a t x 1 s t a r t , x1 end , x 1 s t e p , x 2 s t a r t , x2 end ,
x 2 s t e p , x1 num read ings , x
2 n u m r e a d i n g s ;
f l o a t x 1 c u r r , x 2 c u r r ;
char f i l e n a m e [ 2 5 6 ] ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 ] ;
char m a s t e r [ 2 5 6 ] ;
f l o a t v a l [ 2 5 6 ] ;
char ch ;
i n t i ;
i n t x 1 c o u n t =0 , x 2 c o u n t =0;
f l o a t a v g v a l ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 1 0 )
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{
p r i n t f ( ”\n\n\n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / t u n i n g p r o f i l e v 4 a x i s
x 1 s t a r t x 1 s t e p x1 num
r e a d i n g s a x i s x 2 s t a r t x 2 s t e p x 2 n u m r e a d i n g s f i l e n a m e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”\ne . g . . / t u n i n g p r o f i l e v 4 Y 0 . 0 0 . 2
10 Z 5 . 6 0 . 2 10 RFA
. p r o f i l e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” The above command would r e s u l t i n
r e a d i n g s (Y, Z ) =\n ( 0 . 0 ,
5 . 6 ) \ t ( 0 . 0 , 5 . 8 ) \ t . . . \ t ( 0 . 0 , 7 . 4 ) \n ( 0 . 2 , 5 . 6 ) \ t ( 0 . 2 , 5 . 8 ) \ t . . . \ t
( 0 . 2 , 7 . 4 ) \n . . . \ n ( 1 . 8
, 5 . 6 ) \ t ( 1 . 8 , 5 . 8 ) \ t . . . \ t ( 1 . 8 , 7 . 4 ) \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”\ne . g . . / t u n i n g p r o f i l e v 4 Z 0 . 0
−0.2 10 X 5 . 6 0 . 2 10 RF
A. p r o f i l e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” The above command would r e s u l t i n
r e a d i n g s ( Z ,X) =\n ( 0 . 0 ,
5 . 6 ) \ t ( 0 . 0 , 5 . 8 ) \ t . . . \ t ( 0 . 0 , 7 . 4 ) \n ( −0 . 2 , 5 . 6 ) \ t ( −0 . 2 , 5 . 8 ) \ t
. . . \ t ( −0 . 2 , 7 . 4 ) \n . . . \ n (
−1 . 8 , 5 . 6 ) \ t ( −1 . 8 , 5 . 8 ) \ t . . . \ t ( −1 . 8 , 7 . 4 ) \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”\nThe p a t h i s from ( x1 , x 2 s t a r t ) t o
x1 , ( x2 +( x2s t ep −1)∗ x2
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n u m r e a d i n g s ) f o r d i f f e r e n t x1s . \ ne . g . do a v e r t i c a l s t r i p e
wi th Y, go back t o t
op Y, move Z i n w a r d s by dz and r e p e a t v e r t i c a l s t r i p e , t i l l
r e a c h e d bounds as se
t above \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”\nMost r e c e n t changes −\n t t y s e t t o
raw mode , so no nee
d t o p r e s s e n t e r . \ n remember t o e n t e r f i l e n a m e a t command
l i n e . \ n we w i l l no l o n
g e r make s u b f i l e s \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”\n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\n\n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
x 1 s t a r t = a t o f ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
x 1 s t e p = a t o f ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
x 1 n u m r e a d i n g s = a t o i ( a rgv [ 4 ] ) ;
x1 end = x 1 s t a r t +( f l o a t ) ( ( x 1 s t e p ) ∗ ( x1 num read ings
−1) ) ;
x 2 s t a r t = a t o f ( a rgv [ 6 ] ) ;
x 2 s t e p = a t o f ( a rgv [ 7 ] ) ;
x 2 n u m r e a d i n g s = a t o f ( a rgv [ 8 ] ) ;
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x2 end = x 2 s t a r t +( f l o a t ) ( ( x 2 s t e p ) ∗ ( x2 num read ings
−1) ) ;
x 1 c u r r = x 1 s t a r t ;
x 2 c u r r = x 2 s t a r t ;
p r i n t f ( ” The d e s i r e d g r i d bounds a r e %s :% f t o %f i n
s t e p s o f %f , and %s :%
f t o %f i n s t e p s o f %f ” , a rgv [ 1 ] , x 1 s t a r t , x1 end , x 1 s t e p , a rgv
[ 5 ] , x 2 s t a r t , x2 end ,
x 2 s t e p ) ;
s a m p l e r a t e = 1 . 0 ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / s a m p l e r a t e ;
fd1 =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd1 ==−1)
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd1 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd1 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
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s p r i n t f ( mas te r , a rgv [ 9 ] ) ;
fm= fopen ( mas te r , ” a ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fm , ”#%s ( i n c h e s ) \ t%s ( i n c h e s ) \ tFC3 ( pA ) \n ” , a rgv
[ 1 ] , a rgv [ 5 ] ) ;
i n i t r a w m o d e ( ) ;
f o r ( x 1 c o u n t =0; x1 coun t<x 1 n u m r e a d i n g s ; x 1 c o u n t ++ ,
x 1 c u r r += x 1 s t e p )
{
f o r ( x 2 c o u n t =0 , x 2 c u r r = x 2 s t a r t ; x2 coun t<
x 2 n u m r e a d i n g s ; x2 coun
t ++ , x 2 c u r r += x 2 s t e p )
{
p r i n t f ( ”\ r \nMove RFA t o %s =%.4 f and
%s =%.4 f and h i t ’7 ’
t o c o n f i r m .\ r \n ” , a rgv [ 1 ] , x 1 c u r r , a rgv [ 5 ] , x 2 c u r r ) ;
do{
i = r e a d ( 0 , &ch , 1 ) ;
i f ( ch== ’ 3 ’ )
{
f c l o s e ( fm ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
t t y r e s e t ( 0 ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
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}
}whi le ( ch != ’ 7 ’ ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f i l e n a m e , ”RFA %s %.4 f %s %.4
f . p r o f i l e ” , a rgv [ 1 ] , x
1 c u r r , a rgv [ 2 ] , x 2 c u r r ) ;
a v g v a l = g e t r e a d i n g ( f i l e n a m e , fd1 ,
s leepms , TOTAL READINGS ,
0 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ” %.4 f \ t %.4 f \ t %.4 f \
n ” , x 1 c u r r , x 2 c u r r , a
v g v a l ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fm , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fm ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Wrote %d b y t e s t o m a s t e r
f i l e \ r \n ” , s t r l e n ( f o r m a t
t e d ) ) ;
i f ( x 2 c o u n t != x2 num read ings −1)
{
sys tem ( ” echo −en \”\ a \” ” ) ; / /
f o r c o n s o l e
sys tem ( ” p l a y l i n e s 1 . wav” ) ; / /
f o r X11
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/ / don t p l a y sound f o r l a s t
read ing , as we w i l l p
l a y end of s t r i p e sound
}
}
f p r i n t f ( fm , ”\n ” ) ;
f o r ( co un t1 =0; count1 <15; co un t 1 ++)
p r i n t f ( ” ! ! !DONE WITH
STRIPExxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxDONE WITH STRIPE ! ! ! ! \ r \n ” ) ;
f o r ( co un t1 =0; count1 <5; cou n t 1 ++)
sys tem ( ” echo −en \”\ a \” ” ) ;
sys tem ( ” p l a y l i n e s 3 . wav” ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fm ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
i f ( t t y r e s e t ( 0 ) < 0)
{
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Cannot r e s e t t e r m i n a l !\ n ” ) ;
e x i t (−1) ;
}
}
Appendix E Obtaining RFA spectrum
The following code was used to obtain the RFA spectrum. The RFA spectrum
progam can accept input from a TV remote (IR) if an IR receiver is connected to the com-
puter (typically via USB). The file is located in the ’/crap’ directory on ’cerebellum’.
• ’ebit-beam-tuning-profiling/RFA spectrum.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude< f c n t l . h>
# inc lude<e r r n o . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<t e r m i o s . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<t ime . h>
# inc lude<c u r s e s . h>
# inc lude<u n i s t d . h>
# inc lude<s i g n a l . h>
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o l d t e r m i o s ;
# d e f i n e TOTAL READINGS ( 1 . 0 )
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s t r u c t t i m e s p e c t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t a r t , s t r u c t
t i m e s p e c end )
{
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c temp ;
i f ( ( end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c )<0) {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c −1;
temp . t v n s e c = 1000000000+ end . t v n s e c− s t a r t .
t v n s e c ;
} e l s e {
temp . t v s e c = end . t v s e c− s t a r t . t v s e c ;
temp . t v n s e c = end . t v n s e c− s t a r t . t v n s e c ;
}
re turn temp ;
}
i n t t t y r a w ( i n t fd )
{
/∗ S e t t e r m i n a l mode as f o l l o w s :
Noncanon ica l mode − t u r n o f f ICANON .
Turn o f f s i g n a l−g e n e r a t i o n ( ISIG )
i n c l u d i n g BREAK c h a r a c t e r ( BRKINT ) .
Turn o f f any p o s s i b l e p r e p r o c e s s i n g o f i n p u t (
IEXTEN ) .
Turn ECHO mode o f f .
D i s a b l e CR−to−NL mapping on i n p u t .
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D i s a b l e i n p u t p a r i t y d e t e c t i o n ( INPCK ) .
D i s a b l e s t r i p p i n g o f e i g h t h b i t on i n p u t ( ISTRIP )
.
D i s a b l e f l o w c o n t r o l ( IXON ) .
Use e i g h t b i t c h a r a c t e r s ( CS8 ) .
D i s a b l e p a r i t y c h e c k i n g (PARENB) .
D i s a b l e any i m p l e m e n t a t i o n−d e p e n d e n t o u t p u t
p r o c e s s i n g (OPOST) .
One b y t e a t a t i m e i n p u t (MIN=1 , TIME=0) .
∗ /
s t r u c t t e r m i o s newte rmios ;
i f ( t c g e t a t t r ( fd , &o l d t e r m i o s ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
newte rmios = o l d t e r m i o s ;
newte rmios . c l f l a g &= ˜ (ECHO | ICANON | IEXTEN |
ISIG ) ;
/∗ OK, why IEXTEN? I f IEXTEN i s on , t h e DISCARD
c h a r a c t e r
i s r e c o g n i z e d and i s n o t pa s s ed t o t h e p r o c e s s .
T h i s
c h a r a c t e r c a u s e s o u t p u t t o be suspended u n t i l
a n o t h e r
DISCARD i s r e c e i v e d . The DSUSP c h a r a c t e r f o r j o b
c o n t r o l ,
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t h e LNEXT c h a r a c t e r t h a t removes any s p e c i a l
meaning o f
t h e f o l l o w i n g c h a r a c t e r , t h e REPRINT c h a r a c t e r ,
and some
o t h e r s are a l s o i n t h i s c a t e g o r y .
∗ /
newte rmios . c i f l a g &= ˜ ( BRKINT | ICRNL | INPCK |
ISTRIP | IXON) ;
/∗ I f an i n p u t c h a r a c t e r a r r i v e s w i t h t h e wrong
p a r i t y , t h e n INPCK
i s checked . I f t h i s f l a g i s s e t , t h e n IGNPAR i s
checked
t o s e e i f i n p u t b y t e s w i t h p a r i t y e r r o r s s h o u l d
be i g n o r e d .
I f i t s h o u l d n ’ t be ignored , t h e n PARMRK
d e t e r m i n e s what
c h a r a c t e r s e q u e n c e t h e p r o c e s s w i l l a c t u a l l y s e e .
When we t u r n o f f IXON , t h e s t a r t and s t o p
c h a r a c t e r s can be read .
∗ /
newte rmios . c c f l a g &= ˜ ( CSIZE | PARENB) ;
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/∗ CSIZE i s a mask t h a t d e t e r m i n e s t h e number o f
b i t s per b y t e .
PARENB e n a b l e s p a r i t y c h e c k i n g on i n p u t and
p a r i t y g e n e r a t i o n
on o u t p u t .
∗ /
newte rmios . c c f l a g |= CS8 ;
/∗ S e t 8 b i t s per c h a r a c t e r . ∗ /
newte rmios . c o f l a g &= ˜ ( OPOST) ;
/∗ T h i s i n c l u d e s t h i n g s l i k e expand ing t a b s t o
s p a c e s . ∗ /
newte rmios . c c c [VMIN] = 1 ;
newte rmios . c c c [VTIME] = 0 ;
/∗ You t e l l me why TCSAFLUSH . ∗ /
i f ( t c s e t a t t r ( fd , TCSAFLUSH, &newte rmios ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
re turn ( 0 ) ;
}
i n t t t y r e s e t ( i n t fd )
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{
i f ( t c s e t a t t r ( fd , TCSAFLUSH, &o l d t e r m i o s ) < 0)
re turn (−1) ;
re turn ( 0 ) ;
}
void s i g c a t c h ( i n t s i g )
{
t t y r e s e t ( 0 ) ;
e x i t ( 0 ) ;
}
void i n i t r a w m o d e ( )
{
/∗ Catch t h e most p o p u l a r s i g n a l s . ∗ /
i f ( s i g n a l ( SIGINT , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( s i g n a l ( SIGQUIT , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
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e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( s i g n a l (SIGTERM , s i g c a t c h ) < 0)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s i g n a l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
/∗ S e t raw mode on s t d i n . ∗ /
i f ( t t y r a w ( 0 ) < 0)
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Can ’ t go t o raw mode . \ n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
s t r u c t t e r m i o s o p t i o n s ;
i n t fd1 , fd2 , fd3 ;
i n t r e t 1 , r e t 2 , r e t 3 ;
i n t t o t a l r e a d i n g s ;
f l o a t s a m p l e r a t e , s l eepms ;
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i n t s t a r t v , s t o p v , s t e p v , v o l t a g e ;
char b u f f 1 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char b u f f 2 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char b u f f 3 [ 2 5 6 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
char f o r m a t t e d 2 [ 2 5 6 0 ] ={0} ;
i n t i =0 ;
FILE ∗ fp ;
s t r u c t t i m e s p e c s t , c t , d i f f ;
f l o a t va l1 , va l2 , v a l 3 ;
f l o a t a v g v a l 1 , a v g v a l 2 , a v g v a l 3 ;
f l o a t t d i f f ;
i n t c o u n t ;
char ch ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 6 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : . / t u n i n g v 2 f i l e n a m e
r e a d i n g s p e r s a m p l e s t a r t v s t o p v s t e p v (
v o l t a g e s a r e i n t e g e r s ) \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Assumpt ions : K e i t h l e y m u l t i m e t e r
2010 c o n n e c t e d v i a RS232 and t h r o u g h
femptoamp\ n K e i t h l e y 617 c o n n e c t e d v i a
GPIB−USB\ n K e i t h l e y 485 c o n n e c t e d v i a ∗
SEPARATE∗ GPIB−USB − w i l l w r i t e o t h e r
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code t o use j u s t one\nRemember t o
i n i t i a l i z e t h e GPIB c o n t r o l l e r t o c o r r e c t
a d d r e s s u s i n g ++ addr xx , and t o
i n i t i a l i z e t h e K e i t h l e y t o r e a d Amps i n
t h e a p p r o p r i a t e r a n g e \n ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Th i s w i l l w r i t e Time ( s ) C u r r e n t 6 1 7 (
pA ) C u r r e n t 4 8 5 ( pA ) C u r r e n t 2 0 1 0 (mV) t o
s p e c i f i e d f i l e \n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
fp = fopen ( a rgv [ 1 ] , ”w” ) ;
t o t a l r e a d i n g s = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
s l eepms = 1 0 0 0 . 0 / 1 . 0 ;
s t a r t v = a t o i ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
s t o p v = a t o i ( a rgv [ 4 ] ) ;
s t e p v = a t o i ( a rgv [ 5 ] ) ;
fd1 =open ( ” / dev / ttyUSB0 ” ,O RDWR) ;
fd2 =open ( ” / dev / t t y S 1 ” ,O RDWR) ;
fd3 =open ( ” / dev / ttyUSB1 ” ,O RDWR) ;
i f ( fd1==−1 )
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p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
i f ( fd2==−1 )
p e r r o r ( ” p o r t n o t open − ” ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd1 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd1 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd2 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd2 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
t c g e t a t t r ( fd3 ,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c f s e t i s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
c f s e t o s p e e d (& o p t i o n s , B9600 ) ;
t c s e t a t t r ( fd3 ,TCSANOW,& o p t i o n s ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& s t ) ;
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p r i n t f ( ” # V o l t a g e C u r r e n t 6 1 7 ( pA ) C u r r e n t 4 8 5 ( pA )
C u r r e n t 2 0 1 0 (mV) \n ” ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ” # V o l t a g e C u r r e n t 6 1 7 ( pA )
C u r r e n t 4 8 5 ( pA ) C u r r e n t 2 0 1 0 (mV) \n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”++ add r 27\n ” ) ;
r e t 1 = w r i t e ( fd1 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”++ a u t o 0\n ” ) ;
r e t 1 = w r i t e ( fd1 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”++ add r 12\n ” ) ;
r e t 3 = w r i t e ( fd3 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”++ a u t o 0\n ” ) ;
r e t 3 = w r i t e ( fd3 , bu f f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
i n i t r a w m o d e ( ) ;
f o r ( v o l t a g e = s t a r t v ; v o l t a g e <=s t o p v ; v o l t a g e += s t e p v )
{
p r i n t f ( ”\ r \ n A d j u s t V o l t a g e t o %d V and h i t
’7 ’ t o c o n f i r m or ’3 ’ t o e x i t . \ r \n ” ,
v o l t a g e ) ;
do{
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i = r e a d (0 ,& ch , 1 ) ;
i f ( ch== ’ 3 ’ )
{
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
c l o s e ( fd2 ) ;
c l o s e ( fd3 ) ;
}
}whi le ( ch != ’ 7 ’ ) ;
a v g v a l 1 = 0 . 0 ; a v g v a l 2 = 0 . 0 ; a v g v a l 3 = 0 . 0 ;
f o r ( c o u n t =0; count< t o t a l r e a d i n g s ; c o u n t ++)
{
v a l 1 = 0 . 0 ; v a l 2 = 0 . 0 ; v a l 3 = 0 . 0 ;
memset ( buf f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
memset ( buf f2 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
memset ( buf f3 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f1 , ”++ r e a d \n ” ) ;
r e t 1 = w r i t e ( fd1 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
r e t 3 = w r i t e ( fd3 , buf f1 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ) ;
memset ( bu f f1 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f2 , ”READ?\n ” ) ;
r e t 2 = w r i t e ( fd2 , buf f2 , s t r l e n ( b u f f 2 ) ) ;
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memset ( buf f2 , 2 5 6 , 0 ) ;
u s l e e p ( s l eepms ∗1000) ;
r e t 1 = r e a d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
i f ( r e t 1 ! = 1 7 )
r e t 1 = r e a d ( fd1 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 1
) , 2 5 6 ) ;
r e t 3 = r e a d ( fd3 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 3 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
i f ( r e t 3 ! = 1 5 )
r e t 3 = r e a d ( fd3 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 3
) , 2 5 6 ) ;
r e t 2 = r e a d ( fd2 , ( char ∗ ) ( b u f f 2 ) , 2 5 6 ) ;
c l o c k g e t t i m e (CLOCK MONOTONIC,& c t ) ;
d i f f = t i m e s p e c d i f f ( s t , c t ) ;
t d i f f = d i f f . t v s e c + d i f f . t v n s e c ∗1e
−9;
i f ( r e t 1 !=17 && r e t 2 ! = 1 6 )
c o n t in u e ;
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b u f f 1 [ r e t 1 ] = 0 ;
b u f f 2 [ r e t 2 ] = 0 ;
b u f f 3 [ r e t 3 ] = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 1 ) ; i ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f (”%d − %c\n ” , i , b u f f 1 [ i
] ) ;
b u f f 1 [ i ]= b u f f 1 [ i + 4 ] ;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s t r l e n ( b u f f 3 ) ; i ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f (”%d − %c\n ” , i , b u f f 3 [ i
] ) ;
b u f f 3 [ i ]= b u f f 3 [ i + 4 ] ;
}
v a l 1 = a t o f ( b u f f 1 ) ;
v a l 2 = a t o f ( b u f f 2 ) ;
v a l 3 = a t o f ( b u f f 3 ) ;
a v g v a l 1 += v a l 1 ;
a v g v a l 2 += v a l 2 ;
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a v g v a l 3 += v a l 3 ;
p r i n t f ( ”\ r \n%f %f %f %f \ r \n ” , t d i f f ,
v a l 1 ∗1 . 0E+12 , v a l 3 ∗1 . 0E+12 , v a l 2
∗1 . 0E+3 ) ;
}
a v g v a l 1 /= t o t a l r e a d i n g s ;
a v g v a l 2 /= t o t a l r e a d i n g s ;
a v g v a l 3 /= t o t a l r e a d i n g s ;
p r i n t f ( ”\ r \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n%d %f %f %f
\ r \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n ” , v o l t a g e ,
a v g v a l 1 ∗1 . 0E+12 , a v g v a l 3 ∗1 . 0E+12 ,
a v g v a l 2 ∗1 . 0E+3) ;
s p r i n t f ( f o r m a t t e d , ”%d %f %f %f \n ” , v o l t a g e ,
a v g v a l 1 ∗1 . 0E+12 , a v g v a l 3 ∗1 . 0E+12 ,
a v g v a l 2 ∗1 . 0E+3 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%s ” , f o r m a t t e d ) ;
f f l u s h ( fp ) ;
}
i f ( t t y r e s e t ( 0 ) < 0)
{
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Cannot r e s e t t e r m i n a l !\ n ” ) ;
e x i t (−1) ;
}
f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
c l o s e ( fd2 ) ;
c l o s e ( fd3 ) ;
}
Appendix F Picoreader
The following code is used to read the data saved by the picoreader logging tool.
Note the #pragma pack(1) compiler directive. Modern compilers enforce a 4-byte or 8-byte
alignment restrictions, however we need to force the program to respect a 1-byte alignment
when reading data saved by the picoreader. The data is saved in Little Endian format. The
file is located in the ’/crap’ directory on ’cerebellum’.
• ’picoreader.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
#pragma pack ( 1 )
# inc lude<s t d i o . h>
# inc lude<s t d l i b . h>
# inc lude<s t r i n g . h>
# inc lude<math . h>
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# d e f i n e MAX CHANNELS 16
t y p e d e f unsigned s h o r t i n t u i n t 1 6 ;
t y p e d e f unsigned i n t u i n t 3 2 ;
t y p e d e f unsigned char u i n t 8 ;
t y p e d e f s t r u c t
{
u i n t 1 6 h e a d e r s i z e ;
char s i g n a t u r e [ 4 0 ] ;
u i n t 3 2 v e r s i o n ;
u i n t 3 2 n o o f p a r a m e t e r s ;
u i n t 1 6 p a r a m e t e r s [ 2 5 0 ] ;
u i n t 3 2 sample no ;
u i n t 3 2 n o o f s a m p l e s ;
u i n t 3 2 max samples ;
u i n t 3 2 i n t e r v a l ;
u i n t 1 6 i n t e r v a l u n i t s ;
u i n t 3 2 t r i g g e r s a m p l e ;
u i n t 1 6 t r i g g e r e d ;
u i n t 3 2 f i r s t s a m p l e ;
u i n t 3 2 s a m p l e b y t e s ;
u i n t 3 2 s e t t i n g s b y t e s ;
u i n t 3 2 s t a r t d a t e ;
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u i n t 3 2 s t a r t t i m e ;
u i n t 3 2 min t ime ;
u i n t 3 2 max t ime ;
char n o t e s [ 1 0 0 0 ] ;
u i n t 3 2 c u r r e n t t i m e ;
u i n t 1 6 s t o p A f t e r ;
u i n t 1 6 maxTimeUnit ;
u i n t 3 2 maxSampleTime ;
u i n t 3 2 s t a r tT imeMsAccuracy ;
u i n t 3 2 previousTimeMsAccuracy ;
u i n t 3 2 noOfDays ;
u i n t 8 s p a r e [ 5 8 ] ;
} p l w h e a d e r ;
void g e t d a t a ( FILE ∗ i n f p , FILE ∗ o u t f p , FILE ∗m a s t e r f p )
{
p l w h e a d e r hdr ;
i n t i , j ;
u i n t 3 2 t ;
f l o a t ch [MAX CHANNELS ] ;
char o u t p u t s t r [ 4 0 9 6 ] ;
char temp [ 4 0 9 6 ] ;
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f l o a t ∗ i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y ;
s t a t i c i n t f i r s t f i l e f l a g =1;
u i n t 3 2 s t a r t t i m e o f f i r s t f i l e ;
f r e a d (&hdr , s i z e o f ( hdr ) , 1 , i n f p ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” h e a d e r s i z e=%u , s a m p l e b y t e s=%u , n o o f s a m p l e s
=%u , i n t e r v a l =%u , i n t e r v a l u n i t s =%u , s e t t i n g s b y t e s
=%u , n o o f p a r a m e t e r s=%d\n ” , hdr . h e a d e r s i z e , hdr .
s a m p l e b y t e s , hdr . n o o f s a m p l e s , hdr . i n t e r v a l , hdr .
i n t e r v a l u n i t s , hdr . s e t t i n g s b y t e s , hdr .
n o o f p a r a m e t e r s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” c u r r e n t t i m e=%u , s t a r tT imeMsAccuracy=%u ,
s t a r t d a t e =%u , s t a r t t i m e =%u , noOfDays=%u\n ” , hdr .
c u r r e n t t i m e , hdr . s t a r tT imeMsAccuracy , hdr .
s t a r t d a t e , hdr . s t a r t t i m e , hdr . noOfDays ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%d\n ” , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y =( f l o a t ∗ ) c a l l o c ( hdr .
n o o f p a r a m e t e r s , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
i f ( f i r s t f i l e f l a g ==1)
{
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s t a r t t i m e o f f i r s t f i l e = hdr . s t a r t t i m e ;
f i r s t f i l e f l a g =0;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i<hdr . n o o f s a m p l e s ; i ++)
{
f r e a d (& t , s i z e o f ( t ) , 1 , i n f p ) ;
s p r i n t f ( o u t p u t s t r , ”%u\ t ” , t ) ;
f r e a d ( ch , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , hdr . n o o f p a r a m e t e r s ,
i n f p ) ;
f o r ( j =0 ; j<hdr . n o o f p a r a m e t e r s ; j ++)
{
i f ( j != hdr . n o o f p a r a m e t e r s −1)
{
s p r i n t f ( temp , ”%f \ t ” , ch [ j ] ) ;
s t r c a t ( o u t p u t s t r , temp ) ;
}
e l s e
{
s p r i n t f ( temp , ”%f \n ” , ch [ j ] ) ;
s t r c a t ( o u t p u t s t r , temp ) ;
}
i f ( ch [ j ] ! = 2 . 5 )
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i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y [ j ]+=(
f l o a t ) ch [ j ] ;
}
f p r i n t f ( o u t f p , o u t p u t s t r ) ;
/ / i g n o r i n g t h e . p l s f i l e t h a t i s appended t o
t h e . plw f i l e .
}
/ / o u t p u t t i n g i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y t o ma s t e r f i l e
s p r i n t f ( o u t p u t s t r , ”%u\ t ” , hdr . s t a r t t i m e −
s t a r t t i m e o f f i r s t f i l e ) ;
f o r ( j =0 ; j<hdr . n o o f p a r a m e t e r s ; j ++)
{
i f ( j != hdr . n o o f p a r a m e t e r s −1)
{
s p r i n t f ( temp , ”%f \ t ” ,
i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y [ j ] ) ;
s t r c a t ( o u t p u t s t r , temp ) ;
}
e l s e
{
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s p r i n t f ( temp , ”%f \n ” ,
i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t y [ j ] ) ;
s t r c a t ( o u t p u t s t r , temp ) ;
}
}
f p r i n t f ( m a s t e r f p , o u t p u t s t r ) ;
}
i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗ a rgv )
{
FILE ∗ i n f p , ∗ o u t f p , ∗ m a s t e r f p ;
i n t i , s t a r t , end ;
char f i l e n a m e [ 5 1 2 ] ;
p r i n t f ( ”%d,%d,%d\n ” , s i z e o f ( u i n t 1 6 ) , s i z e o f ( u i n t 3 2 ) ,
s i z e o f ( u i n t 8 ) ) ;
i f ( a r g c ! = 4 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Usage : e x e c u t a b l e n a m e f i l e p r e f i x
s t a r t i n d e x e n d i n d e x \n ” ) ;
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e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
s t a r t = a t o i ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
end= a t o i ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f i l e n a m e , ” i n t e g r a t e d %s%s %s%s . t x t ” , a rgv [ 1 ] ,
a rgv [ 2 ] , a rgv [ 1 ] , a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
m a s t e r f p = fopen ( f i l e n a m e , ”w” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( m a s t e r f p , ” # Data from f i l e s %s%s .PLW t o %s%s .
PLW\n# F i r s t columns i s Time i n s e c o n d s from s t a r t
, s u b s e q u e n t columns a r e i n t e g r a t e d i n t e n s i t i e s
ove r r e s p e c t i v e c h a n n e l s f o r t h a t one b u r s t \n ” ,
a rgv [ 1 ] , a rgv [ 2 ] , a rgv [ 1 ] , a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
f o r ( i = s t a r t ; i<=end ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( f i l e n a m e , ”%s%d .PLW” , a rgv [ 1 ] , i ) ;
i n f p = fopen ( f i l e n a m e , ” r ” ) ;
s p r i n t f ( f i l e n a m e , ”%s%d . t x t ” , a rgv [ 1 ] , i ) ;
o u t f p = fopen ( f i l e n a m e , ”w” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( o u t f p , ” # Data from f i l e %s%d .PLW\n ” ,
a rgv [ 1 ] , i ) ;
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g e t d a t a ( i n f p , o u t f p , m a s t e r f p ) ;
f c l o s e ( o u t f p ) ;
f c l o s e ( i n f p ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m a s t e r f p ) ;
}
Appendix G Lab Automation Framework
The following programs were used to create a lab automation framework. This in-
volved a central server communicating in the background to various processes while taking
in user input at the command line interface (CLI). The processes the CLI communicatied
with in the background were responsible for controlling the various instruments that were
required to be controlled remotely. The devices controlled by the CLI were two turbop-
umps and two electrometers. Some devices also had analog output that necessitated the use
of a microcontroller. For this purpose, a Rabbit microcontroller was utilized. The frame-
work made provisions to read Auger output as well as control gate valves using the Rabbit.
A remote could also operated using the Rabbit for measurements requiring physical action
at a distance. The Rabbit was interfaced to the computer running the central CLI server
via ethernet. A local area network was setup for just the two computers manually using
the 10.*.*.* address range. If necessary, the route and ARP tables on the computer need
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to be populated to facilitate TCP/IP communication. A telnet server was coded on top of
the Rabbit TCP/IP stack to accept cammands from the CLI. The following files - cli.c,
tpumpD.c, tpumpB.c,electrometer0.c, electrometer1.c, and globals.h - are located on ’cere-
bellum’ in /crap, while the file telnet.c contains the code for the Rabbit microcontroller on
’kaa’.
• ’automation/globals.h’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
/ / d e f i n e g l o b a l s here .
# d e f i n e MAXBUF 256
# d e f i n e MAXARGS 64
# d e f i n e MAXARGLEN 64
char ∗ na rgv [MAXARGS] ;
i n t n a r g c =0;
# d e f i n e ON 1
# d e f i n e OFF 0
# d e f i n e CLOSED 0
# d e f i n e OPEN 1
# d e f i n e MPUMPB 1
# d e f i n e MPUMPD 2
# d e f i n e GVALVEB 3
# d e f i n e GVALVED 4
# d e f i n e TPUMPB 5
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# d e f i n e TPUMPD 6
# d e f i n e ELECTROMETER0 7
# d e f i n e ELECTROMETER1 8
# d e f i n e MAX DEVICES 10
s t r u c t dev
{
i n t d e v i d ;
i n t s t a t u s ;
} ;
s t r u c t g l o b a l s t a t e s t r u c t u r e
{
s t r u c t dev d e v i c e s [MAX DEVICES ] ;
/ / p o p u l a t e i n i n i t : c u r r e n t l y assuming e v e r y t h i n g i s
OFF when s t a r t i n g u
p .
i n t lock mode ;
} g l o b a l s t a t e ;
# d e f i n e CLIPORT 19999 / / t h i s i s t h e p o r t on which c l i w i l l
l i s t e n on . . . . f u t u r e g
u i p u r p o s e s .
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/ / t h i s o r d e r o f remote p o r t s i s f o l l o w e d i n t h e por t−f d map .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT0 INDEX 0
# d e f i n e ETHPORT1 INDEX 1
# d e f i n e ETHPORT2 INDEX 2
# d e f i n e ETHPORT3 INDEX 3
# d e f i n e ETHPORT4 INDEX 4
# d e f i n e ETHPORT5 INDEX 5
# d e f i n e ETHPORT6 INDEX 6
# d e f i n e ETHPORT7 INDEX 7
# d e f i n e RABBITPORT INDEX 8
# d e f i n e MAXPORTS 9 / / i n c r e a s e i f you want t o c o n n e c t t o more
remote p o r t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT0 (20000+ETHPORT0 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT1 (20000+ETHPORT1 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT2 (20000+ETHPORT2 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT3 (20000+ETHPORT3 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT4 (20000+ETHPORT4 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
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# d e f i n e ETHPORT5 (20000+ETHPORT5 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT6 (20000+ETHPORT6 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e ETHPORT7 (20000+ETHPORT7 INDEX ) / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
# d e f i n e RABBITPORT 23 / / t h e s e are p o r t s t o
which c l i c o n n e c t s .
/ / we w i l l have p r e d e f i n e d command port mapping .
/ / i n t e r n a l l y c l i s h o u l d g e n e r a t e a p o r t f d mapping .
/ / t h i s i s 2 s t e p i n s t e a d o f one hardcoded command fd mapping
f o r f a i l u r e c a s e s . .
. e . g . p roc k i l l e d , t h e n p roc & conn w i l l be r e s t a r t e d and fd
can t h e n change .
/ / command mapping : a s s u m p t i o n : f i r s t word i s enough t o
d i f f e r e n t i a t e .
s t r u c t c m d s t r u c t
{
char cmd [ 6 4 ] ; / / o n l y t h e f i r s t word o f cmd .
/ / i n t cmd id ;
i n t p o r t ;
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i n t d e v i d ; / / p o p u l a t e d i f t h e command r e l a t e s t o a
s p e c i f i c d e v i c e , e l s
e 0 .
void (∗ f n p t r ) ( ) ;
} ;
void fnmpumpB ( ) ;
void fnmpumpD ( ) ;
void fntpumpB ( ) ;
void fntpumpD ( ) ;
void fngva lveB ( ) ;
void fngva lveD ( ) ;
void f n z c 0 ( ) ;
void f n z c 1 ( ) ;
void f n l o c k ( ) ;
void f n u n l o c k ( ) ;
void f n a u g e r ( ) ;
void f n s h o w s t a t u s ( ) ;
s t r u c t c m d s t r u c t c m d l i s t [ ] =
{
{”mpumpB” ,RABBITPORT , MPUMPB , fnmpumpB
} ,
{”mpumpD” ,RABBITPORT , MPUMPD , fnmpumpD
} ,
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{” gvalveB ” ,RABBITPORT , GVALVEB , fngva lveB
} ,
{” gvalveD ” ,RABBITPORT , GVALVED , fngva lveD
} ,
{” tpumpB ” ,ETHPORT2 , TPUMPB , fntpumpB
} ,
{” tpumpD” ,ETHPORT3 , TPUMPD , fntpumpD
} ,
{” zc0 ” ,ETHPORT0 , ELECTROMETER0 , f n z c 0
} ,
{” zc1 ” ,ETHPORT1 , ELECTROMETER1 , f n z c 1
} ,
{” l o c k ” ,RABBITPORT , 0 , f n l o c k
} ,
{” u n l oc k ” ,RABBITPORT , 0 , f n u n l o c k
} ,
{” a u g e r s c a n ” ,RABBITPORT , 0 , f n a u g e r
} ,
{” s h o w s t a t u s ” ,0 , 0 ,
f n s h o w s t a t u s } ,
} ;
i n t p o r t f d m a p [MAXPORTS] ;
/ / p o p u l a t e a t s t a r t u p d u r i n g c o n n e c t s .
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/ / o n l y s t o r e s f d ’ s f o r remote p o r t s , i n d e x e d by ∗∗∗∗∗
PORT INDEX . we assume we do
not need t o s t o r e f d s c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h o s e c o n n e c t i o n s
c o n n e c t i n g t o c l i .
i n t c l i l i s t e n e r f d ;
i n t g u i f d ;
i n t c l i c o n n c o u n t =0 ; / / u se t h i s t o c o u n t c o n n e c t i o n s , a l s o
f i r s t c o n n e c t i o n t o
c l i w i l l be g u i .
f d s e t m a s t e r f d s ;
f d s e t r e a d f d s ;
i n t fdmax =0;
char b u f r e c v [MAXBUF] ;
char b u f s e n d [MAXBUF] ;
char buf temp [MAXBUF] ;
FILE ∗ l o g f d ;
i n t r cvd ;
i n t s e n t ;
i n t cmd id ;
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• ’automation/cli.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
/ / t h i s i s t h e c l i f i l e
# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h>
# i n c l u d e < s t d l i b . h>
# i n c l u d e < s t r i n g . h>
# i n c l u d e <s y s / s o c k e t . h> /∗ s o c k e t d e f i n i t i o n s
∗ /
# i n c l u d e <s y s / t y p e s . h> /∗ s o c k e t t y p e s
∗ /
# i n c l u d e <a r p a / i n e t . h> /∗ i n e t ( 3 ) f u n t i o n s
∗ /
# i n c l u d e <u n i s t d . h> /∗ misc . UNIX f u n c t i o n s
∗ /
# i n c l u d e < f c n t l . h>
# i n c l u d e <e r r n o . h>
# i n c l u d e ” g l o b a l s . h ” / / u se t h i s t o d e f i n e g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s .
e x t er n i n t e r r n o ;
i n t myConnect ( char ∗ r e m o t e a d d r , s h o r t i n t r e m o t e p o r t )
{
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i n t sock ;
s t r u c t s o c k a d d r i n s e r v a d d r ;
/ / c r e a t e s o c k e t
i f ( ( sock = s o c k e t ( AF INET , SOCK STREAM, 0) ) == −1 )
{
p e r r o r ( ” Cant c r e a t e s o c k e t ! ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
/ / f i l l s e r v a d d r
memset(& s e r v a d d r , 0 , s i z e o f ( s e r v a d d r ) ) ;
s e r v a d d r . s i n f a m i l y = AF INET ;
s e r v a d d r . s i n p o r t = h t o n s ( r e m o t e p o r t ) ;
i f ( i n e t a t o n ( r e m o t e a d d r , &s e r v a d d r . s i n a d d r ) ==
0 )
{
p e r r o r ( ” i n e t a t o n f a i l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
/ / a l l s e t , c o n n e c t .
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i f ( c o n n e c t ( sock , ( s t r u c t s o c k a d d r ∗ ) &s e r v a d d r ,
s i z e o f ( s e r v a d d r ) ) =
= −1 )
{
p e r r o r ( ” c o n n e c t f a i l ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
re turn sock ;
}
i n t myLis ten ( s h o r t i n t p o r t )
{
i n t sock ;
i n t yes =1; / / s o c k e t o p t i o n r e s u a b l e a d d r e s s s e t
s t r u c t s o c k a d d r i n s e r v a d d r ;
i f ( ( sock = s o c k e t ( AF INET , SOCK STREAM, 0) ) == −1 )
{
p e r r o r ( ” Cant c r e a t e s o c k e t ! ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( s e t s o c k o p t ( sock , SOL SOCKET , SO REUSEADDR, &yes ,
s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) == −1)
{
p e r r o r ( ” s e t s o c k o p t ” ) ;
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e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
memset(& s e r v a d d r , 0 , s i z e o f ( s e r v a d d r ) ) ;
s e r v a d d r . s i n f a m i l y = AF INET ;
s e r v a d d r . s i n p o r t = h t o n s ( p o r t ) ;
s e r v a d d r . s i n a d d r . s a d d r = h t o n l (INADDR ANY) ;
i f ( b ind ( sock , ( s t r u c t s o c k a d d r ∗ )&s e r v a d d r , s i z e o f
( s e r v a d d r ) ) == −1)
{
p e r r o r ( ” b ind ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
i f ( l i s t e n ( sock , 10) == −1)
{
p e r r o r ( ” l i s t e n ” ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
re turn sock ;
}
i n t RecvTimeout ( i n t s , char ∗buf , i n t l en , i n t t i m e o u t )
{
f d s e t f d s ;
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i n t n ;
s t r u c t t i m e v a l t v ;
FD ZERO(& f d s ) ;
FD SET ( s , &f d s ) ;
/ / S e t up t h e s t r u c t t i m e v a l f o r t h e t i m e o u t .
t v . t v s e c = t i m e o u t ;
t v . t v u s e c = 0 ;
n = s e l e c t ( s +1 , &fds , NULL, NULL, &t v ) ;
i f ( n == 0 ) re turn −2;
i f ( n == −1 ) re turn −1;
/ / da ta must be here , so do a normal r e c v
re turn r e c v ( s , buf , l en , 0 ) ;
}
i n t logic fnmpumpB ( ) {}
i n t logic fnmpumpD ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n t p u m p B ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n t p u m p D ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n g v a l v e B ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n g v a l v e D ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n z c 0 ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n z c 1 ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n l o c k ( ) {}
i n t l o g i c f n u n l o c k ( ) {}
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i n t l o g i c f n a u g e r ( ) {}
void t o g g l e s t a t e ( )
{
i n t fd ; i n t p o r t ; i n t d e v i d ;
i f ( n a r g c ! = 2 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Not r i g h t number o f a r g s !\ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” Not r i g h t number o f a r g s !\ n
” ) ;
re turn ;
}
i f ( g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Lock mode i s ON. Cannot e x e c u t e
command . \ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” Lock mode i s ON. Cannot
e x e c u t e command . \ n ” ) ;
re turn ;
}
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p o r t = c m d l i s t [ cmd id ] . p o r t ;
d e v i d = c m d l i s t [ cmd id ] . d e v i d ;
i f ( p o r t ==RABBITPORT)
fd = p o r t f d m a p [ RABBITPORT INDEX ] ;
e l s e
fd = p o r t f d m a p [ p o r t −20000];
i f ( s t rncmp ( na rgv [ 1 ] , ” on ” , 2 ) ==0)
{
i f ( g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ d e v i d ] . s t a t u s ==ON)
{
p r i n t f ( ” Al r eady ON. Cannot e x e c u t e
command . \ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” A l r e a d y s ON. Cannot
e x e c u t e command . \ n ”
) ;
re turn ;
}
}
e l s e i f ( s t rncmp ( na rgv [ 1 ] , ” o f f ” , 3 ) ==0)
{
i f ( g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ d e v i d ] . s t a t u s ==OFF)
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{
p r i n t f ( ” Al r eady OFF . Cannot e x e c u t e
command . \ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” A l r e a d y s OFF .
Cannot e x e c u t e command . \ n
” ) ;
re turn ;
}
}
sw i t ch ( d e v i d )
{
/ / FIXME : add l o g i c c h e c k s here :−
case MPUMPB:
case MPUMPD:
case GVALVEB:
case GVALVED:
case TPUMPB:
case TPUMPD:
d e f a u l t :
break ;
}
s e n t = send ( fd , b u f r e c v , s t r l e n ( b u f r e c v ) , 0 ) ;
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p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s \n ” , s e n t ) ;
r cvd =RecvTimeout ( fd , b u f r e c v ,MAXBUF, 5 ) ;
i f ( rcvd <=0)
{
p r i n t f ( ” Los t c o n n e c t i o n o r p r o c e s s i s s t u c k \
n K i l l t h a t p r o c e s s a
nd r e s t a r t . ” ) ;
/ / FIXME : Code t o k i l l and r e s t a r t . . . i f
r a b b i t i s down you are f u
cked .
re turn ;
}
e l s e
{
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , b u f r e c v ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”%s ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
i f ( s t rncmp ( b u f r e c v , ”SUCCESS” , s t r l e n ( ”SUCCESS
” ) ) ==0)
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ d e v i d ] . s t a t u s
ˆ = 1 ;
}
}
void t o g g l e z c ( )
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{
i n t fd ; i n t p o r t ; i n t d e v i d ;
char msg [ 6 4 ] ;
i f ( n a r g c ! = 1 )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Not r i g h t number o f a r g s !\ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” Not r i g h t number o f a r g s !\ n
” ) ;
re turn ;
}
i f ( g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode )
{
p r i n t f ( ” Lock mode i s ON. Cannot e x e c u t e
command . \ n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ” Lock mode i s ON. Cannot
e x e c u t e command . \ n ” ) ;
re turn ;
}
p o r t = c m d l i s t [ cmd id ] . p o r t ;
d e v i d = c m d l i s t [ cmd id ] . d e v i d ;
i f ( p o r t ==RABBITPORT)
fd = p o r t f d m a p [ RABBITPORT INDEX ] ;
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e l s e
fd = p o r t f d m a p [ p o r t −20000];
i f ( g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ d e v i d ] . s t a t u s ==OFF)
s p r i n t f ( b u f r e c v , ” zcon \n ” ) ;
e l s e
s p r i n t f ( b u f r e c v , ” z c o f f \n ” ) ;
s e n t = send ( fd , b u f r e c v , s t r l e n ( b u f r e c v ) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s : %s \n ” , s e n t , b u f r e c v ) ;
r cvd =RecvTimeout ( fd , b u f r e c v ,MAXBUF, 5 ) ;
i f ( rcvd <=0)
{
p r i n t f ( ” Los t c o n n e c t i o n o r p r o c e s s i s s t u c k \
n K i l l t h a t p r o c e s s a
nd r e s t a r t . ” ) ;
/ / FIXME : Code t o k i l l and r e s t a r t . . . i f
r a b b i t i s down you are f u
cked .
re turn ;
}
e l s e
{
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , b u f r e c v ) ;
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p r i n t f ( ”%s ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
i f ( s t rncmp ( b u f r e c v , ”SUCCESS” , s t r l e n ( ”SUCCESS
” ) ) ==0)
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ d e v i d ] . s t a t u s
ˆ = 1 ;
}
}
void fnmpumpB ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void fnmpumpD ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void fntpumpB ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void fntpumpD ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void fngva lveB ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void fngva lveD ( ) { t o g g l e s t a t e ( ) ;}
void f n z c 0 ( ) { t o g g l e z c ( ) ;}
void f n z c 1 ( ) { re turn ; /∗ t o g g l e z c ( ) ; FIXME : HACK FOR NOW:
REMOVE r e t u r n and uncomme
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n t WHEN SECOND ELECTROMETER IS ALSO CONNECTED∗ / }
void f n l o c k ( ) { g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode =ON;}
void f n u n l o c k ( ) { g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode =OFF ;}
void f n a u g e r ( ) {}
void f n s h o w s t a t u s ( )
{
p r i n t f ( ”mpumpB : %d , mpumpD : %d\n ” , g l o b a l s t a t e .
d e v i c e s [MPUMPB] . s t a t u s , g
l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [MPUMPD] . s t a t u s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” tpumpB : %d , tpumpD : %d\n ” , g l o b a l s t a t e .
d e v i c e s [TPUMPB ] . s t a t u s , g
l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [TPUMPD ] . s t a t u s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” gvalveB : %d , gvalveD : %d\n ” , g l o b a l s t a t e .
d e v i c e s [GVALVEB ] . s t a t u
s , g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [GVALVED ] . s t a t u s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” e l e c t r 0 : %d , e l e c t r D : %d\n ” , g l o b a l s t a t e .
d e v i c e s [ELECTROMETER0]
. s t a t u s , g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ELECTROMETER1 ] . s t a t u s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” lock mode : %d\n ” , g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode ) ;
f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ;
}
i n t l o o k u p p o r t ( i n t fd )
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{
i n t i =0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<MAXPORTS; i ++)
{
i f ( p o r t f d m a p [ i ]== fd )
{
i f ( i ==RABBITPORT INDEX )
re turn RABBITPORT ;
e l s e
re turn ( i +20000) ;
}
}
}
i n t lookup cmd ( char ∗cmd )
{
/ / r e t u r n s −1 on f a i l u r e !
i n t i =0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<s i z e o f ( c m d l i s t ) ; i ++)
{
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i f ( s t rncmp ( cmd , c m d l i s t [ i ] . cmd , s t r l e n ( cmd ) )
==0)
{
/ / we found t h e command .
re turn i ;
}
}
re turn −1;
}
void i n i t ( )
{
i n t fd , i ;
/ / do i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s here .
FD ZERO(& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
/ / c o n n n e c t i o n f o r c l i : c u r r e n t l y u s i n g s t d i n , l a t e r
s w i t c h t o gui , [ c l i
l i s t e n e r f d ] d e f i n e d i n g l o b a l s . . . .
/ / m y L i s t e n here f o r g u i .
FD SET(0 ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
/ / c o n n e c t i o n f o r r a b b i t
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p r i n t f ( ” C o n n e c t i n g t o R a b b i t . . . \ n ” ) ;
fd =myConnect ( ” 1 0 . 1 0 . 6 . 1 0 0 ” ,RABBITPORT) ;
i f ( fdmax<fd ) fdmax= fd ;
p o r t f d m a p [ RABBITPORT INDEX]= fd ;
FD SET ( fd ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Connec ted t o R a b b i t \n\n ” ) ;
/ / c o n n e c t i o n f o r ETHPORT0
fd =myConnect ( ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,ETHPORT0) ;
i f ( fdmax<fd ) fdmax= fd ;
p o r t f d m a p [ ETHPORT0 INDEX]= fd ;
FD SET ( fd ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
/∗
/ / c o n n e c t i o n f o r ETHPORT1
f d=myConnect ( ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” , ETHPORT1) ;
i f ( fdmax<f d ) fdmax=f d ;
p o r t f d m a p [ETHPORT1 INDEX]= f d ;
FD SET ( fd ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
∗ /
/ / c o n n e c t i o n f o r ETHPORT2
/∗ f d=myConnect ( ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” , ETHPORT2) ;
i f ( fdmax<f d ) fdmax=f d ;
p o r t f d m a p [ETHPORT2 INDEX]= f d ;
FD SET ( fd ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
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∗ /
/ / c o n n e c t i o n f o r ETHPORT3
fd =myConnect ( ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” ,ETHPORT3) ;
i f ( fdmax<fd ) fdmax= fd ;
p o r t f d m a p [ ETHPORT3 INDEX]= fd ;
FD SET ( fd ,& m a s t e r f d s ) ;
/ / c o n n e c t i o n s s e t up . p o p u l a t e g l o b a l s t a t e .
/ / FIXME : c u r r e n t l y j u s t s e t t i n g d e f a u l t s . . . . a c t u a l l y s h o u l d
query each d e v i c e / p
r o c e s s and g e t c u r r e n t s t a t e .
/ / FIXME : imp lemen t query command .
g l o b a l s t a t e . lock mode =OFF ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<MAX DEVICES ; i ++)
{
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ i ] . d e v i d = i ;
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ i ] . s t a t u s =OFF ;
}
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ELECTROMETER0 ] . s t a t u s =
g l o b a l s t a t e . d e v i c e s [ELECTROM
ETER1 ] . s t a t u s =ON; / / z c i s on by d e f a u l t
/ / f o r ( i =0; i<MAXARGS; i ++)
/ / nargv [ i ]=( char ∗ ) c a l l o c (MAXARGLEN, s i z e o f ( char
) ) ;
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memset ( bufsend , 0 , s i z e o f ( b u f s e n d ) ) ;
memset ( b u f r e c v , 0 , s i z e o f ( b u f r e c v ) ) ;
l o g f d = fopen ( ” l o g . t x t ” , ” a ” ) ;
p r i n t f ( ”Done I n i t !\ n ” ) ;
}
i n t parsecommand ( )
{
/ / r e t u r n −1 on e r r o r !
i n t i ;
char ∗ t o k e n ;
n a r g c =0;
na rgv [ 0 ] = s t r t o k ( buftemp , ” \n ” ) ;
i f ( na rgv [0 ]==NULL)
re turn −1;
e l s e
{
n a r g c =1;
whi le ( ( t o k e n = s t r t o k (NULL, ” \n ” ) ) !=NULL)
{
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na rgv [ n a r g c ]= t o k e n ;
n a r g c ++;
i f ( nargc>MAXARGS)
re turn −1;
}
re turn 1 ;
}
}
i n t main ( )
{
/ / ok now c l i s t a r t s .
/ / c a l l i n i t
i n t i , j ;
i n t cmd fd , cmd dev id ;
p r i n t f ( ” In main !\ n ” ) ;
i n i t ( ) ;
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whi le ( 1 )
{
/ / c a l l ma s t e r s e l e c t
cmd id =−1;
memset ( b u f r e c v , 0 ,MAXBUF) ;
memset ( bufsend , 0 ,MAXBUF) ;
r e a d f d s = m a s t e r f d s ;
s e l e c t ( fdmax +1 , &r e a d f d s , NULL, NULL, NULL) ;
f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ;
f f l u s h ( l o g f d ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<fdmax +1; i ++)
{
p r i n t f ( ”\n\n
\n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f (
l o g f d , ”\n
\n\n ” ) ;
f f l u s h (
s t d o u t ) ;
f f l u s h ( l o g f d
) ;
i f ( FD ISSET ( i , &r e a d f d s ) )
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{
/ / c u r r e n t l y don t care where
we g e t t h e command f
rom , i f v a l i d e x e c u t e !
i f ( i ==0)
{
f g e t s ( b u f r e c v , 2 5 6 ,
s t d i n ) ;
r cvd = s t r l e n ( b u f r e c v )
;
}
e l s e
{
r cvd = r e c v ( i , b u f r e c v
, s i z e o f ( b u f r e c v )
, 0
) ;
}
i f ( rcvd <=0)
{
p r i n t f ( ” Los t
c o n n e c t i o n o r
p r o c e s s g o t s
t u c k !\ n ” ) ;
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/ / add code here t o
r e s t a r t t h i s
p r o c e s s .
. . and p ray i t i s n t t h e r a b b i t !
c l o s e ( i ) ;
FD CLR ( i ,& m a s t e r f d s )
;
}
e l s e
{
f p r i n t f ( l o g f d , ”
Command : %s \n ” ,
b u f r e c v ) ;
memcpy ( buftemp ,
b u f r e c v , s i z e o f (
b u f r e c v ) ) ;
i f ( parsecommand ( )
==−1)
{
p r i n t f ( ”
Unable t o
p a r s e
command :
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%s \n ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
f p r i n t f (
l o g f d , ”
Unable t o
p a r s e c
ommand : %s \n ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
}
e l s e
{
i f ( ( cmd id=
lookup cmd
( na rgv
[ 0 ] ) )
==−1)
{
p r i n t f
(
”
Unable
t o
lookup
command : %s \n ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
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f p r i n t f
(
l o g f d
,
”
Unable
t o
lookup command : %s \n ” , b u f r e c v ) ;
}
e l s e
{
/ / we
g o t
command
cmd id
.
. j u s t c a l l i t ’ s a s s o c i a t e d f u n c t i o n .
p r i n t f ( ” Found command cm
d i d=%d ! ! \ n ” , cmd id ) ;
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f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ;
f f l u s h ( l o g f d ) ;
c m d l i s t [ cmd id ] . f n p t r ( )
;
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
i n t o l d ( )
{
s t r u c t s o c k a d d r i n r e m o t e a d d r ;
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i n t fd0 = myLis ten ( 2 0 0 0 0 ) ;
i n t fd1 =myConnect ( ” 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ” , 7 ) ;
i n t newfd ;
c h a r ∗msg=” hope t h i s works ! ” ;
c h a r b u f r [ 1 0 0 ] , b u f s [ 1 0 0 ] ;
i n t i , s e n t , rcvd , fdmax , a d d r l e n ;
i f ( fd1>fd0 )
fdmax= fd1 ;
e l s e
fdmax= fd0 ;
s t r u c t t i m e v a l t v ;
f d s e t r e a d f d s ;
f d s e t m a s t e r ;
t v . t v s e c = 2 ;
t v . t v u s e c = 500000;
FD ZERO(& m a s t e r ) ;
FD SET ( 0 , &m a s t e r ) ;
FD SET ( fd0 , &m a s t e r ) ;
FD SET ( fd1 , &m a s t e r ) ;
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p r i n t f ( ” fd0=%d , fd1=%d\n ” , fd0 , fd1 ) ;
w h i l e ( 1 )
{
memset ( bu f r , 0 , 1 0 0 ) ;
memset ( bufs , 0 , 1 0 0 ) ;
r e a d f d s = m a s t e r ;
s e l e c t ( fdmax +1 , &r e a d f d s , NULL, NULL, NULL) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i<fdmax +1; i ++)
{
i f ( FD ISSET ( i , &r e a d f d s ) )
{
p r i n t f (”%d was s e t !\ n ” , i ) ;
i f ( i == fd1 )
{
/ / we g o t some th ing frm t h e
s e r v e r
r cvd = r e c v ( i , bu f r , s i z e o f (
b u f r ) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” r cvd : %s \n ” , b u f r ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( i == fd0 )
{
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/ / a c c e p t new c o n n e c t i o n
a d d r l e n = s i z e o f ( r e m o t e a d d r )
;
i f ( ( newfd = a c c e p t ( fd0 , (
s t r u c t s o c k a d d r ∗ )&rem
o t e a d d r ,& a d d r l e n ) ) == −1)
{
p e r r o r ( ” a c c e p t ” ) ;
}
e l s e
{
FD SET ( newfd , &
m a s t e r ) ; / / add t o m a s t e r
s e t
i f ( newfd > fdmax )
{ / / keep t r a c k
o f t h e maximum
fdmax =
newfd ;
}
p r i n t f ( ” s e l e c t s e r v e r
: new c o n n e c t i o n f r o
m %s on s o c k e t %d\n ” , i n e t n t o a ( r e m o t e a d d r . s i n a d d r ) , newfd )
;
f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ;
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}
}
e l s e i f ( i ==0)
{
f g e t s ( bufs , 1 0 0 , s t d i n ) ;
s e n t = send ( fd1 , bufs , s t r l e n (
b u f s ) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s \n ” ,
s e n t ) ;
f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ;
}
e l s e
{
/ / t h i s i s t h e c o n n e c t i o n s we
a c c e p t e d . . . w r i t e t o
fd1 what we g o t h e r e t h e n g e t r e s p o n s e and send t h a t back .
r cvd = r e c v ( i , bu f r , s i z e o f (
b u f r ) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” r cvd : %s \n ” , b u f r ) ;
s e n t = send ( fd1 , bu f r , s t r l e n (
b u f r ) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s \n ” ,
s e n t ) ;
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memset ( bu f r , 0 , 1 0 0 ) ;
/ / now we w a i t f o r r e s p o n s e
. . . u se RecvTimeout h e r
e .
r cvd =RecvTimeout ( fd1 , bu f r
, 1 0 0 , 3 ) ;
i f ( r cvd ==−2)
p r i n t f ( ” Timeout from
s e r v e r !\ n ” ) ;
e l s e i f ( rcvd >0)
p r i n t f ( ” Rece ived
r e s p o n s e from s e r v e r : %
s \n ” , b u f r ) ;
s e n t = send ( i , bu f r , s t r l e n ( b u f r
) , 0 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s back \n
” , s e n t ) ;
}
}
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}}
/ / s e n t = send ( fd1 , msg , s t r l e n ( msg ) , 0 ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( ” s e n t %d b y t e s \n ” , s e n t ) ;
c l o s e ( fd1 ) ;
}
Appendix H HCI nanocapillary beam shaping
This code was written with the intention of simulating the results reported in Zhang
et al.[105] where using nanocapillaries, rhombus shaped and rectangular shaped beam were
obtained at the exit when the other shape was incident onto the capillaries. The files are
located on ’cerebellum’ under ’/root/dhruva/hci nanocapillaries tailoring’.
• ’nanocapillary-tailoring/tailoring.c’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h>
# i n c l u d e ” g l o b a l s . h ”
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# i n c l u d e <math . h>
# d e f i n e PI ( 3 . 1 4 1 5 )
/ / D i s t a n c e i n nm .
/ / Time i n nsec .
/∗
FUNCTIONS
1 . s e t up s u r f a c e f u n c t i o n .
p a r a m e t e r s : shape , shape s p e c i f i c params .
2 . f o l l o w one i o n f u n c t i o n .
f o l l o w t h e t r a j e c t o r y o f one i o n .
3 . check whe ther h i t w a l l s
depend ing on shape o f c a p i l l a r y .
4 . do sim : c a l l f n 2 r e p e a t e d l y f o r a l l i o n s as
d i c t a t e d by o r i g i n a l beam p
r o f i l e . ( ? )
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I /O
1 . i n p u t : param f i l e .
2 . o u t p u t : t e x t f i l e w i t h l o c a t i o n o f a l l i o n s t h a t
make i t t h r o u g h
∗ /
void f o l l o w i o n ( vec , vec , vec ) ;
void g e t p o s ( vec ∗ , vec ∗ , vec ∗ , vec ∗ ) ;
void g e t a c c ( vec ∗ , vec ∗ ) ;
void g e t v e l ( vec ∗ , vec ∗ , vec ∗ , vec ∗ ) ;
i n t w a l l h i t c h e c k ( vec ∗ ) ;
i n t e n d c a p i l l a r y c h e c k ( vec ∗ ) ;
void w r i t e t o f i l e ( FILE ∗ , vec ∗ , vec ∗ ) ;
void i n i t s u r f a c e ( ) ;
double g e t d i s t a n c e f r o m p o i n t t o l i n e ( vec , vec , vec ) ;
void xform ( vec ∗ , vec ∗ ) ;
void p r i n t p o s ( vec pos ) { p r i n t f ( ” Pos %g,%g,%g a t t ime=%g\n ”
, pos . x [ 0 ] , pos . x [ 1 ] , p
os . x [ 2 ] , t ime ) ;}
void r o t a t e 2 d ( vec ∗ r e s , double p h i ) ;
void g e t v e c t o r ( vec ∗ r e s , vec pt1 , vec p t 2 ) ;
void g e t p o s o n d e t e c t o r ( vec ∗ f i n a l p o s , vec ∗ pos , vec ∗
v e l ) ;
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void n o r m a l i z e ( vec ∗ r e s ) ;
void i n i t K ( )
{
e p s r = 7 . 0 ; / / h t t p : / / i o p s c i e n c e . i o p . org
/1478 −7814 /37 /1 /304
K=( e p s r −1) / ( e p s r +1) ;
K=K∗q∗q / 4 ;
K=K∗0 . 0 1 5 4 5 8 6 5 3 ;
K=K/m;
K∗=8.98800752∗pow ( 1 0 , 9 ) ;
/ / a c c e l e r a t i o n = K sum ( n i b a r / d i ˆ 2 ) ; i n nm / nsec , d i
i n nm .
/ / K= ( 0 .015458653 ∗ ( e p s r −1 ) ∗ q ˆ2 ) / ( m ( i n
amu ) ∗ ( e p s r +1) ∗ 4
)
p r i n t f ( ”K i s %g\n ” ,K) ;
}
i n t main ( )
{
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vec a , b , c ;
double i , j ;
/ / open f i l e s f o r I /O
i o n s r e a c h e d f p = fopen ( ” o u t . t x t ” , ”w” ) ;
i n i t s u r f a c e ( ) ;
i n i t K ( ) ;
/ / c a l c u l a t e ioncoming v e l o c i t y .
v . x [ 0 ] = v . x [ 1 ] = 0 ; v . x [ 2 ] = 1 . 3 8 9 1 3 8 8 2∗ s q r t ( E /m) ∗pow
( 1 0 , 4 ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” v e l o c i t y i s %g\n ” , v . x [ 2 ] ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” t i m e s t e p i s %g\n ” , t i m e s t e p ) ;
pos . x [ 0 ] = pos . x [ 1 ] = pos . x [ 2 ] = 0 ;
acc . x [ 0 ] = acc . x [ 1 ] = 0 ; acc . x [ 2 ] = 0 ;
a . x [0]=−90; a . x [ 1 ] = 2 2 0 ; a . x [ 2 ] = 0 ;
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p r i n t f ( ” Debug : %g \n ” ,
g e t d i s t a n c e f r o m p o i n t t o l i n e ( a , v e r t e x [ 2 ] , v e r t e
x [ 3 ] ) ) ;
f o r ( i =−30; i <=30.0; i + = 0 . 1 )
{
f o r ( j =−30.0; j <=30.0; j + = 0 . 1 )
{
pos . x [ 0 ] = ( double ) i ; pos . x [ 1 ] = ( double )
j ;
v . x [ 0 ] = v . x [ 1 ] = 0 ; v . x [ 2 ] = 1 . 3 8 9 1 3 8 8 2∗
s q r t ( E /m) ∗pow ( 1 0 , 4 ) ;
acc . x [ 0 ] = acc . x [ 1 ] = 0 ; acc . x [ 2 ] = 0 ;
t ime =0;
t o t a l p a r t i c l e s ++;
f o l l o w i o n ( pos , v , acc ) ;
}
}
/∗
f o r ( j =0; j <120; j +=1)
{
f o r ( i =−90; i <=90; i +=1)
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{
pos . x [0]=( do ub l e ) i ; pos . x [1]=( do ub l e )
j ;
v . x [0]= v . x [1]=0; v . x [2]=1.38913882∗
s q r t ( E /m) ∗pow ( 1 0 , 4 ) ;
acc . x [0]= acc . x [1]=0; acc . x [2]=0;
t i m e =0;
t o t a l p a r t i c l e s ++;
f o l l o w i o n ( pos , v , acc ) ;
}
break ;
}
∗ /
/∗
pos . x [0]= 5 0 . 0 ;
pos . x [1]= 5 0 . 0 ;
pos . x [2]= 0;
f o l l o w i o n ( pos , v , acc ) ;
∗ /
p r i n t f ( ” T o t a l p a r t i c l e s s e n t : %l l d \n ” ,
t o t a l p a r t i c l e s ) ;
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p r i n t f ( ” P a r t i c l e s t h r o u g h c a p i l l a r y : %l l d \n ” ,
p a r t i c l e s a t d e t e c t o r ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” P a r t i c l e s h i t w a l l s : %l l d \n ” ,
p a r t i c l e s h i t w a l l ) ;
/ / c l o s e f i l e s
f c l o s e ( i o n s r e a c h e d f p ) ;
}
void f o l l o w i o n ( vec pos , vec ve l , vec acc )
{
/∗ Using v e r l e t v e l c i t y a l g o r i t h m .
h t t p : / / r e s e a r c h . chem . psu . edu / s h s g r o up / chem647 / newNotes / node6
. h tm l
or
h t t p : / / en . w i k i p e d i a . org / w i k i / V e r l e t i n t e g r a t i o n #
V e l o c i t y V e r l e t
A l g o r i t h m :
S t a r t w i t h r ( t ) and v ( t ) and c a l c u l a t e a ( t )
Repea t t h e f o l l o w i n g s t e p s :
1 . c a l c u l a t e r ( t+d t )= r ( t ) + v ( t ) d t + 0 . 5 a ( t ) d t ˆ2
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2 . c a l c u l a t e a ( t+d t )
3 . c a l c u l a t e v ( t+d t ) = v ( t ) + 0 . 5 [ a ( t ) + a ( t+d t ) ] d t
/ / t h i s i s under t h e c o n d i t i o n t h a t a ( x , t ) and n o t a ( x , v , t ) .
∗ /
vec new vel , new pos , new acc ;
vec t h e t a p h i ;
i n t i , j , k ;
/ / i n i t s t r u c t s
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
new ve l . x [ i ]= new pos . x [ i ]= new acc . x [ i ] = 0 ;
whi le ( 1 )
{
t ime += t i m e s t e p ;
g e t p o s (&new pos ,& pos ,& ve l ,& acc ) ;
/ / p r i n t p o s ( new pos ) ;
i f ( w a l l h i t c h e c k (& new pos ) )
{
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p r i n t f ( ” P a r t i c l e h i t w a l l a t : %l f ,%
l f ,% l f \n ” , new pos . x [
0 ] , new pos . x [ 1 ] , new pos . x [ 2 ] ) ;
p a r t i c l e s h i t w a l l ++;
break ;
}
i f ( e n d c a p i l l a r y c h e c k (& new pos ) )
{
g e t p o s o n d e t e c t o r (&new pos ,& pos ,&
v e l ) ;
xform(& t h e t a p h i ,& new pos ) ;
w r i t e t o f i l e ( i o n s r e a c h e d f p ,&
new pos ,& t h e t a p h i ) ;
p r i n t p o s ( new pos ) ;
p a r t i c l e s a t d e t e c t o r ++;
break ;
}
/ / we are s t i l l i n s i d e t h e p l a y f i e l d .
g e t a c c (&new acc ,& new pos ) ;
g e t v e l (& new vel ,& new acc ,& acc ,& v e l ) ;
pos=new pos ; v e l = new ve l ; acc =new acc ;
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}
}
void g e t p o s ( vec ∗ r e s u l t , vec ∗ pos , vec ∗ ve l , vec ∗ acc )
{
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
{
/ / r ( t+d t )= r ( t ) + v ( t ) d t + 0 . 5 a ( t ) d t ˆ2
r e s u l t −>x [ i ]= pos−>x [ i ] + ve l−>x [ i ] ∗
t i m e s t e p + 0 . 5 ∗ acc−>x [ i ]
∗ t i m e s t e p ∗ t i m e s t e p ;
}
}
void g e t a c c ( vec ∗ r e s u l t , vec ∗ pos )
{
/ / we are i n s i d e t h e c a p i l l a r y when t h i s f n i s
c a l l e d .
/ / F = − K ( n i b a r / d i ˆ2 ) ; i =1 t o 4 / / shape
s p e c i f i c .
i n t i ;
double d , d s q i n v e r s e ;
sw i t ch ( shape )
{
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case 1 :
case 2 :
r e s u l t −>x [ 0 ] = r e s u l t −>x [ 1 ] = r e s u l t −>x
[ 2 ] = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <4; i ++)
{
d=
g e t d i s t a n c e f r o m p o i n t t o l i n e
( ∗pos , v e r t e x [
i ] , v e r t e x [ ( i +1) %4] ) ;
d s q i n v e r s e = ( 1 / ( d∗d ) ) ;
r e s u l t −>x [0]+=−1.0∗K∗
d s q i n v e r s e ∗ norma l s [ i ] . x
[ 0 ]
;
r e s u l t −>x [1]+=−1.0∗K∗
d s q i n v e r s e ∗ norma l s [ i ] . x
[ 1 ]
;
/ / p r i n t f (”−−−−−−> %g,%g\n ” ,
r e s u l t −>x [ 0 ] , r e s u l t −>x [
1 ] ) ;
}
break ;
d e f a u l t :
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break ;
}
}
void g e t v e l ( vec ∗ r e s u l t , vec ∗ a2 , vec ∗ a1 , vec ∗ v e l )
{
/ / v ( t+d t ) = v ( t ) + 0 . 5 [ a ( t ) + a ( t+d t ) ] d t
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
r e s u l t −>x [ i ]= ve l−>x [ i ] + 0 . 5 ∗ ( a1−>x [ i ] + a2
−>x [ i ] ) ∗ t i m e s t e p ;
}
void xform ( vec ∗ thph , vec ∗ pos )
{
/ / g e t t h e t a p h i o f f i n a l p o s i t i o n .
/ / thph−>x [ 0 ] unused
/ / thph−>x [ 1 ] t h e t a
/ / thph−>x [ 2 ] p h i
double l = d e t e c t o r z + c h a n n e l l e n g t h ;
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thph−>x [ 1 ] = a t a n ( pos−>x [ 1 ] / l ) ; / / t a n t h e t a = y / l ;
thph−>x [ 2 ] = a t a n ( pos−>x [ 0 ] / l ) ; / / t a n p h i = x / l ;
thph−>x [ 1 ] ∗= 1 8 0 . 0 / ( PI ) ;
thph−>x [ 2 ] ∗= 1 8 0 . 0 / ( PI ) ;
}
void w r i t e t o f i l e ( FILE ∗ fp , vec ∗pos , vec ∗ t hph )
{
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%g %g %g ” , pos−>x [ 0 ] , pos−>x [ 1 ] , pos−>x
[ 2 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%g %g\n ” , thph−>x [ 1 ] , thph−>x [ 2 ] ) ;
}
void g e t p o s o n d e t e c t o r ( vec ∗ f i n a l p o s , vec ∗ pos , vec ∗
v e l )
{
/ / g e t t i m e t o reach d e t e c t o r u s i g n z ’ s . use t h a t
t i m e t o c a l c f i n a l x , y .
double t ;
t =( d e t e c t o r z − pos−>x [ 2 ] ) / ( ve l−>x [ 2 ] ) ;
f i n a l p o s −>x [ 0 ] = pos−>x [ 0 ] + ve l−>x [ 0 ]∗ t ;
f i n a l p o s −>x [ 1 ] = pos−>x [ 1 ] + ve l−>x [ 1 ]∗ t ;
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f i n a l p o s −>x [ 2 ] = pos−>x [ 2 ] + ve l−>x [ 2 ]∗ t ;
}
i n t w a l l h i t c h e c k ( vec ∗ pos )
{
/ / r e t u r n 1 i f w a l l s h i t , e l s e r e t u r n 0 .
/∗ 1 . we are a lways i n s i d e t h e w a l l s when t h i s
f u n c t i o n i s c a l l e d .
2 . c a l c u l a t e d i s t a n c e t o each o f t h e w a l l s ,
i f l e s s than 1 nm re
t u r n t r u e . e l s e r e t u r n f a l s e .
∗ /
i n t i ;
double d ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <4; i ++)
{
d= g e t d i s t a n c e f r o m p o i n t t o l i n e ( ∗pos ,
v e r t e x [ i ] , v e r t e x [ ( i +1)%
4] ) ;
i f ( d<1.0)
re turn 1 ;
}
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re turn 0 ;
}
double g e t d i s t a n c e f r o m p o i n t t o l i n e ( vec pt , vec l1 , vec
l 2 )
{
/ / c a l c d i s t a n c e o f p o i n t p t from l i n e segment
j o i n i n g l 1 and l 2 .
/ / d o f ( x0 , y0 ) from l i n e j o i n i n g ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 )
: | [ ( x2 − x1 ) ( y1−y0
) − ( x1−x0 ) ( y2−y1 ) / s q r t ( ( x2−x1 ) ˆ2 + ( y2−y1 ) ˆ2 ) ] |
double d ;
double x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 , x0 , y0 ;
x1= l 1 . x [ 0 ] ; y1= l 1 . x [ 1 ] ;
x2= l 2 . x [ 0 ] ; y2= l 2 . x [ 1 ] ;
x0= p t . x [ 0 ] ; y0= p t . x [ 1 ] ;
d = f a b s ( ( x2−x1 ) ∗ ( y1−y0 ) − ( x1−x0 ) ∗ ( y2−y1 ) ) / s q r t ( (
x2−x1 ) ∗ ( x2−x1 ) + ( y2
−y1 ) ∗ ( y2−y1 ) ) ;
re turn d ;
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}i n t e n d c a p i l l a r y c h e c k ( vec ∗ pos )
{
/ / i f z i s g r e a t e r than c h a n n e l l e n g t h , we are done .
i f ( pos−>x [2]> c h a n n e l l e n g t h ) re turn 1 ;
re turn 0 ;
}
void i n i t s u r f a c e ( )
{
i n t i , j , k ;
# i f 0
/ / topmos t , l e f t m o s t = s t a r t o f i n d e x i n g . t h e n
f o l l o w i n g c l o c k w i s e .
/∗ e . g . : rhombus :
A
| |
| |
D B
| |
| |
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Ce . g . : r e c t a n g l e :
A | | | | | | B
| |
| |
| |
| |
D | | | | | | C
A=0 ,B=1 ,C=2 ,D=3 ∗ /
sw i t ch ( shape )
{
case 1 : / / r e c t a n g l e
i n t i , j ;
/ / s e t up v e r t e x a r r a y .
f o r ( i =0 ; i <4; i ++)
f o r ( j =0 ; j <3; j ++)
v e r t e x [ i ] . x [ j ]= a . x [ j ] ;
}
# e n d i f
/ / p o p u l a t e normals array−−> a l l normals p o i n t inwards i n t o
t h e h o l e away from wa
l l s .
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sw i t ch ( shape )
{
case 1 : / / r e c t a n g l e
f o r ( i =0 ; i <4; i ++)
{
g e t v e c t o r (& norma l s [ i ] ,
v e r t e x [ i ] , v e r t e x [ ( i +1) %4]
) ;
r o t a t e 2 d (& norma l s [ i ] ,− ( PI
/ 2 . 0 ) ) ;
n o r m a l i z e (& norma l s [ i ] ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Normal %d = (%g , %g
,%g ) \n ” , i , no rma l s [ i ] .
x [ 0 ] , no rma l s [ i ] . x [ 1 ] , no rma l s [ i ] . x [ 2 ] ) ;
}
break ;
case 2 :
/ / rhombus
f o r ( i =0 ; i <4; i ++)
{
g e t v e c t o r (& norma l s [ i ] ,
v e r t e x [ i ] , v e r t e x [ ( i +1) %4]
) ;
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r o t a t e 2 d (& norma l s [ i ] ,− ( PI
/ 2 . 0 ) ) ;
n o r m a l i z e (& norma l s [ i ] ) ;
p r i n t f ( ” Normal %d = (%g , %g
,%g ) \n ” , i , no rma l s [ i ] .
x [ 0 ] , no rma l s [ i ] . x [ 1 ] , no rma l s [ i ] . x [ 2 ] ) ;
}
break ;
d e f a u l t :
break ;
}
}
void r o t a t e 2 d ( vec ∗ r e s , double p h i )
{
double r2d [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ;
i n t i , j ;
vec temp=∗ r e s ;
r2d [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = cos ( p h i ) ;
r2d [0] [1]=− s i n ( p h i ) ;
r2d [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( p h i ) ;
r2d [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = cos ( p h i ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <2; i ++)
{
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r e s−>x [ i ] = 0 ;
f o r ( j =0 ; j <2; j ++)
r e s−>x [ i ]+= temp . x [ j ]∗ r2d [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
r e s−>x [ 2 ] = temp . x [ 2 ] ;
}
void n o r m a l i z e ( vec ∗ r e s )
{
double l =0 ;
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
l += r e s−>x [ i ]∗ r e s−>x [ i ] ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
r e s−>x [ i ] / = s q r t ( l ) ;
}
void g e t v e c t o r ( vec ∗ r e s , vec pt1 , vec p t 2 )
{
i n t i ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <3; i ++)
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r e s−>x [ i ]= p t 2 . x [ i ]− p t 1 . x [ i ] ;
}
• ’nanocapillary-tailoring/globals.h’ : Located on ’cerebellum’
/∗ p a r a m e t e r s :
main box c o n t a i n i n g c a p i l l a r y x , y .
shape o f c a p i l l a r y :
1 : r e c t a n g l e
2 : rhombus
3 . . . .
∗ /
/ / a l l d i m e n s i o n s i n nm .
s t r u c t V ec to r
{
double x [ 3 ] ;
} ;
t y p e d e f s t r u c t V ec to r vec ;
double X=500;
double Y=500;
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double e p s r ,K;
/ / topmos t , l e f t m o s t = s t a r t o f i n d e x i n g . t h e n f o l l o w i n g
c l o c k w i s e .
/∗ e . g . : rhombus :
A
| |
| |
D B
| |
| |
C
e . g . : r e c t a n g l e :
A | | | | | | B
| |
| |
| |
| |
D | | | | | | C
A=0 ,B=1 ,C=2 ,D=3
∗ /
i n t shape =1;
/ / r e c t a n g l e : 200 x 450
/∗ do ub l e ax =−100, ay =225 , az =0;
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do ub l e bx =100 , by =225 , bz =0;
do ub l e cx =100 , cy =−225, c z =0;
do ub l e dx =−100, dy =−225, dz =0;
do ub l e Ax=−100,Ay =225 , Az =20000;
do ub l e Bx =100 , By =225 , Bz =20000;
do ub l e Cx=100 ,Cy=−225,Cz =20000;
do ub l e Dx=−100,Dy=−225,Dz=20000;
∗ /
double c h a n n e l l e n g t h = 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 ;
/∗
vec a ={{−100 ,225 ,0}};
vec b ={{100 ,225 ,0}} ;
vec c ={{100 ,−225 ,0}};
vec d={{−100 ,−225 ,0}};
∗ /
vec v e r t e x [ ] ={
{ −1 0 0 . 0 , 1 0 0 . 0 , 0 . 0} ,
{ 1 0 0 . 0 , 1 0 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 } ,
{1 0 0 . 0 , −1 0 0 . 0 , 0 . 0} ,
{ −100 .0 ,−100 .0 ,0 .0}} ;
vec no rma l s [ 4 ] ;
/∗
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i n t shape =2;
/ / rhombus : 140 x 250
do ub l e ax=−70,ay =0;
do ub l e bx =0 , by =125;
do ub l e cx =70 , cy =0;
do ub l e dx =0 , dy=−125;
do ub l e c h a n n e l l e n g t h =10000;
do ub l e ax=−70,ay =0;
do ub l e bx =0 , by =125;
do ub l e cx =70 , cy =0;
do ub l e dx =0 , dy=−125;
vec normals [ 4 ] ;
∗ /
/ / beam p a r a m e t e r s
double E = 7 0 0 0 . 0 ; / / en e rg y i n eV
double m= 2 0 . 1 7 9 7 ; / / mass i n amu ;
double q = 7 . 0 ; / / charge s t a t e
vec v ; / / v e l o c i t y i n nm / s e c
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/ / 1 amu = 9 .3146 x10 ˆ6 eV / c ˆ2
/ /−−> v = s q r t (2E /m) = s q r t (2 Ec ˆ2
/ / 9 .3146 x10 ˆ 6 ) =
/ / s q r t (18E / 9 . 3 1 4 6m) x10 ˆ13 nm / s e c
/ / = s q r t ( 1 . 9 3 2 4 5 E /m) x 10ˆ13 nm / s e c
/ / = s q r t ( 1 . 9 3 2 4 5 E /m) x 10ˆ4 nm / nsec
vec pos ; / / i n t i a l p o s i t i o n
vec acc ; / / i n i t i a l a c c e l e r a t i o n
double d e t e c t o r z = 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 ;
double t i m e s t e p =1 .0E−5; / / nanoseconds
FILE ∗ i o n s r e a c h e d f p ;
FILE ∗ i o n s w a l l e d f p ;
double t ime =0;
long long i n t t o t a l p a r t i c l e s =0 ;
long long i n t p a r t i c l e s h i t w a l l =0 ;
long long i n t p a r t i c l e s a t d e t e c t o r =0 ;
Appendix I modified Safari
The detector and analysis codes were rewritten in C for the SAFARI program.
These programs, and the associated scripts, are bulky and not reproduced here. Instead,
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the readme file that lists instructions on running these programs is listed here. These files
are located on ’kaa’.
• ’safari/readme.txt’ : Located on ’kaa’
∗∗∗Take c a r e t o n o t d i s t u r b d i r e c t o r y s t r u c t u r e .
∗∗∗ I f c h a n g i n g one s c r i p t , copy t h a t t o a l l d i r e c t o r i e s .
∗∗∗ a l l i n p u t f i l e s a r e assumed t o be named ∗ ev . i n p u t
e . g . 20 ev . i n p u t , 100 ev . i n p u t e t c .
run s c r i p t s i n t h i s o r d e r :
1 . sh c o n v e r t . sh −−−−> g e t i n p u t f i l e s wi th c o r r e c t
p a r a m e t e r s .
2 . sh run . sh −−−−−> r u n s s a f a r i t h a t a l s o g e n e r a t e s . t r a j s
f i l e s .
3 . sh check . sh −−−−−−−> c he ck s t h a t a l l r a n
wi th same e ne r gy . . . no o v e r l a p o f queu ing and r u n n i n g .
4 . qsub c d t e c t r u n . sh −−−−> g e t . c d t e c t f i l e s from . t r a j s
f i l e s .
5 . qsub c d t e c t p o s t . sh −−−−> g e n e r a t e s t r a j c o u n t . t x t
. . . c o u n t s t r a j e c t o r i e s b a c k s c a t t e r e d , s t u c k , b u r i e d , u n a b l e
t o e s c a p e f o r each e ne rg y
6 . qsub t r i m . sh −−−−−−−> removes a l l s t u c k and b u r i e d
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( −100 eV or −200 eV ) from . c d t e c t f i l e s and g e n e r a t e s .
t r immed f i l e s
7 . qsub g n u p l o t . sh −−−−−−> p l o t s a n g l e and en e rg y r e s o l v e d
s p e c t r a from . tr immed f i l e s .
8 . qsub s p o t e n e r g y s p e c t r u m . sh
−−−−> r e a d s . t r immed f i l e s and g e n e r a t e s i n t e n s i t y vs e n e r gy
numbers f o r p a r t i c u l a r t h e t a f i n a l s p o t s . . . .
g e n e r a t e s $ e n e r g y i n c o m i n g $ t h e t a f i n a l e n e r g y s p e c t r u m . t x t
f i l e s
−−−−> a l s o g e n e r a t e s i n d i v i d u a l p l o t s o f i n t e n s i t y vs ’k ’
f o r Ein , t h e t a i n .
∗∗∗ Sometimes P a l m e t t o i s s low t o run a f t e r q u e u e i n g t h e j o b
:
i n t h i s case , due t o t h e w o n d e r f u l r e q u i r e m e n t o f s a f a r i .
i n p u t by S a f a r i ,
run ” r u n w i t h d i f f e r e n t d i r s . sh ”
then , ” c o l l e c t w i t h d i f f e r e n t d i r s . sh ”
then , ” r e m o v e d i f f e r e n t d i r s . sh ”
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a t t h i s p o i n t , we a r e done wi th s t e p 2 , c o n t i n u e from s t e p 3
above .
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Appendix J List of programs
The source code for the programs listed here have been copied onto the ’kaa’ ma-
chine and organized conveniently as shown below.
Listings
gpib.conf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
”electrometers/measure 485 2400.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
”electrometers/measure 617 485.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
”electrometers/keithley2000.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
”electrometers/keithley2000 thermocoupletypeC.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
”auger/params.sh” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
”auger/auger.sh” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
”auger/auger plot.sh” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
”auger/srs830.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
”ebit–beam–tuning–profiling/tuning v3.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168
”ebit–beam–tuning–profiling/tuning profile ver4 folded.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . 173
”ebit–beam–tuning–profiling/RFA spectrum.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189
”picoreader.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204
”automation/globals folded.h” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213
”automation/cli folded typeset.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220
”nanocapillary–tailoring/tailoring folded.c” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250
”nanocapillary–tailoring/globals folded.h” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271
279
”safari/readme.txt” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 276
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